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First Class Fiction Market
Sir:
We buy more short shorts than any other magazine and pay the highest prices for them—provided
we have a first look.
When Tuts WEEK appears in its new format,
January 4th, we shall run stories as long as 4,000
words, but we shall also need many pieces of
fiction ranging in length from about 1,000 to 2,500,
and for all in this length group we shall continue
to pay top prices.
I should be grateful if you would make a
mention of this in one of your future issues.
Mrs. WILLIAM Brown MELoney, Editor,
This Week Magazine,
420 Lexington Avenue, New York City.
Our Purpose In Life
Sir:
During the first week in October I studied
Darrell Huff’s “Help Wanted” in that month’s
issue of the Dicest. On the 13th I mailed a
twelve-hundred word short story to The Boys’
World. Today (the 25th) I received check for
$20.00.
Not a record for the Dicest, probably, but it’s
good enough for me.
Jay W. WorTHINGTON,
271 Hawthorne Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.

FOR THE BEGINNING WRITER:
Tips and sound information that enable
men and women who have never sold ficton,
but who are intelligent and write good English, to learn enough about writing to make a
little money at it.
FOR THE SELLING WRITER:
Market requirements and news of new publications that enable writers who are new selling their work to sell a lot more of it at higher
prices.
FOR THE WOULD-BE WRITER:
New and accurate ideas and facts about
writing for persons whose preconceived notions
about the profession are mistaken.
FOR EVERY WRITER:
WRITER'S DIGEST is fun to read! Slick
writers take 5-cent-a-word time to see what's
new in WRITER'S DIGEST. Pulpsters stop the
cent-a-word mill long enough to take a look.
And dewy-eyed hopefuls, heart-in-mouth, just
HAVE to finish their copies before they go
back to the desk to finish their “best story—
so far."
Come

In—The

Reading's

Fun!

A six-month subscription ($1.00) is offered
on our usual money-back guarantee. If you
don't like the third issue, drop us a postcard,
and we'll refund your money in full. Only a
publisher with a genuine service to offer can
make such a guarantee.

We Earned It
Sir:
I am 7 years, 8 months, and 9 days old. I
would be even older only it rained for 15 days
in October and I don’t count the days it rains
on. Anyway, I wrote a story called, “Portrait Of
Writer's Digest
A Man Sitting On a Flag Pole While His Wife
22 East 12th St.
Makes Flannel Cakes for Sixteen Hungry People
Cincinnati, Ohio
In An Actors’ Boarding House.” My Pop says
that’s a good title and that the trouble with most
Gentlemen:
authors they make the title too short and if they
made the title like mine they wouldn’t have to
Enter my six-month subscription to WRITER'S
write the story.
DIGEST for which | enclose $1.00.
This story begins with two ghosts. The one
ghost says to the other: ‘Do you believe in
people?” The other ghost says: “There are two
horses. Let’s ask them.” So they go to the horses
who are looking at a stack of hay and the one
Address ....
ghost says: “That’s a lot of hay,” and the one
horse says: ‘Well, that ain’t money.” And then
along comes a dog and says: ‘“Hiyah, equines.
How’s the old hay balers?” And the one horse
°
The Writer’s Digest, 22 East 12th St., Cincinnati, Ohio. Pubished by the Automobile Digest Publishing Co. Mon
the year. Vol. 22, No. 1. Entered as second class matter, April 21, 1921, at the Post Office, Cin., O., U. Hw
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SELLS 3 ARTICLES BEFORE
FINISHING COURSE
“‘A Toronto paper accepted two articles
of mine wees I had only completed my
third assignment of the Newspaper InStitute Course
n to date I have
only finished the fi story writing assignment, | have already sold a third
article and my first fiction story is in
the mail. A few months ago it would
have all seemed inconceivable, N.I.A
has made it a reality."°—Pearl B. McDougall, 120 Hay Avenue, Minmico, Ont.

Says ’ “Look, a talking dog.” The one ghost Says,
“Where did you lezarn to talk?” and the dog
says, “From peo} ple
And the ghost Says, ‘Are
there people?
The dog says, “Sure.” The ghost
says: “What do they do?” The dog says: “Well,
right now, they mostly kill each other. But the guy
that belongs to me, he is writing a book, Do you
want to meet the guy?” The ghost said, “No,
we already know a lot of ghosts that already
wrote a book.”
;
My November Dicest came on the first and
H ittie Bradfield got lost somewhere in the linotype
and my Pop says she probably got lost
A
Challenge
::
on Tenth Ave., or had to visit Elizabeth’s room,
vnatever ne means Dy that.
to those who hesitate
FRANKIE SCHINDLER,
2220 S. Elmwood Ave., Berwyn, III.
about writing
Here’s

a chance

to take

a test

that may get you started
Are you one of the many people who feel that they
can write but fear the disillusionment of failure?
That is unfortunate—and, perhaps, thoughtless.
For thousands of men and women, perhaps with no
more latent ability than you have, are adding regularly to their income by writing.
In fact, the socalled “unknowns” supply the bulk of stories and
articles published in America. This material is easy
to write. It is in constant demand by publications
everywhere. And no one need be a genius to get
material accepted.
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Newspaper Institute of Ame 2,
Park Avenue, New York. (Founded 1925)

Articles About Druggists
Sir:
The many benefits I derived in getting market
information from Writer’s Dicest when I was
free-lancing makes me feel possibly I can reciprocate in a small way.
We are in the market for unusual articles about
druggists. We want no run-of-the-mine, ordinary
type stuff. We would like to have articles that are
interesting because of some unusual aspect of the
store operation, or because of some unusual human
interest feature which can be developed around
the store owner. They should be crisply written in
a trenchant style, with all superfluous verbiage
removed. Our usual rates are fairly generous, and,
naturally we would like pictures to accompany each
story.
If we find that the writer is unable to get the
feel of the material we want, but presents us with
an idea which we can follow up from this office,
we will pay a reasonable sum for the use of the
information submitted, provided it is used.
Thank you for the opportunity to repay some
or tne help the Writer’s DicesT gave me in the
old days. I close with kindest personal regards.
MAL Parks,
Managing Editor, American Druggist.
572 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
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in hell first, in their bare feet

It is with interest that I have read Lud Landmichl’s letters, and then Gun Steel’s, followed in
the November issue by a letter from one Joe Dash
of Chicago.
My name was mentioned, along with the names
of some of my closest writing pards.
Newspaper Institute of America
Dash wants to know how fast Walt. Coburn,
ae One Park Avenue, New York
Chuck Martin, Harry Olmsted, and Ed Repp can
bull-dog a steer. Walt Coburn was born on his
Send me, without cost or obligation, your Writing
Aptitude Test, and further information about writing for
Id man’s Circle C spread in Montana, up in the
rofit, as promised in Writer’s Digest, December.
Bear Paw country. He’s cowboy from boots to
Liss
Mr.
Stetsons, and nothing else.
Mrs.
At past 50, he isn’t bulldogging steers, but can
Address
j
ere
:
All correspond
lence
confidential
No,
galesman.
will
call
on
you,
he ride, rope, and flank down what he catches?
Copyright 1941 Newspaper institute of America,
7wé6si
Writer’s Digest i{s your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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Here is a stroke of good luck for a limited number of
persons, if you act fast! As publishers of MAKING
MANUSCRIPTS SALABLE by the famous WriterEditor-Critic Walter N. Des Marais, a book for which
thousands of persons have paid $2.00 a copy, we
happen to have on hand a few hundred slightly
damaged copies. To close these out we are offering
them at exactly one-half price—only $1.00! And you
don’t have to send us a single cent now or ever, nor
need you pay the postman—you may order this book
on a ten-day trial. If you are not completely satisfed you may return the book in 10 days and you
won't owe us a Cent!
hi
hes opies i
li
Ewe mis
tl mak
eke”
The same helpful informationis inside, the same ssoney snaking
information is yours, just as if you were paying the full $2.
price!
10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
— FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY!
There’s no obligation. No pressure. Send no money. See this
wonderfully instructive book before you buy. Read it in the
privacy of your own home with no one to force you to make
a decision one way or the other. Then, if you decide to keep
it, simply send us one dollar plus 10c for handling and
tage. You can save the 10¢ handling charge by sending
cash with this coupon. You can’t lose!
SELL YOUR STORIES
This Book Shows You How!
MAKING MANUSCRIPTS SALABLE, endorsed by _professionals, beginners, critics, teachers, editors, and
ed by over
15,000 writers, is designed to help you make more money from
your writing!
SEND

NO

MONEY!

NOTHING TO PAY POSTMAN
Don’t send us a single cent. Just fill in the coupon and we will
snd yu MAKING MANUSCRIPTS SALABLE for ten days
inspection, postpaid, at our risk and expense. Then, at the
end of this time, send us $1.00—plus 10c for handling—and the
k is yours to keep—or return the book to us and you owe us
nothing. If you send the dollar now, you need not send the
1c. DO IT TODAY! This offer is limited by the number
of books we have. After these are gone there will be no more.
So HURRY! First come, first served!
COMFORT PRESS, INC., 107 N. 8th St., St. Louis, Mo.
Send

for Your Cop

Just read the partial contents of this wonderful
ook!
The ‘Plot Plat’’, included free. This alone has
been selling for $3.00 a copy.
A chapter on Slant that may spell the difference
between success and failure for many.
A series of SCRIPT TEST QUESTIONS that
will show you what is wrong with rejected stories
—and will guide you on all future stories. A
thorough analysis of story types, the technique
of writing and selling in any market.
These are only a few indications of the vital information given in this book. You get 25 full,
informative chapters in a beautifully printed and
expensively bound book of 160 pages. Remember, this is NOT a cheap edition put out for
promotional purposes. These are copies out of
the same edition for which thousands of persons
paid $2.00 a copy!
/2 PRICE

BOOK

COUPO

Comfort Press, Inc.,
Dept. 323, 107 N. 8th St.,
St. Louis, Mo.
[—] You may send me—postpaid and at your own risk
and expense—a
copy of MAKING youMANUSCRIPTS
SALABLE.
I willto return
in ten$1.0da
orwhich
if isI decide
keep it,the Ibookwill to send
you
one-half
dling and
postage. the regular price—plus 10c for han| | TEER ELETEREREEERE
EEL
BBOTORR oe cc
rcercevccereccceresescces
I am enclosing $1.00, thus I can save the 10c
handling guarantee
charge. The
ten dayI paytrialfor period
and
appliessamewhether
book
now refund
or later.

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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I have seen him do it
Olmsted never was a cowboy, but he sure knows
the West, and writes it as it was. Ed Repp’s old
man owned an outfit in the Mojave Desert called
the Sunrise outfit.
As for myself, 32 years ago I was riding the
rough string for the T. O. outfit, known as the
Santa Margarita Rancho, covering a quarter million acres. Then I made a hand for the California
Land and Cattle company until I tried to make
Mexico safe for Pancho Villa, and Madero. Then
to England on a cattle boat, back to the States,
and more work on cattle spreads. I raise a few
stock horses on my ranch, and break my own
colts. I work Calf round-up every Spring, and
this year I taught my favorite colt to work a
rope in three weeks. And I couldn’t write a western story worth a hoot in Chicago, or New York.
I’ve had Editors tell me for years that I know
too damn much about the West to write a good
western. They say I lose my perspective, being too
close to the picture. Logically, this makes those
New York cowboys prime beef, so when they
finally whip us all out of the herd, we should
make a splendid living writing about the night
life and Cafe society in Chicago and New York.
Our perspective won’t be clouded. Sometimes I
wonder how in hell I’ve sold 850 stories to National Magazines, and 29 published books.
There’s a deal of truth in what those Editors
say at that. A real westerner unconsciously becomes too technical. The terms come so easy to
us, but it does gripe us to see the squirts copy
our stuff, and use the terms in the wrong places.
There are just too damn many people back east,
even Westerners who know better, but who write
the way Hollywood and the East, thinks it should
be. All except Walt Coburn. Walt would see ’em
in hell first, in their bare feet.
As for you, Joe Dash, I’ve only worked half
time this year due to a break-down, but my
record of sales is 27 sold out of 28 written. Every
one of them about the Old West, and unless the
boys raise the rates, I still won’t make a living.
Cuuck MartTIN,
P. O. Box 207, Oceanside, Calif.
. » . True Western Story Magazine [!?)
Sir:
After quitting writing for a year to pull down
some whopping big weekly paychecks welding pipelines in the defense program ($36 a day), I again
take my WD in hand to see something of a brawl
going on among the writers anent the western
story situation.
Mr. Landmichl should bear in mind that these
current western story blood thrillers are merely
doing what a lot of army contractors are doing
today—grabbing frantically for the gobs of cash
while the grabbing is good and to hell with what
kind of a job they’re doing. (That’s what most

DIGEST

of the contractors I worked for on army airport
and encampment are doing, and if I can get my
nearly completed novel, Thunder In The Desert,
published somebody is gonna hunt cover.)
I wrote four years before I sold a westem
yarn, That was because I was fool enough to
try writing about the people I was born and
raised among down in the Texas panhandle cow
country and those I later met when I rode
winters and poisoned coyotes for the state up
around Dillon, Montana. It took me four years
to get it pounded into my head that the average
western pulp editor—lI said average—doesn’t really
care whether the stories are true to life or not,
As long as he makes that profit for his publisher
why should be worry himself about the stories not
being true to life.
Today the pulp game is in the doldrums. It
would have been the same in spite of the war
because even the kid readers are getting bored to
death with the same old plot and the same old
ingredients: sexless gun dummy hero with frosty
blue eyes; virgin heroine as pure as the driven
snow. Bold villain with an eye to fixing up the
latter situation, unless he wants—as in most cases
—only money. Bang, bang, bang, and the viilain
is dead, the heroine’s virginity is saved, and the
reader presumes that in time they’ll get into bed
together where nature will take its course and the
two will get down to some natural business.
Frankly, I'd like to write about things I’ve seen
and heard about from old timers. About my cowtown lawyer father holding off the town toughs with
two six shooters the night, as county attorney,
he arrived and was to be chased right out again
like his predecessor. About killer punchers turning
preacher for awhile, running off with some guy’s
wife, then deserting her and going bad again.
About cowtown divorces and remarriages, about
love making at dances—these and a thousand
other real life incidents. I’d like to write about
my mother, heavy with child, sitting in our home
with three of us huddled in terror around her
while armed men strode into the house to kill my
prosecuting attorney father to keep him from appearing in court next day.
Of course, if I mix in enough gun dummy stuff
and enough virginity for the heroine all this can
be used—after which it becomes the old wom
out formula stuff all over again. Take a guy
like Walt Coburn. Although I can’t personally
stomach his stuff nor the mawkish sentiment he
gets into some of his yarns, he knows the west
backward and forward and crosswise. Anytime
he turns out a yarn you’ll know it has an aif
of authenticity about it, from the caliber of a gun
to the historical facts of the town. Yet to get the
big rates he does Coburn, too, must write the
“smoke pole” stuff like the rest of us: strong,
silent hero, virginal heroine, grumpy old timer.
And if you really want to get an idea of just
how god-awful outlandish and unreal our yarns
are, just pick up a copy of grand old Charle
Siringo’s autobiography, “Riata and Spurs,” which
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DECEMBER,
is within arm’s length of my desk, along with a
lot of others like it. Here’s just one sample paragraph, taken on the first page opened:
“A ride of eighty miles brought me back to
the LX ranch with a small bunch of steers. I
found a new boss in charge of the ranch. Mr.
Allen had returned to his home in Corpus Christi
and an outlaw by the name of William C. Moore
had taken his place. This man Moore had just
shot and killed his Negro coachman, and made his
getaway from the law officers in Wyoming, landing
at the LX ranch on a broken down pony. Previous
to this he had shot and killed his brother-in-law
in the State of California... .”
Mister, what I wouldn’t give to be allowed to
put in some inter-family stuff like that into a
sory! We pulp guys like to play it safe by putting them right down the same old groove. I
never even to this day, write a yarn without first
picking up a current issue of the mag and prowling
through its pages just to get the “feel” of what
the editor wants.
I live in hopes that one of these days some
editor with courage will put out a new mag and
lett these guys who were born and raised in the
west turn out any kind of a yarn they like about
people they knew. If it’s sex then put it in. If
its divorce, remarriage, a young widow for a
heroine, or even a prostitute central character—
anybody; if they fit into a story in a natural way,
put them in.
When editors say they want emotion in a westem they get it about as follows: hero finds brother
murdered. Hero’s eyes harden, his lips thin, he
grabs gun butts and squeezes them until the
knuckles stand out white.
.
In brief, if some editor would ‘take one quarter
confession story, one quarter love story, mix it up
and stir well with one-half parts of gun dummy
bang, bang, bang, I think he’d have something.
WiLu1AM Hopson,
222 Clark Ave., Las Vegas, Nevada.
¢Q. E. D. to the subject, unless some executive
editor of a pulp western string, reads this on an
ambitious Monday morning and wants to see what
Reader Hobson suggests, or some version of it.
—Ed.
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WRITE YOUR NOVEL—
Here is a time-and-work saving Plan which also assures
a soundly bu'lt novel, a day by day guidance through
the preliminary note-taking, plotting, writing, and final
revisions of a novel. There is nothing like it anywhere
else. The fifteen Sections, each ten or more pages long,
naan Organizing the Novel Project into an orderly,
i fiec Plan; Finding and Expanding the Idea; Aspice the Season Making up the Chapters, etc.,
etc. A Novel is the quickest way to literary success and
this Plan cuts the labor almost in half.
Write for free particulars.
ANNE

HAMILTON
Literary Specialist
Instruction and Criticism: Novels, Poetry, Short Stories
745 So. Plymouth Bivd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
SUPER- TYPING.
at regular
-_ ig do the ge
job
formystery
yourrates!ms.onan
HA PROFESSIONAL she ING
(p blished
Dec, 1).Mimeographing
35c¢ per
Special rates on book-lengths
Free carbon.
MARTIN T. KEAVENY
Telephone: Diversey 5128
541 Deming Piace
Chicago, Ill

ET into Advertising! Splendid opportunities
G for trained men and women. Ad writers, space
buyers, mail order experts make good money.
Learn quickly at home. Notext books. Practical
work. Old established school. Many successful
eraduates. Write today for free booklet *‘Oppors
cunities in Advertising,”’ and requirements.
PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL OF ADVERTISING
1315 Michigan Ave. — Dept. 3059
Chicago, UU. S. A.
BIG

DIME'S
WORTH!
Here's Something New For Writers!
Take your che ice of any of these twelve new brochures by
Wycliffe A. Hill, author of ,Plc t Genie” ant “Article Writing
fade Easy’’—for a dime eac
amps or coir
. Genie Formula
Radio or enna Play Plot
The Article Writing Formula
How To Syndicate What You Write
How To Criticize Your Own Story
How To Protect Your Story Idea
How To Write A Book In Six Days
Plot Ideas From The Subconscious Mind
Story Writing Self Taught
. How To Write Your Life Story
. How To Choose A Success Pen Name
SCOBIAMNSWHe!
11. How To Market Your Story
12. Interesting Story Openings.
An. Twelve for $1.00 Des riptive literature o The Plot
System, includir 1g demonstration, and on ‘“‘Article Writ» Easy sent free upon request Write today for
aca holiday offer.
THE GAGNON COMPANY, Inc.
Dept. 28, 541 S. Spring St.
Los Angeles, Calif.
(Please state if you own Plot Genie) _

PROFESSIONAL

YEARS A NEWSPAPERMAN,

WRITER

EDITOR, MAGAZINE

WRITER

Author of short stories distinguished by recognition in several editions of the annual
“O. Henry Memorial Award Prize Stories” book.
WRITE ME A LETTER ABOUT YOUR WRITING HOPES AND PROBLEMS—ABOUT YOUR REASONS FOR
READING THIS AD. I'LL REPLY BY PERSONAL LETTER, AND | WILL ALSO MAIL TO YOU
COMPLIMENTARY COPY OF MY COPYRIGHTED BOOKLET ON THE ANATOMY OF THE SHORT
STORY: “IT'S A FORMULA—PLUS A FLAIR." NO OBLIGATION WHATEVER!

P. O. BOX
is

396

SEABURN
BROWN
Writer Consultant to Writers
SAN FRANCISCO,

CALIFORNIA

Writer’s Digest is your best introd uction when writing advertisers.
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YOU

CAN

WIN!

Shepherd Students are America’s biggest Winners in Prize Contests. To
prove this, America’s biggest Winners
overwhelmingly voted the Shepherd
School best in the Willets’ Polls of 1939,
1940 and 1941.
You, too, can win! I offer you America’s finest
Contest Course, to help you win. This Course
will bring you —
THE SECRETS OF THE STARS
THE WINNING ENTRIES OF THE STARS
SPECIAL WINNING HELPS THAT MAKE STARS
FREE HELP!
As a foretaste, I offer you a gift copy of the
newest “SHEPHERD CONFIDENTIAL CONTEST BULLETIN” — filled with WINNING
IDEAS, WINNING TIPS and WINNING ENTRIES —the kind of winning help that has
helped Shepherd Students win Cash, Cars
and Travel Trips in 1941 Contests.
Write NOW! A penny postal will do.
Simply ask for ‘‘the free Bulletin,"'
WILMER S. SHEPHERD, JR.
Dept. D, 1015 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
MATHILDE WEIL © Literary Agent
formerly of New York, is now established in San
Francisco. Books, short stories, articles and verse
criticized and marketed. Editing and typing.
535 Geary Street
San Francisco
TYPING
Says a well-known writer: ‘‘Everything you type for me—
sells.” It may do the same for you. 30c per 1000 words.
Carbon, postage free. Minor corrections and markets
suggested. Inquiries invited. Try me.
V. GLENN CASNER
REPTON,
KENTUCKY

DIGEST
Florida Writers
Sir:
Thanks to the writer’s Bible, in other words
Writer’s Dicest—I’ve been writing and selling
stuff for the past three, four years; latest sales of
importance being to Harry Keller of Official De.
tective Stories. And that brings me to the why.
for of this letter. I’m too busy right now to run
around digging up these true crime yarns or to do
the investigating. It occurs to me one of your
Florida readers might be interested in doing the
leg work, while I do the writing. I’ll be glad to
work on a 50-50 split on this. How’s for passing
it on to your readers? Thanks a lot.
MILTON BERTRAND SACKET,
Route No. 2, Box 100-A,
Sanford, Florida.
Traveling Through the South .. .
Sir:
The E-A Club holds its regular meetings in the
club-room of the Chimney Corner Tea Room and
Restaurant. Any writer traveling through to the
South is cordially invited to step in for a chat.
We hold the club room “31” open at all times,
for alternatingly through the day the better writers
of Kentucky, Tennessee, the Virginias, Indiana and
other outlying states drop in at almost any time
and feel privileged to work, play or study and chat
here. At any time of the hours we are open you'll
find a selection of all the creatures that compose a
writer’s circle lying in wait for you . . . from
experimentalist to journalist.
This is an open invitation to any of your readers,
any time they are in Frankfort, Ky., to drop
around to club “31,” pick up shop talk, gossip
about anybody from Gingrich to Thomas Wolfe, to
study or to straighten out their notes in our clubroom.
STEUART SHARP,
English-American Club,
407% W. Ikerson St., Frankfort, Ky.

First Novel Contest
Sir:
Modern Age Books announces a $1,500 award
for the best “first novel” submitted before February 15, 1942. This sum is made up of an outright
Can YOUR
Story
cash award of $1,000, donated by the Kaufman
Department Stores, Inc., of Pittsburgh, Pa., and a
be Filmed?
$500 cash advance against royalties offered by
| Never has there been a greater opportunity for the
Modern Age Books, Inc.
screen writer than today. If your work is original in
basic plot idea, it may be just what is needed to fit
Neither the donors nor the publishers desire to
current schedules now being made up.
define the range or limit of the subject matter of
Eric Heath, well known Author and Playwright, is now
associated with me, and I offer complete literary asthe novel. Manuscripts will be judged on literary
sistance in critical and selling service in the fields of
merit—sustained interest, character portrayal, qualpublication and playwriting, as well as SCREEN and
| RADIO. Send in your manuscripts at once and tell
ity of writing, et cetera.
| me the type of help you desire. My rates are reasonable.
The following specific regulations are listed:
|
Write for free booklet.
1. The contest is open to anyone who has not
had a novel published in book form.
ADELINE M. ALVORD
2. All manuscripts must be typed, and two
|6605 Hollywood Bivd.
Hollywood, Calif. |
copies, the original and the first carbon, must be
| Suite 215
Established 1919
Dept. 90)
submitted on standard 82x 11-inch white paper.
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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3. All manuscript must be submitted on or
before February 15, 1942.
4. The winner of the award, in addition to the
prize and the advance royalties, will receive from
Modern Age Books, Inc., customary royalties
throughout the sale of the book.
5. All manuscripts are submitted with the understanding that the publishers, Modern Age Books,
Inc., shall have the right to publish any manuscript submitted on their standard royalty terms.
6. The Jury of Award will be made up of
Amy Loveman of The Saturday Review of Literature and The Book-of-the-Month Club; Charles
Poore of the New York Times, and Louis P. Birk,
Editor of Modern Age Books. The jury reserves
the right to make no award, if in their opinion no
manuscript is worthy of it.
7. The winner of the award will be announced
in March, 1942.
Epirtor Mopern AGE Books.
432 Fourth Avenue, New York City.
Sir:
We are in the market for timely, action adventure stories and also romance yarns along love pulp
lines. Minimum length, 2,000 words; maximum
length, 2,400 words.
We can also use strong articles on vital subjects
of the day in word lengths of 1,500 to 2,000—also
cartoons and cartoon ideas suitable for our type
of publication.
Samples of our Penny Book should be available
on any newsstand after the Ist of December for
1 cent each.
Payment for material will be made promptly on
acceptance. Minimum payment for aarticles or
stories accepted will be $5 and the maximum will
be $25, according to the quality.
A self-addressed stamped envelope must accompany all manuscripts and art work submitted.
R. Arroyo, Editor,
The Penny Book Publishing Co.,
1606 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
@ This publisher is unknown to us.—Ed.
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Beginners

Exit..Selling

Writers

THIS HAS BEEN THE SUCCESS STORY OF MANY OF
OUR STUDENTS. MAKE THIS
YOUR STORY, TOO!
Why do we think we can
make you sell? Because we are
not interested in “literature; marcia Daughtrey,
our course is frankly commer- SSW si2dent.
be.
cial, and the writers we train She completed
the
aim at commercial, well-paying continued since.
markets.
This course is the creation of a man whose
story formulas and devices helped him sell
2,000 stories and 35 books—Jack Woodford,
author of the famous TRIAL AND ERROR,
about which the editor of ESQUIRE says:
“Buy, Beg, Borrow or Steal a Copy of this
Book."
SSW has eliminated waste of time and effort for our
students. SUPERVISED means working on your story
from the plot germ, to the outline, to the rough draft,
through the finished copy—knowing what you are
doing in every step.
In these dynamic times you cannot afford undirected
attempts; still less can you afford time and energy
wasted in experimenting. You want your road to success to be short. The shortcut will eliminate the aimless groping and the waste motions of most beginners;
the author of TRIAL AND ERROR and SSW has been
through every stage and presents WHAT HE FOUND
TO BE THE MOST DIRECT ROUTE TO SELLING HIS
2,000 STORIES AND 35 BOOKS.
PRACTICAL — INEXPENSIVE
We would like to have you write for information about
Supervised Story Writing—TODAY. We would like to give
you more information about our students who have sold, and
how this course is conducted. We consider it simple and
easy (you can complete it in only 3 months—but you may
take longer if you must) and the Supervised Story Writing
Assignments carry a 30 day Money Back Agreement. We
are willing to gamble a month of our work on your satisfaction. Salable stories marketed (10% commission).
Jack Woodford's great book TRIAL AND ERROR is included with the course; if you already have TRIAL AND
ERROR we make a special allowance.
If a shortcut to sales appeals to you in these tremendous times, send the coupon below—today.

Knopf Juvenile Book Contests
Alfred A. Knopf, Publisher, 501 Madison Avenue, New York City announces the Borzoi Books
for Young People Prize Contest, with the following
prizes:
SUPERVISED STORY WRITING SCHOOL
D
$500 for the best Ms submitted for boys or
| East 44th Street
New York, N. Y.
girls from eight to fifteen years of age;
Please send full information about SUPERVISED STORY
$250 for the best Ms submitted for boys or
WRITING at no obligation to me. | have [] do not have [)
TRIAL AND ERROR,
girls under eight years of age.
Contestants may submit as many manuscripts as
Name
they desire.
Manuscripts may be fiction or non-fiction, and
may be of any length, but must be in English.
All mauscripts must be typewritten, double-spaced.
No illustrations should be submitted with the manuState of New York)
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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THE FORUM
BOY, DO | FEEL LOUSY
TABOOS FOR JUVENILE WRITERS
THE SKY'S THE LIMIT
SKELETONS OUT OF MY CLOSET
A NEW MARKET FOR SHORT SHORTS
NEW YORK MARKET LETTER
CHICAGO MARKET LETTER
REALM OF WONDER
MY STRUGGLE WITH THE DICTIONARY
CLEVELAND MARKETS .
NAMING THE "FURRINER"
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Published
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BOOKS

We are established General Book Publishers. We offer you friendly editors and
MS readers; able artists, punctual printers; agents for Great Britain and the
Continent; distribution at home and abroad.
If you have a typewritten book MS on any subject—prose (30,000 words and up,
g¢ juveniles slightly shorter) or poetry (book-size collections for CONTEMPORARY
POETS OF DORRANCE)—you are cordially invited to submit it with the complete certainty on your part that it will be read without delay, and of course free.
Gg On the Book Lists ofp DORRANCE & COMPANY have appeared, among others,
Colonel Philippe Bunau-Varilla, General Smedley D. Butler, Colonel Clarence D.
Chamberlin, Winston Churchill, Lord Dunsany, General John A. Lejeune, Dr.
Clarence Edward Macartney, Hon. Theodore Marburg, Dr. Simon N. Patten,
Judge Henry A. (“Plupy”) Shute, Lincoln Steffens, Mme. Tetrazzini, and
Thurston the Magician. New writers are particularly welcome.
Write first if
you prefer about your work.
If unavailable, your MS will be returned promptly and carefully. If accepted,
your book will be published promptly and adequately. Just address MS to:
DORRANCE
&
COMPANY
(INCORPORATED 1920)
’

DEPT.

WD,

364-376
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gript. The contest is open to authors of whatever
nationality, whether or not they have ever had any
work published. Contestants must be free of all
contractual obligations to other publishers for juyenile manuscripts. The contest is not open to
the employees of Alfred A. Knopf, nor to authors
with whom the publisher has already made a
contract.
The contest closes May 31, 1942.
ir:
; Every once in a while the Dicest will append an
editor’s note to a letter in “The Forum” and say:
“This publisher is unknown to us.” Would you
amplify this?
JoserH STERN,
South Bend, Ind.
Every market note published in the Dicest, and
that means about 2,000 a year, comes to us directly
from the publisher quoted, either on his stationery
or verbally from one of his editors to one of our
market reporters. In the latter case, we generally
submit a proof prior to publication. However, we
receive many market notes from people we don’t
know (2. e., of whose credit we are not sure), and
these we omit. In some instances, we are willing
to assume the purpose, character and credit of the
publisher might be good enough to pass along to
our readers, but since we have no factual knowledge, we append a note, “This publisher unknown
to us.” —Ed.
Historical Pic Source
Sir:
It may sound a bit Alice-in-Wonderlandish, but
today article assignments can originate in pictures.
I don’t mean news pictures or portraits of screen
stars in bathing suits. I do mean photo-prints of
the past that are amazing or entertaining for any
of a score of reasons. If it’s a provocative picture
you need, Bettmann’s got it.
Bettmann is Dr. Otto L. Bettmann, Ph. D., research historian, chronicler of the past in pictures, and founder of the Bettmann Archive
(50,000 pictures). While conducting his pictorial
archaeology, he has gathered facts and fancies of
former centuries to make “believe it or not” read
like a pale under-statement.
The Archive contains dramatic photo-prints on
the Diaper Days of Everything Under the Sun.
The story of wedding customs or watch making,
prints telling the story of suspenders and garters,
or predictions of 1941 mechanical warfare by a
Jules vernesque lithographer in 1870, to mention
but a few of the thousands of subjects covered in
Bettmann’s photographic file.
Magazine writers, whether trade or general, are
very welcome to consult this material in search of
ideas. Writers should request the quarterly bulletin, The Bettmann Archive with complete subject listings.
WENDELL I. Gray, Editor,
The gee Archive,
215 East 57th St., New York City.

1941
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“PLOTTO”
The late William Wallace Cook devoted ten
years of his life to the creation, writing and
editing of PLOTTO. This great book is
used by beginning and professional writers
throughout the world either as a springboard and stimulus to improve the author's
own plot; or as a means for lifting bodily
a complete, tight, well knit plot, all ready
to be written. PLOTTO contains an infinite
number of plots; more than there are combinations in a bridge deck, more than you
have ever imagined could exist. Further, all
these plots are beautifully classified for
convenient use.
PLOTTO is used and endorsed by the
great, the near-great and the beginner
throughout the literary world. It is sold on
a 20-day 100% money-back guarantee. The
book is a work of genius and a lasting
tribute to the craftsman who composed it.
Buy PLOTTO today, and use and study it
for 20 days. If you are not thrilled and excited by this purchase we will refund your
money instantly.
PRICE

$25.00

BOOK DEPARTMENT
WRITER'S DIGEST, 22 E. 12th St., Cincinnati, ©.

Courses
MAGAZINE

in
WRITING

Fiction — Non-Fiction
practical home study training for
those who must work in spare time
The Magazine Institute, a private school owned
and operated by successful writers and editors,
offers practical, up-to-date training in story and
article writing. You work in your own home.
Every assignment you send in is returned with
detailed criticism.
EXPERT INSTRUCTION
An experienced writer or editor takes you in hand, answering all your questions, helping you find the type of
work for which you are naturally suited. Before long
you are writing in your own home fiction stories, essays,
short sketches, whatever you are best fitted to do.
SEND THE COUPON TODAY for the free booklet
which tells about opportunities in magazine writing.
THE MAGAZINE INSTITUTE .. .. Dept. ED-12,
50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
Y.
Piease send your booklet, without obligation, to:
Name
ADRESS
—
;
set
(Inquiries confidential. No salesman will call).

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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These writers receive thousands of dollar
every month for their magazine sales ‘iia
ing from Harper’s, Esquire, American, Country Gentleman, Ladies Home Journal, This
Week, Liberty, etc., down through such
slicks as Household, Holland’s, ormeywoman's, Farm Journal, and every | eading
rket in the confession, true detective, and
pulp field
ost of the books below, published byLittle, Brown, Wilfred Funk, E. P.
Dutton, Duell Sl
& Pearce, Doub whe
Doran, etc., I first sold as serials which appeared in Saturday Evening Post, Argosy.
Detective Fiction, Wild West Weekly, All
Story Love, etc.
mritare
writer
The

RIC

i

A few of my clients’
November smoothpaper
magazine appearances.
Cuff and hand—Pulps

TO NEW WRITERS:
| will honestly appraise your work and recommend your salable scripts to actively buying
editors. If a story is unsalable, | tell you why
in full detail; if revision will make it salable,
| explain how and for which specific market
to rewrite. | analyze your abilities and suggest markets for which you should Re 3
Until | sell $1000.00 worth of your work, the
above professional guidance costs $1.00 per
thousand words on manuscripts up to 5,000;
on scripts 5,000-11,000, my fee is $5.00 for the
first 5,000 words and $.75 for each additional
thousand. Special rates on novelets and novels.

bos SMe

TO SELLING WRITERS:
If you sold $1,000.00 worth of magazine fiction
or articles in 1941, | will handle your account
on my regular commission of 10% on American, 15% on Canadian, and 20% on foreign
sales. If you have sold $500.00 worth this
year, | will handle your work at one-half
reading fees.
My booklet "Practical Literary Help"
and latest market letter on request.

FOREST)

Literary
56 West 45th Street,

Agent
New York, N. Y.
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The Leading and Largest Writer’s Magazine
A. M. MATHIEU, Business Manager
RICHARD K. ABBOTT, Editor
V. SLAUGHTER, FRANCES ROCKWELL, MINNA BARDON, Managing Editors
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LOUSY!

LYON

with you to the grave.
Why do any of us pick novels? Why
choose something that takes the most time
and reaps the least money—unless you happen to be a Margaret Mitchell or a John
Steinbeck which I am not and never will be—
why devote my life, my time and my energy
to something as unremunerative as novel
writing? God only knows.
First you spend days and weeks and months
writing and re-writing and copying—a mere
prelude to what is coming. Then you send
it to an agent and if he thinks it’s worth bothering with he’ll let you know in a couple of
months. If he works hard over it and doesn’t
lose interest inside of a week, he may sell it
to a publisher some time within the next year.
The publisher will give you some advance
royalties when he gets around to it, but if he
decides not to, you get paid months after your
book is published which is about six or eight
months after it is accepted, and if your first
book sells twelve hundred copies you’re lucky,
and your pockets will bulge with $240, And
if it sells to the movies you’re super-colossally
lucky. In case you’re writing for fame rather
than money, don’t count on acquiring a lot

HE other day I received two letters,
strangely similar—one from my publisher and one from my agent. Both
asked brightly, “How’s the new novel coming along?”
“What new novel?” I snarled back at them.
“Why should I give you the best years of my
life for nothing but spinach?”
So now I am working on the new novels,
two of them, and reflecting what a fool I am.
One of them is a light novel and the other is
a serious one and they will probably both
bring in the same amount of money, which
is practically nothing.
All the smart people who have never written a book want to know why writers became
writers, and the usual answer is the urge to
express oneself or the urge, seldom admitted
and laughable in the extreme, to make
money. What money? I started writing, as
a form of exhibitionism—it was the only way
I could get anyone to pay attention to me,
and I’m still trying. I'd have done much
better, and made more money, if I'd taken
up flagpole-sitting, but it’s too late now.
Once a writer, always a writer; you don’t
retire from a career like that, you take it
11

12

WRITER’S

of prestige in your home town because you’ve
published a novel, for you won’t get it if your
case is anything like mine. You'll be accused
of copying your villain from the mayor, your
hero from wishful thinking, and your heroine
from yourself; you’ll be sneered at by some
because your book’s risque, by others because
it lacks originality.
Non-writers will say,
“Well, if she can write a book I guess I can,”
and professional writers will say, “She must
have had a drag with her publisher.” Your
family will apologize for it, your friends will
overlook it, your creditors will bear down on
you—and everything is thunder. No one will
believe you are not living in the lap of luxury
as the direct result of having betrayed family
and friends by putting them in a book that
smells.
Getting back to personalities, which I
dearly love, a woman I had met once said
to a friend of mine, “I heard Mabel Lyon is
making thousands with her books so I looked
up her address and drove past her house the
other day and was IJ surprised! Wouldn’t
you think she’d live in something better
now?” Well, of course, news like that—such
as your making thousands—gets around and
pretty soon you begin having law suits and
one thing and another and you can’t convince
anyone that you’d have made more if you’d
taken in washing, and you wish to heaven
you’d never even thought of writing a book
and where on earth did you get such a fool
idea, anyway? Unfortunately, however, writing a book is like having a baby—once you
start it there isn’t much you can do but
keep on.
Another thing that those fortunate people
—non-writers—want to know concerns the
origin of a novelist’s characters. Where do
they come from? Every writer, of course,
denies that he takes any of his fictional people
from life but if that’s the case why do you
find so many books with a coy note in the
front that says, “All of the characters in this
book are fictitious and are not based on any
person, living or dead?” Why, unless the
writer is scared to death he’s going to be sued
for libel? (In one of my books, which didn’t
have a fictitious character in it, I decided to
vary the monotony a bit, and used instead:
“All of the characters in this book were cre-

DIGEST
ated by me and not by God,” but I guess the
publishers didn’t get the idea, because they
left it out).
Speaking of living people in books, I had
a bad time with the first one, because unfortunately everybody thought it was based on
my own life and since practically all the characters took their love where they found it,
for months afterwards I had to slink along
the streets not looking at anyone for fear of
being snubbed. In the book, the man who
was supposed to be my husband had a sweet
dish on the side, named Lora, and a librarian
in town informed me that half a dozen different girls had been in at various times, saying
that the character of Lora was based on
them! Mercy, I rushed home so fast it made
my head spin and demanded of my husband
what he’d been up to!
Another misapprehension is that the average person thinks that once a novel is published its author is set for life. I thought so
myself! But the bitter truth is that of the
nine books I’ve had published, only two were
taken the first time out. And the best book
I ever wrote, and the one which made the
most money, was rejected twenty-one times
before it found a publisher. Life moves at
such an incredibly fast tempo, that I had to
re-write that novel numerous times just to
keep up with history. The story itself actually began five years before the ending of the
book, so when I started writing, in 1935, I
was writing of 1930, and there were occasional references to speakeasies. In the course
of time I changed this word to cocktail
lounges. Also, there was a reference to the
Bay Bridge being partially completed, and
this had to be changed, since the bridge was
completed and then collapsed. There was a
mention of the war in Spain, and also, one
of the characters was travelling in France,
so these two items had to be altered. It’s a
good thing the book is finally published or I
would probably have spent the rest of my life
rooting out anachronisms.
Well, anyway, this book had the earmarks
of some importance, so then I got delusions
of grandeur and began to think I was a
serious writer and would soon be appearing
in The Saturday Review of Literature; but
unfortunately my past has caught up with me.
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I wrote part of a novel and sent it to my
agent and whoops! he sold it. After having
given him explicit directions as to what publishers not to offer it to, I got an air mail
special delivery letter last night, saying that
one of them was quite pleased with it and
was taking it on. Then he went on: “Mr.
F——— said for you to write the book as
realistic (sic!) as you want; in other words,
don’t put sex in for sex’s sake, but if it falls
into the situation naturally, don’t pull your
punches—he means for you to go all out.”
So there’s your serious writer—back to sex
again, and what I don’t know about sex
would fill the Encyclopedia Britannia. Why,
I’m not even frustrated! Except where my
novels are concerned.
So then I wrote part of another book and
sent it to another agent, who replied, “The
stuff you sent me is very well written, but I
don’t know why any publisher would want
it.” And then he told me not to continue until
he had gotten a publisher interested in it. I’m
still dizzy.
At least I’m getting cagey enough not to
spend months writing an entire novel only
to be told “Sorry—it doesn’t suit.” Now they
can get two chapters and if they don’t like
it, to hell with it. I still have two unsold
books on my hands. Any number of agents
and publishers have told me that they are
very well written, but they couldn’t take them
on because—in one of them the murderer
doesn’t get hanged (since when have publishers been so moral?) and in the other the
characters were so “unpleasant.” Has anyone
around here read “King’s Row” or “Whistle
Stop?” The characters in my novel are a
bunch of church members compared with the
people in those books!
Oh, well—
The worst thing about this business of being
a “successful,” that is, a professional, novelist,
is that as you grow older and more experienced you do not have the same abounding
faith in your ability as you did when you
first started. When I began writing, I was
going to be another Willa Cather. Then I
decided on a career like Faith Baldwin’s or
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"We may be mentioned in H. G. Wells’ version of
all this, you know."
Ursula Parrott’s. Now I know I’m damned
lucky if I have any career at all. When I’d
had eight books published, all my kind friends
insisted on telling me that my first book was
the best. I wonder if they could possibly
realize the hopelessness, the loss of faith in
oneself that such a statement could give an
ambitious writer—to know that instead of
growing better she was growing worse? My
last book topped my first, in both sales and
reviews, but it left me still with a little bitterness, a cynical and scoffing attitude toward
my own work. So, I thought, I’d had to write
six years to get my first book published, and
another six years before I could equal it. A
swell writer I am!
But the incredible thing about being a
writer is that slowly, surely, that essential
self confidence rises in you again, making you
feel that you have something of importance
to tell the world, and that you are the only
person who can tell it.
And lo! you’re back at the typewriter
again, pounding away like mad, knowing
that this manuscript is the finest you’ve ever
done and that the world will soon be clamoring at your door. And you know, too, that
these few brief moments of utter faith in
yourself are worth all the time and effort and
heartbreak you have put into your writing.

doing
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TABOOS

FOR

JUVENILE

WRITERS
By MARGARET

ANY of the following taboos are
copied from letters sent out by
David C. Cook Company, but most
of them are pretty well observed by editors
of all Sunday School papers, Even the children’s magazines, which allow the author a
little more latitude, observe some of them.
Here they are:
1. The Indian should not be pictured in
an uncomplimentary light.
In fact, the safest person to picture in an
uncomplimentary light is a fourth-generation
American whose family tree on both sides
dates back to Revolutionary times. We seem
to be the only ones who can take it. Even
Nazis depicted without rose-colored lights
bring on Senate investigations.
2. The characters act too independentl)
of their parents or other adults in authority.
Parents have enough to put up with. Don’t
make it any harder for them to maintain
discipline. However, be sure grown-ups do
not overshadow your juvenile hero or heroine.
3. No vital message 1S carried to the
reader.
Here is where your sense of values comes
in. What is vital? Honor, truth, justice, have
been so recognized for a good many hundred
years.
Suppose, for instance, your heroine is a
small-town high school girl who works very
hard for her board and room. S’posin’ again,
she is a musical genius and someone has given
her tickets for a very special concert, which
is coming to town on a Saturday, the one
night of the week she has off. Should the
girl, after some soul-searching, decide to
forego the Saturday night concert in favor of
helping at a church supper, the average
young reader would merely feel that your
heroine didn’t have all her marbles. Cer14
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tainly nothing vital was involved. Someone
else could have been asked to serve at the
church supper.
It is, however, possible to imagine a situation in which she might be called upon to
make such a sacrifice for something worth
while. If, in addition, you can figure out
some way she can get to the concert after all,
something which grows out of her willingness
to make such a sacrifice, at the same time
rendering it unnecessary, you have a story
which will sell maybe.
4. It is too evident to the reader that the
story is intended
to teach a lesson.
Morals, like pills, are easier to swallow
when they are disguised a bit.
5. The theme is one frequently used.
There are lots of these :The cowardly child
who proves his bravery by accomplishing
some heroic deed which has stumped the experts. Only Orphan Annie gets away with
this. Then there is the child who solves the
problem by finding buried treasure at the
psychological moment; the boy who sells
newspapers in order to support a widowed
mother and ten brothers and sisters. Hot stuff
in the days of Horatio Alger, but that was
some time ago.
6. Your introduction is too long.
Get right into the middle of your story or
your young reader won’t stick. Not when he
can turn the radio dial to Crime Busters. The
old formula of “Bang, bang, and another redskin bit the dust!” has never been improved
upon. It can be modified beautifully to fit
even a Sunday School story.
7. Your setting ts hazy.
Is your story laid in the middle of the Gobi
Desert or Central Park, New York? Is it
morning, noon, or two a. m.? If the latter,
what the heck are Sunday School characters
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8. The solution of your
story is too obvious.
After reading the first paragraph, does the editor know
the answer to your problem?
If he does, it’s too bad for you.
Even editors like to be surprised (in a plausible way, of
course).
9, The story brings in adult
interests and motives.
The real complications
should grow out of occupations and interests of normal
boys and girls the age you
depict.
It is easy to fall into this
trap. Say your hero is a nineyear-old boy who is making a "A Mr. Jack Patton, 82 Cadiz St., wants to know why he hasn't been
tremendous
effort
to earn
getting his paper every day!"
money. He is saving it toward
hinted at and pretty delicately at that.
the purchase of some specific thing upon
14. Characters do not act or speak in a
which he has set his heart, and your story is
natural way under conditions given.
written around this theme. Would this speHave you a good ear for speech? Children
cific thing be a college education, a dog, or
abicycle? Or have you a nine-year-old boy?
do not talk like adults, a twelve-year-old
However, if your hero is high school age,
does not talk like a six-year-old.
you might use the adult motive.
Well, there they are, fourteen of the most
10. As a rule we disapprove of children
important ones. Of course not all religious
camping alone at night.
publications observe all these taboos, but it is
Who the heck would have thought of this
safest to write with one eye on the list. And
one? However, on examination it seems reaall kidding aside, when you read these taboos
sonable.
carefully, they boil down to good hard common sense.
11. We avoid stories of children earning
I sold twenty juvenile stories to a half
money by selling homemade articles, taking
dozen houses. While this may not sound like
magazine subscriptions, and so on.
a very impressive sales record, I learned more
Understandable. Children are great copy
than many another author with a more imcats, and you don’t want yours to be neighpressive
sales record, because I started from
borhood pests.
scratch, knowing nothing about writing, juve12. We do not use stories glorifying war.
nile or otherwise, sending manuscripts out in
If the Nazis had observed this one, maybe
a hit-or-miss fashion, waiting sometimes
the world would not be in the shape it is months for replies
, accumulating lovely rejectoday.
tion slips (they always said nice things) along
13. Boy and girl antagonisms should not
with the acceptances.
be introduced.
I gave up juvenile writing bec ause I felt I
In Sunday School papers, human beings
was ready for better-paying markets. Juveare sexless. Even in stories intended for high
niles are wonderful training, and I feel I am
school and college readers love must be only
coming along, definitely.

The

Sky’s
By HAROLD

F ANYBODY had suggested three years
ago that I’d be making my living by
professional writing, I'd have thought
he was nuts. The idea never entered my
mind. I wasn’t a writer. I didn’t, as a matter of fact, recognize a dangling participle
until after I’d sold a couple of thousand dollars worth of fiction.
Today, for the first time in my life I’ve
got a little money in the bank, and more
coming in—and my income is limited solely
by the amount of words I write.
I have sold adventure, historical romance,
sport, and detective stories—enough to have
encountered real problems and to have garnered some idea of what it’s all about.
One thing baffled me most when I started;
that great, seemingly insurmountable barrier
of plotting. But I licked it.
I want to show the genesis of a simple,
fragmentary idea into full-grown story. To
show step-by-step how I built up a novelet
that brought me a check. I want to work out
one of the diagramatic schemes that would
have been valuable to me when I was still
floundering. If this will help just so much as
one reader, then I have repaid some of what
the Dicest has given me.
T THE very outset, let me make a few
things clear. I don’t know it all—not
by a long shot. There’s too much to learn.
But I’m still studying. Ill read and buy any
book on writing. I write only for the pulps
and I’m satisfied to stick there for a good long
time yet, ’til I’ve developed the proper habits
of work engendered by big production.
Since the beginning of 1941, not a month
has passed when I didn’t have at least four
stories on the stands, under my own name or
one of my three pseudonyms.
Here’s how it happened.

The

Limit

Q. MASUR

Like I said, three years ago I was not a
writer, but a young fellow with a beautifully.
lettered certificate from the Appelate Division
of the Supreme Court of the State of New
York, proclaiming that I had been examined,
found to be a.citizen of good moral character,
and was therefore entitled to practice as an
attorney and counsellor-at-law.
If it wasn’t so sad, maybe I’d laugh at it
You know what that certificate cost me?
Forget the money
just consider the work
and study and sweat. And when it was all
over, what did | have? Desk space in an
office shared by five other hopefuls, a batter.
ed typewriter, and a vast sense of self-confidence. Let John W. Davis and Sam Liebowitz watch out. There was no holding me
down. I was on my way.
And six months later I was still waiting
for my first client.
We had a creat time in that office. |
learned how to play rummy and shoot craps.
There were no women around, no stenographers, no secretaries ;we did our own typing.
That was very bad. There should always be
a woman around.
Well, no work, no income.
My self-respect was waning, my dignity
as a man of professional standing hung about
in tatters. I felt that I had to do something
or become a beachcomber.
But what can a guy do without capital?
Without training? After all my study it
would not have suited my pride to have become a shipping clerk. And then, quite suddenly, it happened. My eyes lighted on the
typewriter. I stared at it for a long moment
and felt the pulse quicken against my temples. My mouth spread wide in a grin. I had
it. My troubles were solved. You can get a
big box of paper for a dime. I would become
a writer.
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I got some paper. I stuck a
sheet into the machine. I did
all that quite feverishly. And
then I sat there and stared at
the paper for a good long
time. What the hell should I
write about? I got slowly to
my feet. Perhaps tomorrow
would be a better day to start.
That night I read an item
in the newspaper that interested me. It was about the
Japanese invasion of China.
Here, in a situation already
|
fraught with drama and conflict, were the two ingredients
EF
hin
a
essential to a story. All I had
to do was invent characters
and place them in this tinder
box.
I seated a Chinese soldier
amidst the ruins of a shelled
building in Shanghai. A ma[Mm
chine-gun rests between his
legs. His company has already
"Some day that boy is going to go a little too far."
retreated and the enemy is
numerable dishes of chow dun. But, I adentering the city. Every time a Japanese
mitted never selling a story to anybody becolumn marches down the opposite street
fore and hoped he would let this one stand
he lets go a burst with the machine-gun.
on its own merits.
I described the trouble the Japs had in capFive days later I got my first check.
turing him, which they did only after his
I was jubilant. I thought, “This is wonderammunition has run out. They stand him
ful. This is marvelous. All you do is read a
against the wall to execute him, but before
newspaper, get an idea, type it out, mail it
they can fire, he smiles at them and falls on
in, and then sit back and wait for the check.”
his face, dead. You see, the poor devil had
So I did that. In the white heat of rapture
been so badly wounded he’d been unable to
I batted out another yarn, also about China,
reweat with the rest of his comrades.
That was the story. I typed it out and I being an expert now on the Orient—and gave
Adventure, my publishers, the privilege of
mailed it in to Adventure. I folded it three
seeing it first. It was rejected. Some switchtimes. It was single spaced. I clipped it with
board operator was responsible, I snarled,
a permanent staple. Everything wrong, you
Bloomfield never saw it. I sent it elsewhere.
see.
It met the same fate.
A week later I received a note from
I tried another, and another, and a lot
Howard Bloomfield, then the editor. “We are
more, maybe fifteen, maybe twenty, and spent
holding your story for another look,” he
my Adventure check on big manilla envelwrote.
“Your name is unfamiliar to us.
opes and U.S. stamps. I had become a major
Where have you published before? What do
collector of rejection slips.
you know about China?”
When I look back at them now, I know
Wherever Howard Bloomfield is, I hope
he forgives me. I lied to him. I said that I why. In those stories I forgot about drama
and conflict, and I feel sleazy when I think
knew plenty about China, that I’d spent conof the editors seeing my name attached to
siderable time there. For the record, my
closest contact with China has been over in- them.
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I stopped writing. I thought it over. I
took stock of the situation. Certainly if I had
spent three years studying law and couldn’t
make a living at it, I had no right expecting
to make money out of writing without any
study at all.
So I went down to the public library and
explained my problem to one of the advisors
A nervous little prune of a woman, she stared
at me sadly, then, with a mincing step piloted
me to the section where textbooks on fiction
technique were lodged.
I took several of them home. I read them.
I read them again. I made notes. I took
out the others and did the same. And after
I made some money I bought them. Books
by Uzzel, Hoffman, Esenwein, Campbell,
Woodford, D’Orsay, Gallishaw, and a host
of others. Some of them were good, some
were indifferent, but from eac h one I learned
something. A man can’t write a whole book
without giving you some information.
From all those }books, and from back copies
of writer’s magazines, with which I had just
become acquainted, I picked up the simple
yet essential elements that go into a salable,
commercial piece of fiction. Important things
like needling descriptive passages into the
flow of a story so as to make them more palatable. How not to give characters names so
similar the reader will be confused. To let
the reader get acquainted with the characters
one at a time instead of flinging them all at
him at once. To keep my dialogue simple
and colloquial.
I learned to begin a story without preamble, and late enough into the course of
the. plot to catch the reader’s interest. Never
to describe character traits, but to let the
reader learn about them from the character’s
actions.
And some things I had to find out for myself. Pointing up the suspense of a story by
keeping the outcome always in doubt, and
making that outcome vital to the characters.
If they have aroused enough interest in the
reader, he will be impelled to finish the story
in order to learn what happened to them.
And, of course, those simple fundamental
requirements of format and typing.
Maybe that sounds like a lot of work. It is,
and still it doesn’t cover the field—not by a

DIGEST
long shot. But then anything worth having
is worth working for. I'm not trying to quote
] tit
platitudes.
I’m trying to point out the problems that I faced.
Well, when I finished all those books and
went over my no tes, I saw where I had gone
off the tract in my earlier stories. So I planned a new one. I had read that love stories
were most in demand. I’d been in love a half
dozen times, so I felt I knew enough about
] subject to risk it.
the
Into my first love story I incorporated
everything I had learned. I worked hard at
it. I polished it, pruned it, twisted all the
old gags into new angles. And when I had
it as good as I could get it I went down
to the newsstand, got the addresses of a
couple of love magazines, and sent it off
to Amita Fairgrieve of All Story.
I shall never forget what happened, nor
shall I ever forget Amita Fairgrieve. The
story went out on a Thursday, and on
Friday morning my phone rang. I answered
it.
“Hello,” said a pleasant feminine voice.
“Mr. Masur?”
Tes”
‘This is Miss Fairgrieve at Munsey’s.
I received your story this morning and I
just finished reading it. When can you
come down to see me?”
My ears were burning. My palms were
moist. A real, live, blood-and-flesh editor
was calling me. Me. It couldn’t be a gag
because nobody else knew about that story.
I choked out an answer.
‘T—today. This morning. I'll be right
down.”
Now mind you, I did not know Miss
Fairgrieve from Eve. Nor did she know
me. That manuscript just floated in on
the slush pile, a cold potato, with I don’t
know how many other yarns. I had, in
the cardinal sin of
addition, committed
omitting two pages from the center of the
manuscript.
And yet Amita Fairgrieve saw something
in that story, saw an attempt to do things
in a professional manner, saw the sweat
that went into it, and she was anxious to help
me whip it into shape. And—this is the
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amazing thing—she didn’t even want to
buy it for her own magazine.
The first thing she said was: “I enjoyed
your little story very much. I think it’s a
natural for Collier’s. I’m going to tell you
what changes to make before submitting it
to them.”
I just gaped at her. Why? Why did she
take this interest in me, a total stranger?
Simply because that’s the way she is. Ready
to lend a helping hand to any beginner
who has evinced a desire to do things the
right way.
She spent some time with me. She gave me
some crisp and valuable advice. My story,
she advised me, was off-trail for her magazine, but that if I was foolish enough to
give it a whirl at Collier’s, she’d buy it. My
morale needed bolstering on a fast scale.
I made the suggested changes, shot it back
to Miss Fairgrieve, and she sent me a check
for more than a cent a word.
I never sold her again because I never
wrote another love story. Love pulp is not
my metier. I don’t enjoy reading them
and therefore I can’t write them. The words
are all there, but none of the music. I can’t
put my heart into it.
So I went back for a try at the men’s
magazines and cast about for a period in
history that was dramatic enough to interest
me and that had not been overdone in
fiction. I didn’t want to touch the Civil
War because there were old timers who’d
been studying it, who’d steeped themselves
in its atmosphere for years, and who could do
the thing so much better.
So I read a history of the Irish Rebellion
and planned a story laid in Dublin at that
time. Half my job was already done. The
conflict was ready made—the Black and
Tans against the Irish patriots. I got a
map of the city and studied it for local
color. Here’s the way I started that story.
Sean O’Casey’s destination was the innocent looking bakeshop at. 20 Talbot
. Street. He hurried through the murky fog
that lay chilled and damp over Dublin.
The city was tense under martial law,
quiet except for the rumbling of lorries
filled with grim Tans, or the measured
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"I'm telling you ,fellers, that if you just go by Argosy
Magazine you won't have to repossess my typewriter!"
marching of regular soldiery. Curfew had
been declared and if he was caught now,
his life woldn’t be worth the flame of a
farthing rushlight.
You see what I tried to do. The key
words for atmosphere: “lorries”, “Tans”,
“farthing rushlight.” Maybe that’s not the
best writing in the world, but the story sold
first time out to Argosy for well over a cent
a word.
Now I was certain that my future was
assured. If I took my time and wrote my
stuff carefully, everything would be accepted.
I was dead wrong. I was bucking competition
from men who knew the game better than
I did, and who were willing to work harder.
I got some more rejections. But now they
never came on printed slips. There was always an encouraging note, and a line or
two of advice. Which proves that anytime
you send in a manuscript that shows evidence
of the proper approach, every editor in the
business will extend a helping hand.
So once again I took stock. I decided that
my legal education should not go in vain.
I read about Earl Stanley Gardiner, who’d
been a lawyer, and how he’d turned this
specialized knowledge into the writing of
topnotch mystery stories. I bought copies

20
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of Black Mask, Te nN Dedective Ac te and
Thrilling Dedective. I read them from cover
to cover. I enjoyed them immensely I bought
some more dedective story magazines. Some
of the bang-bang stuff made me yawn, but
on the whole, they were good, they had
personality, they moved along. Most of them
maintained a high quality of fiction writing.
Here at last, I felt, was my field.
Again my approach
was the same. I meant
to make a living out of this thing or bust.
I went at it with a coldly analytical eye. I
read literally scores of dedective stories. I
studied them. I broke hem down. I diacramed them. I examined them like the parts
of a watch to see what makes it tick.
Then I got hold of three books: “Modern
Criminal Investigation”, “The Doctor Looks
At Murder,’ “Science Catches the Criminal’.
I steeped myself in police proceedure and
technique. Then I wrote my first detective
story. It was rejected. I wrote my second
and sent it to Ten Detective Aces.
Three days later I received a note from
Maurice J. Phillips, the editor, asking me
to drop in to see him.
Phillips is a quiet chap with a keen story
mind. He bought that story and spoke to
me about others. He gave me tips and
pointed out things I hadn’t seen. He told
1
me about the constant transformation which
the modern detective story is undergoing;
he advised me what to keep my eyes open
for.
Miss Ruth Dryer, of the same office, was
also helpful. Twice when I called her to
ask about scripts, she said she’d read the
yarns, that they hadn’t seemed quite right.
Maybe her brain was jaded, clogged from
reading too much copy. Would
I mind
leaving the stories with her a little longer so
that she could read them again with a fresh
eye? Of course I didn’t mind.
Now, where under God’s blue heaven can
you find people as square as that. She bought
those stories. They needed changes. But she
bought them and lots of others too.
Since that time I have sold over a hundred detective stories. And I’m still watching
the field, studying them, reading most of the
magazines that hit the stands. I have sold

DIGEST
to Rogers Terrill
other houses too.

and

Leo

Margulies

and

Last week after selling him several novelets
I received a letter from Leo Margulies. My
other stories were fine. He was wide open.
What did I have to show him. I didn’t
have anything in my files. It was Friday
afternoon. I sat down and did a ten thous.
and word novelet and finished it Sunday
night. Monday morning I took it over.
He is an alert, brisk, cordial sort of a
guy. From what I heard, and from whatI
could judge, he is one of the smartest men
in the pulp game. The chain he built up has
been a success from the start. I walked out
of there with an order for some more novelets. Of course they'll have to toe the mark.
That’s always understood.
There are other guys in the business |
haven’t met yet. But I’ve read about them
in the Dicest and they all seem willing to
extend a helping hand. They’ve got to have
writers. If we don’t turn out the stuff they'll
stop publishing and go broke. They need us
just as much as we need them. But it has to
be good stuff because there are always a
couple of guys somewhere, fired with ambition, burning the midnight oil, putting their
guts into a story that yours will have to
compete with.
There are lots of other things I’d like to
talk about, like the articles I clip out of the
Writer’s Dicest and stick into the pockets
of my different suits, so I have something
to study when I’m riding in the subway.
I want to write a book. I want to get my
hands on some of that big movie money.
Who can tell? Maybe I will if I go at it in
the right way. So much has happened in so
short a time. And me, brother, I’m still the
most surprised guy in the world.
Epitor’s Note:
The second half of Mr.
Masur’s article will appear in either the January
or February Digest and will explain, in detail,
his system of plotting. Perhaps a dozen such individually successful plans have appeared in the
Digest. None of these are holy cows. But if they
will work for you, God love ’em.
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By LUCINDA

BAKER

One of the brightest names in the love story field explains the reasons
for some of her rejects, and how they were improved.
when they didn’t buy my favorite productions:
“The theme of the story was not based on
a purely emotional boy-and-girl problem.”
Love Story, Love Fiction Monthly, Love
Book, Sweetheart Stories, and the other leading magazines in this field, are concerned first
of all with love. First love. Love that lasts.
Love that ends where it should—with marriage.
The reader must, of course, be able to
identify herself with the story’s heroine. If
she didn’t want love, or stories about it, she
wouldn’t choose a magazine specializing in it.
But every once in a while I lost sight of that
truth and found myself with a dud on my
hands, because I submerged my love story in
a problem or background which had nothing
to do with love.
I sold several stories set in Mexico and
South America. When I tried again, with the
same background, much later, I paid more
attention to the background and research
than I did to the emotional problem of my
story. As a result, it was rejected.
When, last year, I watched the growth of
a defense industry boom-town, I was impressed with the possibilities of a story using
that locale. The resulting novelette was a
beautiful picture of a boom town, but the
love problem it presented happened to be so
hackneyed that the story had ten counts before it went East on the evening plane. Weeks
later, I did use the boom-town background,
but this time it was only secondary to an
emotional problem, and it sold immediately.
I had great success with novelettes which
were definitely “off-trail.”
They were becoming my specialty, I fondly

N a little over a year, I have sold more
than fifty stories, most of them novelettes,
to the “love pulp” magazines. | wrote
many more than fifty. Acceptances are pretty
regular now, and I hit the target more often
than I did in the beginning.
But I work harder, now, and get more
angry at myself.
After you sell a story you can forget it.
That is as it should be, it seems to me, after
the first pleasant glow. It was good, or it
wouldn’t have sold. Editors are more than
willing to buy a good story.
Perhaps that is why they usually tell you
what is wrong with the one they didn’t think
worth a check. They probably hope you'll
turn out something better than that shining
example you sold them the month before.
I think I have periods when my stuff is all
better, but along will come a slump which sets
me to thinking, violently and hard.
Recently, during a time of agitation over
rejections, I went over the editorial comments
my agent has relayed to me over the past six
months, on the stories that weren’t good
enough. Reading these comments got me
out of the slump, which had been annoying
to say the least.
I am doing very well, thank you, writing
for a living, and I love it. But there are still
those failures. Are the faults which caused
their rejection individual, and peculiar to me
alone? They should answer a few of the beginner’s frenzied exclamations, “If I only
knew why they came back !”
It goes without saying that I’m trying to
eliminate these mistakes, and there will probably be new ones to get rid of, too. But here
are some of the biggest reasons editors gave
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imagined, until they began to meet with
criticism and rejection. I was getting so far
off-trail I didn’t get back to the finish line
till the race was over and the crowd gone
home.
In one unsuccessful novelette the jealousy
of an older sister over a younger one’s beauty
almost lost her the man she wanted. I could
see later that it was page after page of the
girl’s struggle against jealousy, not against a
problem involving her emotion and instincts
of love.
Of course, different editors have different
opinions about what is and what isn’t “offtrail.” One novelette sold immediately to one
editor, after being rejected just as quickly by
the first one who saw it. My heroine, in spite
of her riches, suffered from an inferiority
complex which was ruining her life.
The editor who considered this too off-trail
said: “Love-story readers seek escape entertainment.
They don’t identify themselves
with a heroine who has a psychological problem.”
The editor who liked and accepted the
story felt inferiority complexes are common
among girls who read about love, and that
they would easily understand and sympathize
with a heroine who suffered as they did.
Naturally this theme was easier to associate
with a purely emotional love plot.
One of my favorite stories—the one I enjoyed writing most of all—is, at this date,
still unsold, and from editorial comment on
it so far, a sale seems unlikely. It had a love
theme, primarily, but the complaint against
it was that it was too philosophical.
I still think it’s good, despite the fact that
Shirley Brownrigg, Associate Editor at Love
Fiction Monthly, reported: “Lucinda Baker
is too hi-faluting in her talk of love in this.”
Amita Fairgrieve of All-Story commented:
“Lucinda Baker seems to have bitten off more
than she can chew. She doesn’t know what
she is trying to prove.” In this case, the
writing of the story probably was way off, or
at least the theme would have shown through
a little more. However, still another comment
was: “This is too far out of routine for lovepulp readers. It’s not down-to-earth enough
for them... not the usual, simple, boy-andgirl emotional love problem.”

DIGEST
In the love pulps, a story from a man’s
viewpoint is usually considered “off-trail,” at
least with the majority of magazines. Daisy
Bacon, of Love Story, uses them more often,
it seems to me, but of course they are authored by male writers.
I sold two shorts written from the hero’s
viewpoint. It was so much fun doing such
stories that I tried a novelette, which came
home with the note that my market couldn’t
absorb so many men’s-viewpoint stories.
Which brings us back to the point that a
successful love story should have a purely
emotional problem of boy-and-girl love, from
the viewpoint of its girl reader.
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NY writer colors his production with his
Own opinions, experiences, beliefs, without meaning to, unless he is very careful.
Once when I was associated with doctors
and nurses, people from the medical world,
I found that the rejected stories had been returned because the characters in them were
repeatedly physically handicapped or ill!
There was a heroine going blind, a playwright who died of pneumonia caused by
poverty and unappreciation, a hero with a
slight limp, and, in a story with a doctor hero,
I had a child suffering from a glandular deficiency! The scripts with the limping hero,
and the doctor hero, who was very nice indeed, sold, in spite of their physical details.
But the other two were rejected because the
theme had been unconsciously repeated.
There were doubtless other drawbacks, but
that fault was glaring.
Physical deformities and details about illness do not belong in love pulp stories. Such
situations are taboo, and exceptions are few
and far between. When they do occur, they
must be unimportant to the plot. I once sold
a story about a girl intern attending the birth
of a slum child. The emotional problem of
the heroine herself was strong enough to overbalance the usually forbidden subject of
childbirth.
I got into a ee “rut” 3” once, when all my
heroines were unsympathetic. This came
about because one of my biggest successes was
a story of a girl with a bad temper. Although
she was not the usual sweet, lovable heroine
of the love-story magazine, she still inspired
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sympathy because she realized her problem,
and tried to overcome it, after she nearly lost
her man and was accused of murder. The
reader could like her in the beginning, too,
because of her glamour, which was believable
and extravagant, and her honesty about herself.
One more unsympathetic heroine sold. She
made a fetish of her exceptional beauty, and
was selfish until almost the end. But editors
started shooting my stories back, A study of
their comments showed that my _ heroines
were becoming unsympathetic to the point of
turning into psychological problems, candidates for mental institutions!
Other editorial complaints in my collection
were varied and significant :
Rose Wyn of Love Fiction Monthly says
it is hard to make a love story about a man
or a woman who has been married before
sympathetic or believable. A previously married hero or heroine does not coincide with
the high standard of of morality in the love
pulp field.
Suggestive stories with a tone of sex are
always salable as long as they remain merely
suggestive and restrained. Sex outside of marriage is automatically out, of course, in the
love pulps.
Marriage is permanent and
sacred, the ambition of every woman. Even
if the hero appears to be interestingly wicked
in the beginning, he has a high moral code.
He is sophisticated, may have an intriguingly
mysterious past where women are concerned,
but the girl he loves is an angel, and he treats
her as one.
Different editors have different policies in
regard to stories about the war. Mrs. Wyn
hasn’t, so far as I know, published any with a
war background in Love Fiction Monthly,
Variety Love, Ten-Story Love, or Complete
Love. I haven’t sold any war-background
stories to any of the other love magazines,
though I have read them by other authors
occasionally in Love Book, Love Novelettes,
and Sweetheart Stories.
Such stories are
scarce, however.
Daisy Bacon believes that a writer should
stick to the things she knows about. Miss
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Bacon rejected a story of mine about wartime England for that reason, though the
hero and heroine were both American. She
said she had bought only one war story, and
that from Maysie Grieg, who is living in England and knows her background.
The skeletons are out of my closet. If I am
the only writer who ever has any stories rejected, I have been wasting my breath upon
the desert air. But — (hopefully) — maybe
someone else has had a rejection slip!
Action Coming
The Frank A. Munsey Company announces
the appointment of Harry Gray to the post
of Editor-in-Chief of the Munsey Publications.
Mr. Gray was for years connected with the
Hearst newspaper interests, during which
time he organized the Hearst News Service;
designed the first Hearst picture paper which
later became the New York Daily Mirror;
founded and started for Hearst the Washington Sunday Herald, the Rochester Journal
and also the Syracuse Telegram. He was
Supervising Picture Editor of the Chicago
Evening American and Editor of the Boston
Daily Record.
More recently, Mr. Gray was Assistant
Supervising Editor of Macfadden Publications, including Liberty.
During this time,
many special features were developed under
his direction, among which were the sensational circulation builders, Ludwig’s “Biography of Roosevelt,” the Dodd “Diary” and the
exciting exposé, “I Was Hitler’s Maid.”

Sir:
In outlining my demand I will state that I am
cartoonist who is now in search for experienced,
good gagwriter. Gag cartoon drawings of mine
have been accepted and published by This Week
Magazine, King Features Syndicate, etc. Would
prefer timely gags such as marketable to nationwide magazines. I am offering 25 per cent of payments after sold gags.
Kay Kato,
255 W. 90th St., New York City.

A

New

Market

Short

Shorts

By ROBERT
N

case you associate my by-line with
comic script writing and don’t care for
that type work, take a second look.
This piece concerns straight fiction writing,
the plotting and handling of a new type of
short-short story.
I’m going to try and lead you into a
market that specializes in short-shorts and
where the competition is still small, compared to the pulps and slicks. And the pay is
never less than in the pulps, and in several
instances much more. The pay runs from a
half cent to three cents a word for 1,000 to
2,500 words.
7
All comic magazines must have at least
two pages of unbroken type in every issue
because of a U. S. Postal regulation.* A few
of the comics use these two pages for stamp
collecting information or juvenile book reviews, but most of them use fiction. Because
the primary purpose of these stories is to
cover a federal law, editors started off with
the idea that the readers didn’t bother with
them. They received a minimum of editorial
attention. That’s why to date, you haven’t
heard much about this market.
Some publishers merely reprinted old pulp
short-shorts from their files, unsuited to juvenile readers (as most comic readers are).
Others assigned a staff man fifteen minutes
to bat one out, and sent the thing to the
printer without even reading it, figuring it
wouldn’t be read by the readers, anyhow.
I’ve been guilty of some of this.
But competition made publishers see it is
* Second class postage rates are available to publications, 50 per cent or more of whose press runs are net
paid, and a reasonable amount of whose text is devoted to
the dissemination of news about daily events, or news of
the arts and sciences. Since the Post Office traditionally
trudges around old laws finding means within original provisions to countenance modern publishing trends, ‘‘two
ages’? may constitute a ‘“‘reasonable amount’’ of news
us, while magazines containing nothing but pictures are
not looked upon as publications disseminating news, by the
magic of including two pages of a short-short story, they
become disseminators of news pertaining to the arts.—Ed
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foolish to have even two wasted pages in a
book. Since they must print some straight
fiction with their comics, why not make it
something the kids will enjoy reading!
France E. Herron, Comics Editor at Fawcett, bears me out on this. So does Harold
Hersey, veteran of many years in the publishing business, and now in the editorial
chair at Comics Corporation of America.
Both these men, as well as several other
comics editors give a lot of attention to the
short shorts they buy and want the best
stories they can get.
There is one magazine that buys short fiction that cannot be classed with the regular
run of comics for several reasons. They make
a special point of combining straight stories
and feature articles with comic strips, and
buy several stories for each issue. They buy
an altogether different type of story from the
other comics, and lastly and most important,
they pay the highest prices in the field.
This magazine is called Calling All Girls
and is published by Parents’ Magazine Press,
at 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City.
Calling All Girls, issued bi-monthly, wants
very high class juvenile stories, featuring
young girl heroines in their early teens, Their
stories maintain a literary standard without
losing their appeal to girls between the ages
of 9 and 14.
Now don’t get me wrong and assume that
this book will gobble up plotless stuff, written in the kindergardenish, “see the pretty
car.
Watch her run,” school. They want
soundly plotted stories with lots of drama,
surprises, twists and suspense built around
genuine true to life adventures of young
people. They do not want mechanically
plotted, pulp-style material. But human interest if not faked or “corned up” and genuine, clean cut humor, is always welcome. No
fantasy nor fairy tales.
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The old Dicest adage of “study several
issues carefully” is really the answer to selling
this market. This practise will pay dividends
as the magazine is wide open for writers who
can deliver the goods.
For you scribes who like to write heavier,
swifter-paced, real action stories, there is a
list of comics waiting for good yarns of that
type, starting with Famous Funnies at 500
Fifth Ave., New York City, and right
through the rest which pay a cent and a half
cent.
With the exception of Calling All Girls
and the comic books featuring “true” material, the rest of the field wants fiction pretty
much on the same order, with the better
paying ones naturally demanding better
quality. So I’ll analyze the field as a unit.
There are no markets for comic fiction
rejects. Comic book short shorts are a new
and peculiar type fiction paced to the demands of their readers who are used to the
terrific action, bizarre situations and fast
reading of stories in picture form. These
readers are not, in the majority, the ones
who peruse the Sunday School papers.
You don’t have to drip blood from every
sentence and zoom space ships through every
paragraph. You can have a well rounded,
nicely plotted little story full of zip and
suspense without that.
The comic book fiction piece is in or near
the center of the book. When the reader
reaches it, he is already steeped with story
in colorful picture form. If you’re going to
hold him now, with words alone, you’ve got
to paint bright word pictures.
Your reader is willing to accept fantastic
situations, if they’re handled right, that
readers of any other type periodical would
not. Don’t worry too much about motivations
and plausibility, stick to the more elementary
plot formulas of master villains perpetrating
horrible deeds on a major scale, with the hero
thwarting him at the end with brains, brawn
and bravery.
Whenever possible make your hero a teenage boy, or at best a very young man. Of
course if the plot calls for a hero with a
definite occupation such as a cop or fireman,
G-Man, etc., he’ll have to be an adult. But
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whenever the idea allows keep the hero in
his teens.
In these short shorts the narrative hook is
even more important than in other magazines. You’re suddenly springing cold type at
the young reader, after he’s been reveling in
pictures. To overcome that you’ve got to
reach right out and grab him with a highly
dramatic lead, that he can’t resist.
Here’s an example from one of my own
yarns :
“The summer storm bellowed over
the black patch of woods in a temper of
crashing sound. Pelting sheets of rain
swirled through the trees ahead of a
screaming wind, sending Tommy Briggs
and Red Roland scurrying blindly along
a brush-bordered path.”
No Pulitzer prize writing there, but the
selection of adjectives and verbs paints a
picture.
If you like to do character stuff, that’s
okay, too, providing you strike out with
curiosity and interest-awakening material.
Here’s a fair sample of this type lead:
“They once said Jeff Farno was a
screwball. They said he was no good,
the hard-working folks down there on
the docks. ‘Jeff never did nothin’,’ they
used to say, ‘’cept hang around the
wharves all day, talking to sailors fresh
in from foreign ports. He’s a lazy goodfor-nothin’ who'll never have any spunk
or do a good day’s work in his life!’ ”
What I’m getting at is this—use any of the
stock leads: atmosphere, dynamic action,
sympathetic characterization, or if possible a
nice combination of all three, but color them
up bright as blazes, and thus right at the start
snare your picture-spoiled reader and hold
him by the same treatment all the way
through.
Titles are a help at this, too. Keep them
short and dramatic and provocative like the
chapter headings of movie serials. Some
samples which aren’t too good, but adequate
enough to be used: Guost Spies, PIRATE
Perit, THe Triccer Kip, Spy HunNTER,
WATERFRONT WILpcAT, CHINATOWN TRAP,
Wivp Ring, Suicipe Express, THE UNHOLY
THIRTEEN, Date WitH DEATH, etc.
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When plotting the comic book short short,
lay off introspection and psy¢ hological twists
and detailed motivati Ons. KeepI the Iplot
:
simple.
These sto1 y heroes have only one
a
and bring him
1
aim: to outwit Lilt villain
to his knees. Don’t bothe I with finely drawn
characterizations or compl x character traits.
The hero must just be a swell guy fighting
evil because he loves “right for right’s sake”
and thrives on adventure. If you can give
him a sense of humor and perhaps some
special weapon or trick without cluttering up
the yarn with long-winded explanations and
descriptions, so much the better. By the same
token your villain is nothing more nor less
than an out-and-out dirty dog out for great
wealth, world mastery or revenge. This leaves
extra room for plenty of action incident and
building up an elementary type of suspense
with obvious but new and different tricks.
Don’t WOITy about the customary short
short surprise ending or twist. That might
|
lead you into one of the
“almost perfect
crime” yarns, from the murderer’s point of
view. They may still go over in the pulps
and now and then in the slicks, but not in
the comics. If you can get an unexpected
hitch at the end, swell—but don’t strain.
Stick to straight adventure, detective-mystery
or science-fiction stuff.
To bring the plotting idea to a focus, here
are a couple of skeletons from st uff I’veve sold
to this field: In the yarn where Jeff Farno
is tabbed as a no-good screwball loafer, he
later on bestirs himself when a big reward is
offered for capture of wharf pirates who
have been robbing and murdering along the
waterfront. Jeff uses his knowledge of the
waterfront, acquired while loafing, to hunt
down the pirates, then applies a trick learned
from a Chinese sailor to trap them in their
own hideout and winds up personally lamne ]i¢€ -aders in a final action sequence.
basting t he
He uses the reward money to buy himself a
fishing boat, becomes one of the most industrious workers on the waterfront. Jeff explains his apparent laziness to the fact that
when he decided to go to work it would be
in a business of his own. He had just been
waiting for a chance like this. There was of

DIGEST
course considerable physical action and gun
play involved throughout.
In the other story from which I quoted
the lead, Tommy Briggs, a teen-age boy
spending a summer vacation with his folks
at a country boarding house, decides to visit
an old mansion nearby which is reputedly
haunted. At dinner he tells of some of the
things he has seen and heard from the ha’it
house, and of his plans to pay a night visit
to the place. All the boarders laugh at him,
ridicule him, except one. Red Roland, a
strapping guy, is very interested in Tommy’s
stories of strange sights and sounds emanating
from the house and decides to accompany
him on his ghost-laying expedition. Of course
they discover that the “haunted house” idea
is being used by some villains to keep curious
persons away from the place. Meanwhile the
dastards are using the place for a secret radio
sending base. They are really foreign agents.
For a slight surprise ending, Red Roland
turns out to be a Federal Agent sent to the
vicinity to hunt out these spies. Tommy gets
plenty of thrills and adventure out of the
night’s sortie and becomes a hero.
There’s an old-timer of a plot, but it’s
typically kid stuff, and had enough new and
modern twists to bolster it. In this field I
would say the plot is secondary, so long as
it is basically sound, to highly dramatic,
pictorial writing and handling of scenes. If
you can give the kid reader a clear picture of
every piece of action, he’ll enjoy it only a
little less than the actual comics in the rest
of the book.
For the new writer who hasn’t found a
break in other fields, here’s a chance to crack
open some markets, get himself some nice
little checks and the stimulation of seeing his
stuff in print. For the professional, it’s a
chance for some quick reports and checks.
Buy a dozen comics, read the shorts in each
one, then sail on your own. I do not advise
writing for this field without reading many
samples, first.
Whiz Comics -~Fawcett Publications, 1501
Broadway, New York City.
1500-1800
words, $15. Monthly.
Master Comics—Same as above.
Captain Marvel Adventures—Same as above.
(Continued to page 64)
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A.

HE new markets vary greatly in their
writer-appeal. Take your choice of
those you like. At Red Circle and
allied magazines (Martin Goodman, publisher) the news is a magazine of the “Esquire” type, slated for appearance in late
November.
The new magazine is Stag,
with the subtitle, ““The Man’s Home Companion.” A quarter million copies are being
distributed on the newsstands. The first issue
will use a lot of “names” and after that
its what you have to say that counts.
J. Alvin Kugelmass
is the editor.
He
informs writers that all materials must be
well written and of a sophisticated nature.
It must be slanted to appeal to men readers.
He is looking for satirical pieces and articles,
sketches and fiction of the New Yorker and
Esquire types. Lengths should keep within
the limits of 1,500 to 1,800 words. No verse
is wanted. But there is a good market for
sophisticated cartoons, very well drawn. Payment is at rates which vary, but are said to
be very good. This house pays on acceptance,
usually with great promptness. Address—330
West 42nd Street.
Mr. Kugelmass recently announced that
he was editing a new fact-detective magazine for this same company. The title has
now been released. It is Expos? Detective.
There has been, however, a change in editors. Mr. Robert Solomon now wields the
blue pencil over this publication. Stories may
be from any time, provided dramatic pictures are available and it has not been used
in other fact-detective magazines. A woman
angle is desired. But remember that it must
be handled discreetly, and not dragged in
for its own sake. Lengths preferred are 4,000
to 6,000 words. Rates are on acceptance,
varying according to quality and readerinterest, with a minimum of $4 each for
pictures used. Both first and third person
are used, Address—330 West 42nd Street.

LETTER

BRADFIELD

Another new magazine of the exposé type
(and don’t confuse this with the new Exposé
Detective above) which editor Kugelmass
also announced in the September Market
Letter, has been postponed.)
Jest of that same magazine group is now
edited by Harry D. Douglas. David Goodman, former editor, has been drafted, while
Mr. Douglas, formerly in the draft, has been
released and returns to the company where
he formerly was on the editorial staff. This
picture magazine gets most of its material
from the agencies—mostly “cheesecake” photos. Address—330 West 42nd Street.
Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine is a
new quarterly. The noted fiction detective
edits. Lawrence E. Spivak, publisher of The
American Mercury, is publishing it. The
magazine is on book paper and reprints “the
very choicest detective-crime short stories,
culled from every conceivable source—books,
slick-paper magazines, and pulp magazines
. The sole editorial criterion will be quality.
A big name does not always guarantee a good
story the big-name writers themselves are
the first to admit this
Some will be
bought from manuscripts.” So far, in the
first two issues, no original manuscripts have
been bought. And the requirements are high
for such; strictly good writing, as well as
original ideas, excitement, craftsmanship.
Address—570 Lexington Avenue.
For college students with writing ambitions, and including those recently graduated,
the new Threshold magazine offers a path to
glory, with occasional small checks of $10
or $15 to the extra good manuscript. The
magazine is published by International Student Service, 8 West 40th Strect, and has no
political platform. It is a medium of the
best writing and thinking of the current
student generation. It offers encouragement
to the gifted students, and tries to bring their
work to the attention of big-time editors.
27
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The editor is interested in seeing articles of
1,000 to 3,000 words, which deal with college subjects or with the attitudes of students toward outside problems.
It is advisable to submit an outline first. Also, he
uses some fiction or sketches, up to 5,000
words in length and some very high-class
poetry. Payment such as it is, comes on publication. Irwin Ross is the editor, assisted by
an editorial board. The publication is subsidized financially, high in quality of contents.
Dogs is the definite title of a new magazine
to be given away or sold for a few pennies
in drug stores throughout the country. It is
gotten out by the H. Clay Glover Company,
makers of dog remedies, and takes the place
of “The Glover Dog Book” which has had
a huge yearly circulation, Edward Faust,
well known as a writer on dog subjects, is
editor. He tells me that the magazine is a
quarterly in standard rotogravure size, with
plenty of illustrations. It will use all sorts
of material about canines—fact articles of
short lengths up to 1,000 words; short-shorts;
jokes and gags, with or without illustrations;
articles on dog heroes; separate photos and
drawings. Payment will be on acceptance.
But as the budget is somewhat uncertain
until things get under way, definite rates are
not available yet. The next issue open for
material is dated summer of 1942, but the
editor will be considering copy from the
middle of December on. Address—551 Fifth
Avenue.
The monthly picture magazine Click has
RQr Fifth
moved its editorial offices to JII
Avenue, New York City. Only the production department remains now at the Philadelphia address. The market is open for picture stories, ideas cartoons. The editor,
Robert Rogers, prefers finished articles,
rather than ideas. Material should be of a
conservative nature now, vitally representative of America and keyed to the family
reader.
Miss Elizabeth Gordon has been appointed
editor-in-chief of the Hearst publication
House Beautiful. She succeeds Kenneth K.
Stowell, who will devote his time to private
practice of architecture and design, but con-
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tinue with the magazine in an advisory ca.
pacity. Address—572 Madison Avenue.
Ski Illustrated, formerly at 112 East 19th
Street, is now located at 110 East 42nd St,
It recently took over and absorbed the maga.
zine Ski, which was at 420 Lexington
Avenue. This magazine is published four
times during the winter months. The editorial
staff is here in the New York office, and
material should be addressed here. This, in
spite of the fact that the editor, Al Nyden,
stays mostly in the West Coast Office. Some
definite assignments are given to regular
writers, but there is also a market open to
free-lancers. Photographs are desirable with
articles. General or humorous subjects—but
always with skiing hook-up. The maximum
length is 2,000 words.
Some very short
sketches can be used; of a light, humorous
nature, written from a fictional angle. Separate photographs and cartoons are also used.
All material must relate to skiiers. There is
no set rate of payment, but checks are on acceptance. Address of Ski Illustrated—110
East 42nd Street.
“Your Sports” is the name of the incorporation which publishes Ski Illustrated. The
separate quarterly publication called Your
Sport has been discontinued for the present.
ITH the January issues, This Week
Magazine will appear in a smaller size.
This neccessitates a change in story lengths,
too. Here are the new requirements as outlined by the editor, Mrs. M. Maloney:
“Stories and articles must be short. And
This Week’s rates, which compare favorably
with those of other leading national magazines, place a premium on brevity. Preferred subjects for fiction; romance, humor,
mystery, adventure.
Maximum
length is
4,000 words; preferred length 2,500 words
and under; especially short-shorts of 1,500
words. Preferred subjects for articles: important new developments and colorful personalities in the fields of national defense,
public life, community betterment, science,
entertainment, explorations, sports. (Sports
articles should be tied closely to important
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coming sporting events.) Best lengths: 1,5001,800 words. Especially desired are articles
which lend themselves to dramatic pictorial
treatment, and pictures should be submitted
with manuscripts whenever possible. Ideas
for picture sequences on the above subjects
are also desired. We cannot use controversial,
historical, or descriptive articles. An important feature is the inspirational editorial on
page two; length 1,000 words or less. Short
features include cartoons, animal stories,
story-telling animal pictures, quizzes and
games, collections of odd and ent rtaining
facts, short photographic sequences, anecdotes and miniature articles for the two columns appearing on page two. Only a few
short poems can be used because of space
limitations.” Address of This Week—420
Lexington Avenue.
Mr. Harry Gray, formerly of Liberty
Magazine, is now managing editor at Munseys, filling the post once held by Jack Byrne.
Mr. Gray believes the present day readers
want more articles of a personally helpful
nature, and are not content simply with escape fiction.
Argosy, which has used a few fact articles,
wants more of them—anything which vivid,
eye-catching, and arresting in topic and presentation. Never pedantic! If a war story is
considered, remember it must be five times as
good as any other subject, because it must
compete with the headlines in interest, Fact
articles run 3,000 to 4,000 words. Best to
query first on these. For a while, better avoid
stories with their main themes the R. A. F.,
convoys, sabotage, spying, etc.; so many have
been done along these lines. That’s why the
costume story might hit now. Otherwise, the
same open market persists on Argosy. George
W. Post edits. At 280 Broadway.
Detective Fiction, now a bi-weekly, is also
stressing more heavily the fact-detective
story, although it continues to use serials and
short fiction as in the past. No market right
now for novelettes. Query first before submitting serials. On shorts there is a pressing
need for good stories up to 6,000 words.
Lengths for fact-detectives average 5,000
words; running from 2,500 to 6,000. All
cases must be completed, though the editor
will assign current cases if asked. Be sure to
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query on all stories first. These stories should
be well written with dramatic handling to
build up suspense and interest. The characters are important and must be interesting
enough to make good reading. No sex maniacs running at large are wanted. Motivation must be real. There should be strong
woman interest, but the sex angle must be
handled carefully. In writing, don’t give
bare facts, but arrange in dramatic scenes as
for fiction, (though there must be actual
dates and places), and don’t load up with
names of minor characters. Keep the suspense. If there is a menace, build up that.
It is not absolutely necessary to send pictures
with the story, as long as you let the editor
know just what is available, and where. Payment is $3 per picture, plus a cent and a
quarter per word—on acceptance to established writers. If you have sold before, indicate in a letter what and where. This will
save time in checking up, and sending out
that check. If photographs must be obtained
from a picture agency, tell the editor so and
let him make the financial arrangement direct. (Pictures often cost more than $3 from
such source). Paul Johnstone edits Detective Fiction. At 280 Broadway.
Secret LOVE REVELATIONS is the way
the title of the Munsey confession magazine
looks now. But beginning with the January
issue, on sale November 26, it will appear as:
SECRET LOVE Revelations. In submitting
stories, keep the title of the magazine in
mind. That is, there should be a little thrill,
though not over-sexed. They must be love
experiences, first of all. It is important to
have a fast pace, very dramatic scenes. A
seasonal note is good—buying is for spring
issues now. There is a need for box-type
fillers, too—especially very short in length,
bright and eye-catching material. Payment
is a cent a word for stories, with 5,000 words
the best length; also shorter once of 3,500
words if plenty of emotion can be injected.
Checks on acceptance to established writers.
Marion Shear is the editor. At 280 Broadway.
Double Detective of the Munsey group,
280 Broadway, has been dropped.
T N T has been suspended for the present.
This was a cartoon and satirical magazine
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edited by Mr. Carroll Moore, at 1440 Broadway.
Prize Photography of Ace Magazines has
been absorbed by Popular Photography.
Hillman Periodicals has postponed plans
for a movie fan magazine, and Mrs. May
Kelley is no longer with the company. The
picture magazine Shock has been dropped,
as well as the comics. This leaves Hillman
concentrating on its seven well established
and strong magazines: The picture magazine
Show, edited by Tony Field. Real Story,
edited by Mary Rollins, which is a steady
market as reported previously in the Market
Letter. And the five fac t-detective magazines edited by George Scullin: Crime Detective, Crime Confessions, Headquarters
Detective, Real Detective, and Sensation.
Censorshi| is strict, Mr. Scullin reports,
but any subject can be used if it is written in
the proper method with clever handling.
Right now the really big need is for off-trail
stories for Sensation. For all five magazines,
lengths run from 4,000 to 5,000, but not
over this. Study the magazines for a knowledge of topics and fields handled by each.
Rates are very good for all magazines; on
acceptance for stories, on publication for pictures. Address of Hillman Periodicals—1476
Broadway.
Intimate Confessions, put out recently by
Fox Publications is a one-shot
or
till further
notice. Address—247 Park Avenue.
The Ace Magazine group has dropped Sh}
Aces, and is concentrating all air-mindedness
on Flying Aces. The editor, David C. Cooke,
announces that he will be using more articles
hereafter. But this is a market only for those
who know aviation. Lengths run 1,000 to
2,200 words; longer features on assignment.
These should be preferably about military or
personal experiences, with photos of action.
No fiction is used, no jokes, no poetry
wanted at all. The market is closed on cartoons for the present.
But articles are
wanted more than ever—the popular type,
written straight-forwardly, straight to the
point with no padding, on any phase of aviation.
hotos bought separately sometimes;
$1 and up. A cent a word, on publication for
articles. The editor says he never has a headache, so can’t be out of the mood to give
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your material his best consideration!
67 West 44th Street.

Address

HE Conde Nast Monthly Glamour jg
all for career girls. But unlike most
magazines in the ficld, it sets no age limita.
tions. Young writ ers are encouraged. The
idea is as important as the completed article,
There is a good market here for short articles
rot over |, 500 words of a light, and generally
humorous, na ture, These may be about any
interest of career girls: food, decoration,
beauty, amusements. The success story is
good. No verse is bought from the outside.
and at present no fiction is used. Provocative subjects take well. An example of the
acceptable humorous article is “Unhand Me,
Woman!” i which appears currently.
Payment is usually on publication, at rates varying’ from ab ut $25
2 to S75. Elizabeth Penrose is editor; Virginia Lamont, feature
editor. Address
+20 Lexington Avenue.
l omorrou ; now well established with several issues having passed on sale, is an open
market for suitable articles on philosophy,
religion, psychology, creative arts, metaphysics, etc. Lengths are the same: 1500-3,000
words. No fiction wanted. And the marketis
much overstocked on poetry. All writing
must be of high calil
Payment is on acceptance, about $50 for articles. Study current issues for the “different” slant required.
Mrs. Eileen J. Garrett is editor. Address—11
East 44th Street.
H-K
Publications,
through
the editor
Harold Hersey, announce that Miss America
will not appear in the form originally
planned. Instead, it is due to appear soon as
a magazine of photographs only, with no
market for the present. Address—215 Fourth
Avenue.
Allied with this company is Comic Corporation of America, which publishes a group
of humor magazines for the Service ‘Men
and a number of comic magazines, and Harle
Publications which puts out four crossword
and puzzle magazines, all of them markets

is i
The four Harle magazines are: 1. Crosswords and Contest News. 2. Dime Crosswords, 3. 50 Cross-words, 4. Championship
Crosswords. These steady small sellers are
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highly technical, but good markets. They
ay on publication for crossword puzzles, for
puzzles, and have a special need for cover
ideas (you don’t have to be an artist) and
for novel photos of famous people doing
crossword puzzles, etc. Rates vary. It would
be wise to query the editor before submitting.
All letters and material should go to the
editor, Mr. Walter Holtze.
Man of War, Amazing Man, and Stars
and Stripes are comics using all-fiction.
World Famous Heroes Magazine uses fact
stories; a new and rising field of comics
which requires great accuracy. This is a good
market for writers wno can turn out a lot,
have a flair for the spectacular and melodramatic, but also for facts. Good idea to query
first. Payment is about $10 per printed page
—$2 to the author of text and $8 for drawings.
Also edited by Harold Hersey are the
magazines of humor: Khaki Humor is a bimonthly in flat format; a digest of humor
from all the many Service publications of the
various camps. Contributors to those publications may find a market for original material here, as well as for good selected reprints: humor and cartoons.
This company stopped the little pocket
humorous magazine, Yoo Hoo! In its place
they have issued Khaki Wacky (“Army and
Navy Fun”) and also Jeeps. These pay $2-$3
for cartoons. Like a gag with each. Any
branch of the Service, and more variety,
please; not just the Army and Navy. Plenty
of girls included, but not vulgar. Cartoons
should be ink drawings, and submitted in
finished form. These and all magazines above
of H-K Publications, Harle Publications,
Comic
Corp. of America—215
Fourth
Avenue.
The Comet, which was edited by Orlin
Tremaine and located in those same offices
at 215 Fourth Avenue, has been discontinued, and arrangements made to pay all
authors over a period of time.
Personal Romances, 122 East 42nd Street,
is in need of those book-length stories; strong,
dramatic situations involving young people.
The emotion must be real and touching the
heart, not mere word description. Preferred
are characters like all of us, not the sordid
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or terribly grim. People who mean well, but
make their mistakes and trust the wrong person. Variety is more important than ever.
10,000 to 15,000 words for these long
stories; 3,000 to 6,000 for shorts. Payment
is more prompt now; catching up toward
payment on acceptance. The market is open
again for poetry, too. This should be cheerful, short lyrics, with short lines. Ethel
Pomeroy edits this.

OSE WYN has a wide open market for
both straight love and confession stories
in her five magazines.
Most open is the
confession story of 3,500 to 6,000 words. Also,
15,000 word novels, but on these she prefers
to work with the author. There is a special
need for stories in all Jengths, told from the
feminine angle. And here’s a bit of advice
pertinent to almost any market today: Avoid
the old-fashioned, melodramatic cliche stories. Get in tune with the times. There are
too many vivid new problems for writers, to
expect the editor to be interested in the same
old thing, no matter how good the writing is.
Fast readings and reports here. Address—67
West 44th Street.
(Secrets, Love Fiction
Monthly, Complete Love, Ten Story Love,
Variety Love).
The Salon Section of Good Photography
closes on January 5th, and there is still a
need for good photography on any interesting, eye-appealing subject. Pictures may be
in any finish, not necessarily glossy. Prints
must be at least 8x10 inches, but mounts
should not exceed 16x20 inches. Payment is
on publication at $5 each, with $50 bonds for
the best in the issue, Also, there is a market
for articles of interest to amateurs, and
written by anyone, amateur or professional.
Mass appeal is important; where to find pictures, how to take them. Best query the
editor, Norman Lipton, about what you
have in mind—both article and illustrations.
New people are being encouraged to submit
material.
Photography Handbook has a May closing,
so you have much more time to work on
material for this market. Writers of nonfiction would find much of interest in this
subject of photography, according to Editor

be
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Lipton. Many an article has been sold because of the excellent accompanying photographs,
Photography Handbook and Good Photography are issued by Fawcett Publications,
each one twice a year, alternately. Address
—1501 Broadway.
Elliott Hunt Marrus, head of the newly
established Professional Feature Service in
the Woolworth Building, Broadway, announces that this is a syndicate “organized
with the express purpose of supplying editors
with authoritative articles by specialists in
various fields. This includes trade journals
as well as general material. ‘“Professional”
means not only those in the fields of law,
medicine, architecture, engineering, etc., but
also all those who have specialized knowledg

CHICAGO
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of any subject. We are interested in seeing
manuscripts by authors who have at their
disposal interesting and informative facts, If
the material is interesting, we are willing to
work with the author to edit it to increase
its salability. Compensation is by arrange.
ment with the author, All reports are made
within ten days.”
The Service acts both as collaborators to
work into shape factual material and to find
markets for it. Compensation to the author
is made when the material is sold to a magazine and the payment collected. The author
and the Service divide the payment in previously agreed percentages, this depending on
the amount of writing which the Service does,
We understand that the author pays no fee
for rewrite, even if extensive.

MARKET

LETTER
By RAY

WILLIAM

GREEN

Serawnn
ORONET, 919 N. Michigan avenue,
published by David Smart.
Arnold
Gingrich and Bernard Geis, Editors.
Address manuscripts to Oscar Dystel, Associate Editor. Conceived as a mass culture
magazine in 1936, the original endeavor was
to bring the arts to the masses. The recently
increased circulation testifies the value of the
present slant. Articles with the following appeals are suggested for the non-fiction group:
international and national significance, health
and medicine, little known institutions performing an important function, (“Education
on the cuff”), unique personalities, local
interest, scientific, better living, expose. Payment is $125 and up for an article, price dependent upon the treatment and author.
For the photo gallery 8x10 glossy prints
are desired. Give information about the photograph, place taken, etc., so the staff can
caption it. Human interest photographs as
well as scenic, marine, babies, composition,

and po! trait are suggested. Payment is $5
per picture for the first reproduction rights.
Will return photo if desired.
Coronet is going in for picture stories. All
it is necessary to submit is the photos and the
staff will caption. These should portray significant events in our history and leave reader
with a definite message or thought. Will use
16 to 32 photographs with continuity, plot
and climax. See This Is New York in the
November issue. Payment is $150 and up for
a complete set. Seeking social significance on
these. Editorialize, don’t report.
Cover photograph policy is to glorify the
American girl, submit four months in advance on Kodachrome. Payment is $75 and
up.
Serials are by arrangement. Will use one
fiction feature a month. Strictly formula,
vigorous, not boy meets girl. Emphasize the
story not the characters. Put the characters
in the story and let them do something. Pay-
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ment is $250 and up. Query first.
Esquire, 919 N. Michigan avenue, published by Esquire Inc. David A. Smart Publisher, Arnold Gingrich, Editor. Now open
to short humorous material of filler length.
This may range from the simple “gag,” to
a 500-word anecdote. It is an attempt to revive the unillustrated quip of the type formerly used by judge magazine. As per the November issue, more smilage is wanted. Payment is a minimum of 10c per word. With
this addition it will be necessary to cut the
amount of satire down to maintain balance.
Particularly receptive at present to articles
that have a stunt or game included such as
“All This and Seven Too,” in the December
issue. Possibly interested in revival of games,
i, e. new versions of old games such as ginrummy. Don’t want quizzes. Average payment for this will be $125 to $200.
Other article possibilities include, open particularly and chronically to articles of controversial nature of the man vs. woman type.
On fiction, the market is open for stories
with a high action quotient and loaded with
strong suspense.
Overstocked on literary
stories. Payment on fiction runs from $100
to $250.
In preparing for this market slant for three
months prior to expected publication date.
Special issues; aim travel articles at the February and June issues, father and son or
Parenthood at the July issue, college or school
at the September issue.
Magazines new issue beginning with the
March issue will require a shorter word
length. Won’t consider things that run appreciably over 3,000 words. Plan material
to fall between 1,500 and 2,500 words. Want
puzzles and conundrums and also brain teasers of the type that do not require higher
mathematics but demand logic to solve. May
use poetry for filler. The magazine has never
used photographs in conjunction with articles
but may now do so. There is no point in
querying on fiction but would like to have
outline type of query on articles.
Sports articles used will be increased from
four to about six articles. Use about 50%
of spectator interest and about 50% of participant interest, or viewpoint. Payment here
will run from $125 to $200.
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Official Detective Stories, Actual Detective
Stories, Intimate Detective Stories, 731 Plymouth Court, published by Detective Stories
publishing company, H. A. Keller, Editor.
All are monthlies, 15 cents per copy. In the
market for good, true, detective stories. Any
size of good pictures to illustrate articles are
desired. Study the magazines to see exactly
what is wanted. Payment is on acceptance at
two cents per word. Additional payment is
made for accompanying pictures.
Popular Mechanics, 200 East Ontario
street, Mr. Henry H. Windsor, Editor and
Publisher. Address manuscripts to Managing
Editor, Harley William Magee. Monthly, 25c
per copy. There is always a market and they
never get enough. This magazine will be
40 years old next year and they have an
equally long record of fair dealings to freelancers. They use two distinct types of article. The first is the new invention. New
invention submission must have action pictures, not catalogue prints; show the device
in operation with a human figure for perspective. Do not use photos to illustrate articles
but use words to describe the picture. Emphasize what is not obvious in the picture,
how the device is an improvement. Prefer
the 5x7 or 8x10. Invention submitted must
be on the market and the name of the manufacturer included as the editors realize it is
useless to arouse the demand for something
that can’t be supplied. Not interested in dime
store gadgets ; space doesn’t permit. Caption
or text accompanying photo should not exceed 200 words. Payment is a minimum of
$5 for every photograph and the rate goes up
depending upon the value of the material.
Size of picture actually printed in the magazine doesn’t influence the rate.
The second type of article is the feature.
Use 12 or 15 per issue and this is the spot
for originality. Features cover anything that
can be given a scientific or mechanical turn.
This includes sports. Example—Lindbergh’s
flight to Paris. When the incident was almost
forgotten the magazine was ready for an article on the plane not the man. Personality
is secondary to mechanics and science. Your
photographs must be clear and have something to say. When the submissions are put
on the editor’s desk the photographs are put
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on top. In other words the picture must ininvolving trick pictures and how made, conterest the reader in the story.
struction material, dark room gadgets, and
others relating to photographers. Also the
Don’t presuppose the interest of the reader.
same type of material relating to movie.
The title of the picture must intrigue and
making. Present stock is greater in still pic.
arouse the curiosity and the lead must not be
tures and articles, therefore demand _ js
a let down but further ones interest. If artigreater for movie-making articles. Over.
cle is good enough the editors will title it but
stocked on cartoons and magazine—never
a good, snappy title helps sell the ms.
buys mere gags.
The ROTO section uses four pages of four
Query about articles and send a brief outcolor and four pages of two color. This inline as mag is always open to suggestion. Imcludes about 18 pictures actually used. Preportance of outline and query can’t be overfer use of Kodachrome for the Roto section.
stressed as if a man writes an interview withQuery first on features. Payment runs from
out querying he will perhaps miss a desirable
$40 to $500 per feature.
The homecraft section in the rear of the slant that might have sold the article. Whereas
if he had queried the editor, he might have
book dealing with things you can make with
been given this suggestion. Also oftentimes
your hands or do for yourself are for the
most part assigned to technical experts in very similar material will already be in the
files and the writer is only wasting his time
their field; i. e. rowboat building specificathat
could have been saved by a query. The
tions from boatbuilders etc. If interested in
brief outline sent to the editor should be about
this look for labor, time, and money saving
50 to 100 words. For instance instead of
devices.
simply sending a sentence, “I would like
Ziff-Davis publications group, moving from
to do an article for you on ‘How To Handle
608 S. Dearborn to 540 N. Michigan avenue
Children for Pictures,’” tell how you will dein December. Editor, B. G. Davis. Submit
velop your topic.
manuscripts to editor of the particular magaFull length features are standardized at two
zine of the group for which your story is insizes. The first is limited to 1,200 words and
tended.
should be accompanied by six or seven picFlying and Popular Aviation, Editor, Max
tures for the editors to select four or five
Karant.
Monthly, 25 cents.
Basic policy
from. The second is limited to 2,500 words
remains the same. Interested in all types of
and should have a minimum of 10 or 15
factual material on aviation. Must be carepictures for the editors to select from. Don’t
fully checked so that the “dope” is 100%
want fiction or poetry. Payment is on acaccurate. It is best to query on an article
ceptance at one cent a word and up. Edibut articles submitted without a query or on
torial picures receie $3 and salon picures $5.
approval will be carefully considered. EmAamazing Stories and Fantastic Adventures
phasis is being placed on photographic coverare both monthlies selling at 25 cents per
age. Use as many pictures as possible to
copy. Both are edited by Ray Palmer. In the
illustrate your article. Looking for capable
market for all length of fiction and fantasy.
correspondents w ho c in be relied on. InterLike fast action and lots of dialogue. Can
ested in exclusives, both in pictures and in
submit interplanetary stories, time travel,
articles. Payment runs from one cent to two
and anything that has a scientific or fantastic
cents a word and greater payment is made for
angle. Important difference in the two magaparticularly desirable material. Approximate
zines is that in Amazing Stories the scientific
length should be 2,500 words but can use
is preferred whereas in the Fantastic Advenshorter. Overstocked currently on personality
ture mag you don’t have to explain happenarticles.
ings scientifically. That is the glorified fairyPopular Photography, A. B. Hecht, Editor.
In the market for short or feature items of tale type and you can introduce a dragon on
the scene without explaining him. Don’t
the filler type. That is from 300 to 600
want religious and political material, Howwords with one or two illustrations. Suggested
ever, if the villain happens to be a Nazi it
subjects: human interest, technical material
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won’t be turned down because of this fact
although Nazi stories aren’t particularly requested. Use two types: the short-short, up
to 1,500 words, and novels up to 60,000
words. Don’t query unless your wordage is
in excess of 20,000 words, Exception to this
js to query if your subject matter is in debate. Payment is lc a word, on acceptance,
and up. Prompt reports on all submissions
is promised by the editor.
Radio News. Monthly. Annual subscription basis $2.50. Editor, Oliver Read. All
material is technical and magazine is trying
to follow the national defense trend as much
as possible as it relates to the service man and
amateur. For example, how the amateur can
substitute materials and parts for those not
available in the present crisis. In February
there will be a new section in the book devoted to telling where the small manufacturer can sell his parts to the government.
The intention isto help the small manufacturer in making his contacts. So if John Doe
makes transformers he will not have to make
an individual trip to Washington to find out
who buys these transformers. Length should
be between 1,500 and 3,000 words and include illustrative material. Payment is Ic
and 2c per word. Picture payment runs up
0 $5, dependent upon the quality and importance of the picture.
Little Technical Library, book series edited
by N. A. Hurwitz. Buy technical and semitechnical manuscripts, generally to order.
They are generally to order as a particular
viewpoint is sought, i.e., instead of general
field of photography a specific phase is used
as there are some thirty books on this one
subject in the Little Library. Don’t want
fiction, biography, etc. Always query first.
Payment is lc a word and up.
Newspapers
Chicago Herald American, 326 W. Madison,
John A. Malloy, managing editor. Welcome amateur photographs and submissions. Apply the acid
test yourself, ‘Will your contribution interest
Herald American readers?” Payment will be on
the merit of the submission.
Chicago Daily News, John P. Lolly, in charge of
submissions, at the office, 400 W. Madison. Manuscripts are bought here for United Features and
Lafave Features in Cleveland, Ohio. Always glad
to view stories, regardless of status of author and
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as a matter of fact favor the beginning writer.
Writers attempting to break in will find this a
possible market. Use 1,000-word short fiction at
$5 to $25. Also take 25,000-word serials in twelve
installments. Payment for serials is $50 to $500.
Regarding the new a.m. newspaper. Everything
here is held in semi-secrecy. The editorial and
business offices of the paper will be in the Daily
News, 400 W. Madison Street. The newspaper
will be printed here also; however, the two newspapers will be separated in every way. Marshall
Field, owner, and Silliman Evans, publisher, have
the skeleton staff assembled at present in the prepublication office in the Marshall Field Building.
A big name contest is being conducted and the
name will be announced by December Ist. This
date may see the first issue of the paper also,
although no definite statement has been released.
American Artisan, 6 N. Michigan, J. D. Wilder,
editor. Use technical material. Use the query and
acceptances will be only through this medium. All
articles must be ordered in this fashion. Length
ranges from 5,000 to 12,000 words and diagrams
and pictures are essential. To encourage this illustrative material, payment is by the printed page
and averages about $10.
The American Builder and Building Age, 105
W. Adams, published by Simmons-Boardman Publishing Corporation, Bernard L. Johnson, editor.
Have a large staff spread out in New York, Cleveland, Washington, etc., as well as Chicago, but
will buy worthy articles. Take only factual articles.
Write from the builders’ angle about builders,
building operations, and activities. National circulation requires all material to have a _ national
rather than local appeal. Don’t send clippings
from newspapers or photos with no accompanying
article. Payment is $10 a page, which includes
illustrations.
The Athletic Journal, 6858 N. Glenwood Ave.,
published by John L. Griffith, Jr., John L. Griffith,
Jr., editor. Monthly, 25 cents per copy or $1.50
per year. In the market for technical articles on
phases of school and college athletics by coaches
and administrators. Will pay for accompanying
pictures to illustrate the article. Mr. Griffith says
that too many manuscripts are submitted by writers
who have not studied the market. Want no fiction.
Policy of the magaine is to use 50% athletic theory
articles and 50% specific articles on how to coach
or play a particular sport. Pay in upon publication
and ranges from $10 to $25 plus remuneration for
illustrative material.
Chicago Fournal of Commerce, 125 E. Grand
St., John B. Ames, publisher. Editor is leaving to
join the new morning newspaper, so address communication to publisher. A business paper dealing
with business articles and financial dividends,
magazine buys only exceptionally good articles.
Child Life, published by Open Road Publishing
Company, Wilma McFarland, editor, 536 S. Clark
St., Chicago. Monthly, 25 cents a copy. $2.50 for
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single year’s subscription. Formerly published by
the Rand McNally & Co.
Has been sold to
Clayton Ernst and will be published by the Open
Road Publishing Company in the future. Editorial
offices remain the same. In the market for boy
girl stories and modern stories. Recent se
Lucky Sixpence, was a period story. A more
ern background is demanded of future stori
Slant for age group of 8 to 13 years and must
include boy and girl interest. Suggested length is
approximately 3,000
rds, for fiction. F1
assignments are possible for illustrations. Procedure is to submit some of your work for consideration and if the work shows possibili
will be filed for reference.
Photos are
syndicates. Can always use some poetry Payment
is on acceptance and equal to current market rates.
Submit materia] about three months in advance of
expected publication date
Golfing and Golfdom magazines, 14 E. |
Herb Graffis, editor. Golfing is the paper fo1
ers and is published March through July, m
Golfdom is for club managers, greenskeepers, etc.,
and is published monthly except in November and
December. Any article that would interest the
golfer is eligible for Golfing, and controversial
articles that don’t tear down the game are encouraged, such as “To play or not to play the
stymie ?” From 1,000 to 2,000 wordsi plus illustrative material. Golfdom will take factual articles
that are short and to the point. Payment is upon
publication and runs from lc to 1¥2c per word
for Golfdom and up to 2c per word for Golfing.
Average length should be about 1,500 words for
Golfdom.
Hospital Management, 100 E. Ohio, C. J. Foley,
editor. Will welcome queries only. Article length
is determined solely by the material, and payment
is lc a word on publication Photographs used are
paid for at $2 per pictur:
How To Sell, 168 N. Michigan, R. C. Remi
ton, editor. Mostly staff-written, very little purchased from the free-lance writer. Use very little
illustrative material and then only when there is a
complete tie-in with material. For these, $1 to $3
is paid. Payment is on publication at Yac to Ic
a word. Approximate length used is 1,500 to
2,500 words.
Hygeia, 535 N. Dearborn, published by the
American Medical Association, Morris Fishbein,
editor. Monthly. Single copy 25c, or $2.50 per
year. In the market for articles pertaining to any
phase of health. Like to receive short articles unde
2,000 words. Many assignments are made by seeking out the authority on a particular topic and
asking him or her to do an article. Do not want
articles on health by people who are not authorities
in the field they are writing about. Also, personal
experience articles are not wanted. Payment is
never less han Ic a word and will run as high
as the article deserves, no top price.
Popular Homecraft, 919 N. Michigan Ave., published by the General Publishing Co., R. S. Davis,
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sditor. Six issues yearly at 35 cents per copy. In
the market for technical articles on woodworking,
Use diagrams and photographs. Prefer at least one
picture of the finished article. How to make it
type. Include billil O§ of Mma terials, dimensions, ete,
Suggest query first.
yment is $8 a page on
publication. Pencil drawings are acceptable.
Georgia Readers
The Macon (Ga.) Little Theater announces its
eighth annual play writing contest, with a first
prize of $10.00 for the best one-act play from
any resident of the State of Georgia.
Contest
closes February 1, 1942. Further details from Mrs,
Gus Small, 102 Katherine Court, Macon, Ga.
Who Is Horch P
We have received inquiries concerning the agent
Franz J. Horch, 141 West 73rd St., New York
City.
A letter from Dr. Horch answers these.
or:
been a former editor-in-chief of
a European
publishing firm, I established myself as a literary agent in fall, 1938.
Representing a smal llist of clients, I am handling
books, magazine stories, articles, and picture material. Up to now eight books of clients of mine
I 1ave been published over here, amon gthem “First
Papers” and “Heil Hunger,” by Martin Gumbert,
M. D., “The Germans” by Emil Ludwig, “Second
Wind” by Carl Zuckmayer, ‘“‘A Woman Is Witness”
by Ernest Lothar, etc. Within the last year I sold
nore than a hundred American books (fictions and
non-fictions to Sweden.
Franz J. Horcu.
Sir:
I was so surprised to see my letter in the
November issue of WritTer’s Dicest. Before I
had even looked at my copy I began getting telephone calls and I have received letters from all
over the United States asking me all sorts of
que stions.
Every mail brings me more letters. It is simply
amazing. It does not seem possible that one little
tucked away letter could stir up so many people
to write to a stranger. Letters from Oregon, California, New Mexico, Minnesota, Maryland and
many other places. I’ve had two long distance
calls.
Each author wants me to tell the type storiesI
wrote and how many times I had to send them out.
I have sold four stories to True Story and not
one of them has been a sex story. Isn’t that interesting? Writers have the idea that in order to
sell a confession story it has to be pretty much
along the lines of the illegitimate baby angle. And
not one of mine were. In an article I would like
to tell the types of plot used and how I used my
facts.
Mrs. Frances Woop SHEPHERD,
2401 Washington Boulevard,
Kansas City, Kansas.
® O. K. go ahead.—Ed
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ONTRARY to popular belief, science
methods only—comparison and contrast. We
have the fables and legends of antiquity to
fiction did not have its inception with
the coming of Jules Verne. It has
show how the ancients combined what they
observed or heard with stories to entertain.
a more ancient and perhaps less venerable
lo prevent this brief article from becoming
ancestry. When lightning struck the first tree
a dry resumé of the history of science fiction,
and created fire in the sight of an apish mamlet us skip the folklore, the wandering minmal, when that primitive troglodyte first nostrels,
the Arabian Nights, the ghost legends
ticed that the sun rose in the east and sank in
C
and the classic exthe west, when that
amples of history
inarticulate caveand get down to
man first picked up
Oscar J. Friend is a pharmacist, a writer and
a stick or a stone
an editor. He has been writing for about
brass tacks. I’m
twenty years, having some twenty-odd Western
calmly shrugging off
and discovered he
and detective novels to his credit and numernot less than five
had thumbs — right
ous short stories, poems and articles. He has
thousand years of
there was the true
read science fiction, he tells us, ever since he
was old enough to read, and has been doing
documentary eviorigin of science
pe
RR se
considerable
scientifiction writing the past
meng
1
and science fiction.
three years.
dence in a couple
Why? Because it
He is married, has two grown daughters,
of paragraphs, but
°
:
=].
—
r
i 5 to
e
brought1 a reaction
lives
in: a« Long 7 Island
suburb—commuting
why re-hash _inforthe United States five days a week, as he puts
of wonder. Of curimation nearly everyit—is inclined to stoutness, has no outstanding
vices or virtues, enjoys the same things that
body—what’s that?
osity. Of imaginamost all normal Americans like from hot dogs
How do I reconcile
tion. Such crude beto grand opera, and his present hobby is pingginnings
taught
the foregoing legenpong.
From “Who's Who in America” we learn
early man to begir
darystuffwith
.
that Oscar J. Friend i5 a Methodist, a Mason,
.
ae
to think. And
and writes his mystery stories under the pseuscience fiction? All
everything
— and I
donym of Owen Fox Jerome. From personal
right, put "em up.
use the word in its
contact we can assure you that Friend is a
You asked for it by
regular fellow with a sly touch of humor,
cage
:
fullest sense
that
plenty broad-minded, and withal, a_ swell
thinking ahead of
gentleman
from
the
Southwest.
we see and have
me.
around us today was
Have you forgotfirst dreamed of in
ten Doctor Faustus?
some human mind. Of course, the universe
Dr. Jekell and Mr. Hyde? The age-long
and the natural wonders were not. Don’t go
search for the Philosopher’s Stone (which is
technical on me. But our understanding of
drawing to a close with the development of
these things and laws of physics, such as it the cyclotron
The Fountain of Youth?
is, stems from mental effort on the part of
Literature is ripe with science fiction in one
many minds.
form or another.
Down through the ages when mysticism
Today science fiction—admittedly escapist
and ignorance and dawning knowledge fought
literature—is not the wild imagery of a lunabitterly one against the other, we have ample
tic. It is the prophecy of tomorrow’s actualievidence of the stimulation of man’s sheer
ties. Some of the themes are almost incredimagination. He learns all he knows by two
ible, true, but they have basis in scientific
37
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facts, and even the wildest may not be as fantastic as they may now seem.
What is the wildest science fiction them«e
Space travel?
we Can think of off-hand?
Gravitation nullifier
startling at th
can think of nothing more
moment, but take your pick. Certainly you
won’t choose ray guns or
thinking robots.
These latter items are n
n even
this afternoon’s mail. They
are already here
and in
operation under one guise or anothe1
Sir Isaac Newton expt
nted with burning glasses and prisms.
The ancient Egyptians had sun mirrors. What are these but
variations of ray guns? But you
want s
thing more in the way of a concrete
example? Then how about the photo-selenium
cell, the electric eye,
the shattering
power o
vibration by magnification,
amplified sound?
Oh, you want an example
1
1
1
ee
beautifully
Future’s ray sun which shoots
colored rings for the purpose of » art work| on
the covers of Captain Future? Well, the
charring and disintegrating and paralysis 1
are just around the corner
The thinking robot? I won’t insult your
intelligence by mentioning at great length th
mechanical robots which have been constructed. Instead, let me point out the huge machine in Washington, D. C. which charts the
weather. Or another mathematical machine
which juggles equations and calculus. You
feed your weather dope or your problem into
either of these machines and set them in motion, and they grind out as neat a weather
chart or correct answer as an Einstein can
arrive at with a quart of midnight oil.
Automatically this brings us to that second
hard nut cravitat ion nullification. Did any
of you visit the House of Magic at the New
York World’s Fair? Among n merous demSe
onstrated experiments with light rays, radio
beams, the magical effect of the stroboscope
(which slows down motion by means of light
.
A;
1] or . the indi4 :
sO. you
can
see. a speeding
bullet
vidual teeth of rapidly revolving gears—etc.
for the benefit of those who came in late
General El -ctric displayed an instrument
which quite satisfactorily nullified and c ontrolled gravity at least, as far as stee >] discs
were concerned.

DIGEST
Perhaps I should mention here that a varia.
tion of a ray eun was also demonstrated to
admiring throngs. By » radio-controlled beam
eggs or meat could be cooked on a sheet of
paper, or in a skillet without fire of any kind.
Yes, controlled heat rays which could be
focused.
The story is endless. The field is so vast
that even a scientist—and I do not pretend
to be more than a science fiction editor—
could not begin to cover it in a whole book,

HAT
the realm of wonder? As far
as I am concerned, it is centered in three
science fiction magazines, namely, Thri!ling
Wonder Stories, Startling Stories, and Cap.
tain Future. My work with these periodicals
is one of the most interesting jobs I have ever
done. | never met a more enthusiastic and
wide-awake circle of readers and _ thinkers.
There is no age, race
class distinction.
Science fiction fans number legions. I have
noted with the h eartiest approval that this
type of fiction is gaining strength in feminine
ranks.
More and more girls and women
are learning that a little knowledge, coated
by science fiction, is a pleasant and highly
entertaining thing. Fan magazines and fan
conventions blossom like flowers under Irrigation.
What dos S STANDARD
MAGAZINES,
INC., want in science fiction?
I’ll try to make it brief and to the point.
Mr. Ned Pines, the publisher, Mr. Margulies,
- editorial director, and I have discussed
field and our problems many times. We
wt that science fiction has a great future as
well as an illustrious past. Our fundamental
rule is that the stories should be about people
or sympathetic entities. We bar no story because of its slant—whether whimsical, fantaslong as it violates
tic, humorous, tragic
no national tabus and conforms generally to
what is expected of pulp fiction. For instance,
we don’t’ want sexy stuff , glorification of any
criminal tendencies, or the ridicule of any
sect or faction.
The story mus t
concern people with their
personal problems, their
|
emotions, their reactions to conflict. The story must depict what
goes on in their lives to build up suspense and
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drama. And all this is to be delineated against
the back-drop of science fiction.
We do not want a dull story full of scientific gadgets or pseudo-technical terminology.
A little, yes. But when an author sets forth
the premise that Professor Watt A. Belch has
invented a new mono-rail car with a cafeteria
attachment that will serve breakfast on the
way to the office and wipe the egg off the
owner’s chin as he alights; or offers the delightful theory that Phineas Z. Crackpot has
perfected a new serum which will grow three
hands on every human, so that a man can
hitch-hike a ride, thumb his nose and scratch
his—ah—neck simultaneously—if such stuff
is to prove what a boon to future or present
civilization this is, we want the story to show
this by the effects on characters in the story
and their reactions to the problems which will
automaticaly arise.
If science is going to make a Utopia of
earth tomorrow, we want the author to show
what and how his hypothetical or imaginary
invention works on the people and how it
complicates things for the characters in the
story, instead of glibly throwing in a lot of
pseudo-scientific gibberish and then prosaically proceeding with a trite and worn-out
plot of palace intrigue or world conquest surrounded by technicolor smoke-rings and
plastic dingbats.
Certainly, we accept whimsical yarns, even
those verging on the fantastic—if the author
justifies his premise with a slight aura of scientific explanation. We do not want any dreams
or fairy tales as such. We want each story
to read as though, through the magical alchemy of science, it could possibly happen.
Deal with little intimate problems and human
foibles and frailties, limning them against the
background of science—any sort of science,
whether in a laboratory in Oskosh or a tenth
dimensional spiral whirl approaching Arcturus. Never mind the mad dictatorships and
the warring between planets ; we’ve seen and
read enough of that stuff.
The most ordinary set-up or situation between two men, or between a man and a
woman, can, against a scientific back-drop,
become a gripping and compelling, brand
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new story. Get human interest into the yarns,
and we'll help you justify the science.
We don’t know and don’t care what other
publishers strive for. We know that we want
human interest stories that live and vibrate
and throb with understandable emotion and
conflict, with just enough queer science and
stuff to pique the reader’s imagination and
make him realize that he has thumbs.
What are our general requirements?
Thrilling Wonder Stories: Lead novelets
of 20,000-word lengths. Second lead novelets
of from 8,000 to not a word over 12,000
words. Shorts from 1,000 to not a word over
6,000 words. The subject matter is up to the
author, within the limits already outlined.
Primarily, the story must entertain.
The
science is secondary, but it must be there.
Spread it on as thick as you like as long as
it is fundamentally sound or theoretically tenable—and does not kill the story value.
Here a science fiction
Startling Stories:
writer has a chance to expand his pet theorems. We use lead novels of 45,000 words in
length. Short stories from 1,000 to 5,000
words. The general concepts are the same as
for Thrilling Wonder, although we prefer to
see a synopsis of the novel before the author
tackles such a job, and we gladly offer improvement suggestions.
Captain Future:
This magazine has the
lead novel written under contract. But we
use short stories of from 1,000 to 5,000 words
in length.
Now have at it. The address is 10 East
40th Street, N. Y. C. Never write science
fiction with your tongue in your cheek. Never
poke fun, not even subtly, at science fiction
itself. We science fiction fans take our meat
seriously.
As for you skeptics—you like cars and
radios and patented gadgets that make life
more pleasant yourselves, don’t you? That’s
what I thought. Now you’re cooking with
gas! And I don’t mean hot air.
When you write science fiction, you are
writing the prophecies of tomorrow such as
once made persons called Nostradamus and
Mother Shipton famous. Send us good science
fiction stories. We'll buy and print them.
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NLY three years ago, English was a
foreign language to me. As a boy
I had been taught some of its fundamentals in a German school by a professor who had a strange preference for the
Battle of Hastings.
He always taught us
about the Battle of Hastings except when he
was chasing us through Shakespeare. This
professor was a heavy drinker and, incidentally, one of the founders of the Nazi party.
He used to shout at us, “Himmelkreuzdonnerwetternocheinmal, I’ll knock this damned
English into you boneheads.” All I achieved
by his method was a deep dislike of the
language and a vocabularly of about two
thousand words which, as a result of the
Battle of Hastings, included many useful
terms such as crossbow, hallberd, and yeoman
of the scullery.
During the following ten years I wrote a
few million words in German, short stories,
essays, and articles, I left Germany and went
to the Balkans as a political correspondent.
There, in the backyard of Nazism, I began
to realize that the Old World was on the
verge of collapse and that my literary career,
if anywhere, lay in America.
By that time my English vocabulary must
have dwindled to about eight hundred words.
However, I was optimistic. Eight hundred
words was the vocabulary of Basic English;
it was definitely more than Joseph Conrad
knew when he was twenty-eight. It could
not be so hard to switch from writing in one
language to writing in another.
Today I know better. It is as hard as running a hundred yards in breast-high water.
The distance is short, and your muscles are as
strong as ever, but the strange medium slows
down every movement, and you are short of
breath long before you reach your goal.
In the first few stories I wrote in English

it often took me hours to compose a single
paragraph, and I was as exhausted as if I
had covered twenty pages. Lack of vocabulary made writing a stutterer’s nightmare. I
had to look up one word out of every five.
A story went somewhat like this:
“As Mary lay” (English dictionary: unconquerable — unconcerned — unconscientious — unconscious) “‘unconscious, Henry
started swinging his’ (dictionary: gum —
gumbo — gump — gumption — gun) “gun
and shouted at her” (dictionary: enema —
enemy) “enemy, ‘T’ll’ (dictionary: kick —
kid — kidnap — kill) ‘kill you’.”
It goes without saying that Henry never
finished his business. Before he could, I had
kicked, kidded, kidnaped, killed my idea. I
realized that I must learn more words if I
ever wanted to write in English. I started
learning the dictionary by heart and in the
meantime tried something else :Temporarily
I gave up writing English. Instead, I dashed
off half a dozen yarns in German and translated them.
But soon I saw that what I translated was
only the words. The stories remained German
in form and spirit. The German short story
knows nothing of the rules which govern its
American cousin.
In the typical German
short story, action is not considered important, wordy reflections are in favor, and
there is no sharp line between fiction and
non-fiction. Astonishingly enough, the average German writer, exiled or not, thinks
himself superior to any American writer. So
did I.
I acquired a better vocabulary and tried
writing in English again. The result was a
literary split personality. When I had an
idea for a story, I discovered that it followed
a very different course according to the
language I chose. Like many writers, I
40
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usually get my inspiration from nowhere; a
word catches my attention and I start building a plot around it. The story develops
through associations of all kinds: Memories,
alliterations, puns (I am inordinately fond of
puns), and rhymes. Rhymes, I find, are most
useful in that they easily lead from one subject to another.
Naturally, the results are different in
English and in German. If I want to write
a story about “love,” I soon find the rhyme
“dove.” “Dove” leads me to “pigeons;”
“pigeons” at once associates itself with “Pidgin-English,” and from there it is but one
step to “Shanghai” where Pidgin-English is
spoken. Accordingly, the story is entitled
“Love in Shanghai.” One of its characters
naturally is Chinese—suddenly I am fascinated by a pun. I form the term ‘“PitkinEnglish,” and the Chinaman becomes a person who is celebrating his fortieth birthday.
As a present his son has just given him a
pigeon which, to fit the Chinese setting, turns
into a canary which is carried about in a
cage. A white man wants to buy the bird
for his girl. The Chinaman refuses. His son
appears and says something. Then the girl
says something. Atmosphere, characters, conflict—all I need is a twist or two, and the
plot dissolves in a happy ending which has
been predestined by the picture of the “dove”
of peace.
In German I start with the same word.
“Love” in German is “Liebe,” and the
nearest rhyme is “Diebe” which means
“thieves.” Here a chain of associations leads
from the “Thief of Bagdad” to “Arabian
Nights” and “Aladdin’s Lamp” from which
the jinni emerged. I now remember a gift
shop in Greenwich Village where I once saw
a lamp which Aladdin might have used, and
from which something came that was not a
jinni at all. “Love in a Lampshop” is as
different from “Love in Shanghai” as one
story can be from any other.
Schizophrenia prevails also in the stories
themselves. When I stop to find a word, the
outcome of the sentence depends on the
language in which I am thinking. Every
word carries in its train a number of associations, situations, similes, and sounds. Proceeding in German, I may hit on a pale, in-
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significant word which does nothing but fill
a gap in the sentence. But in English the
same idea may be expressed by a forceful,
descriptive term. It may be so strong that
it conjures up a colorful picture, makes a
minor character conspicuous and forces me
to shift the accent from one subject to
another. In one of my stories there was an
old lady on whom I bestowed the adjective
*Jaut,” meaning “noisy.” But writing in
English, I chose “cantankerous,” and the
rumbling, rebellious word inspired me so that
I made the old lady the principal character.
A writer knows, or at least is supposed to
know, which word he is going to use next.
He has at his disposal a number of synonyms,
and all he has to do is pick the right one.
The dictionary is not a book of equations.
A word may have dozens of translations, all
of them correct if used in the right place.
But which one would be correct in my story?
I once created a hero who was by nature
“kuehn,
“Kuehn means “bold, intrepid,
dauntless, courageous, brave, valiant, daring,
audacious, rash, venturesome, adventurous,
resolute and determined.” Which of these
thirteen words expressed the quality I wanted
my hero to have?
I followed the advice of a_ successful
American writer. He said, “Train your eyes
and ears. Read the works of good authors.
Listen to the radio.”
For two years I read for an average of six
hours a day. I read Thackeray and Damon
Runyon, tabloids and the Yale Review. I
listened extensively to the radio. My day
began with “The Goldbergs” and ended with
Faulkner. I jotted down words and phrases.
Thousands of them.
Still, my stories did not come off. The
words were not wrong, but the spirit was.
The spirit was German, with cumbersome,
involved sentences and a sprinkling of slang
as well as those fancy words which I had
picked up in reading and listening. When I
had conquered a new word, I became infatuated with its sound and put it in my
manuscript regardless of whether it fitted or
not. Obsolete phrases followed witticisms
coined by a columnist; educated conversation
was marred by hackneyed similes (which to
me were new). And above all, there was
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always the heavy structure and no rhythm at
all. A sentence might look like this:
“The
man,
whose
immalleable
mind
staunchly refused to view the cutie hot-footing it to the station, seldom, if ever, ventured
beyond the ambit of the village which,
sprawling demurely and yet insolently, was
as old as the hills and afforded even the
most impecunious of nearby metropolitan
denizens a not unwelcome opportunity to explore rustic conditions. That, basically, was
the reason he had come here, hoping in an
insanely brisk hope interwoven with sombre
fatalism to middleaisle with her.”
These are the earmarks of cultured German prose.
But writing in English was
another matter. I might have given up at
this point; friends told me to. Unfortunately
I had fallen in love with the English
language. It conveys more shades of meaning than any other language I knew.
The pendulum swung back I started oversimplifying my stories, stripping them of adjectives and metaphors, cutting out even essential paragraphs. An editor, to whom I
submitted one of these manuscripts, wrote
back, “Not a bad outline. Write the story.”
I took council with the dictionary or the
Thesaurus; every time I did this, the free
flow of words was interrupted and I forgot
what I was going to say in the next sentence.
Striving after precision in style, I neglected
ideas. How I was writing became more important to me than what I was writing.
Backgrounds which were familiar to every
American and so new to me that I was forced
to do research work on them. Writing about
a teacher, I came upon the term “the little
red school house.” I had never seen a little
red school house in my life.
And there were the vulgarisms.
Here
even the dictionary failed me, yet I had to
learn this class of words in order to avoid
them. For a while, I often innocently set
down a sequence of ambiguous words where
Hemingway would have put the word “obscenity” in brackets.
The dictionary is indispensable for rare
words, technical expressions, and the rules of
spelling; it is helpful in making the proper
choice among several synonyms ; it may even
be used as a kind of “Plotto” like the Sears

& Roebuck mail order catalog. Though my
case is a special one, I think that my experience is generally valid. Perusal of the dic.
tionary may become fatal. It has killed some
of my most promising stories.
Today, I ignore the tempting alibi that|
was not born in this country and that I am
entitled to some extra help, for, when used
during the process of writing, the dictionary
is no help at all. It makes me word-conscious,
cramps my style, and the result looks labored.
not written. When I am finished, and only
then, I begin to correct faulty constructions
and substitute good words for bad. But it
cannot be a coincidence that the three stories
I sold to “Esquire” and the two Postscripts
I sold to the “Post” were written without a
dictionary.
And if I don’t stick to this
method I’ll be ——
Look it up yourself.
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Cleveland Markets
Cleveland is the Sixth City and writers need a
“sixth sense” to market manuscripts here for satisfying remuneration just now. The markets are
mostly specialized which means they have a hard
time buying manuscripts, and are also fussy as
to what they want. Let’s go down the list.
Newspaper Features
Everyweek will give considerate appraisal to
fiction in two length brackets—1500-to-2000 words
and 3000-to-3600 words—and prefers adventure
and romance, rarely detective. Uses factual articles
of adventure, personality, anything on the unusual
side, up to 2,000 words with pictures. Welcomes
newsworthy articles on timely topics; war and
American defense, for instance. One cent a word
is paid about two weeks after acceptance. Offerings should be addressed to Tom Horner, Editor,
Everyweek, 1200 W. 3rd Street, Cleveland.

hh&fFFIssr

-~_2a-

NEA Service, same address as above, can use
news-features of national interest offered us exclusively.
“Subject matter must be fresh, articles
should be written to length with 1200-word maximum, illustrations are necessary.
We are interested in feature stories for newspapers, meaning
the appeal must be wide.
“We prefer to be queried on stories and NOT
by collect wire.”
John Shea is managin geditor.
Central Press Association is hospitable to fiction
to 75,000 to 90,000 words, with love element
desirable.
Pays $300 and up.
Prefers manuscripts be submitted as six chapters and synopsis.
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Buys news feature stories of about 800 words.
Feature and spot news pictures bring $3.00. Address Courtland C. Smith, editor, Central Press
Association, 1435 East 12th St., Cleveland.
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Trade Journals
FOR
SALES!!
Steel, weekly devoted to developments in that
far-flung industry, will consider engineering artiTeam work, REAL TEAM WORK alcles covering metals, their fabrication, processing,
ways has and always will produce
and use. Standard rate is 1/4 cents a word, paywinning results.
ment for illustrations based on same rate. according
to amount of space occupied. News acceptable at
Your job is to produce salable manu95 or 30 cents a column-inch. Interested in new
scripts—mine to sell them. If you and
plants, products and personnel. Most of market
I work together in close cooperation,
and other news of metals industry covered by coryou know that your salable material is
respondents. Authoritative
treatment essential.
Study of publication recommended. Address Steel,
being submitted to the correct markets.
Penton Building, Cleveland.
Many, many manuscripts have failed
Foundry, monthly devoted to foundry practices,
to click because they never reach the
obtains most of its material from staff or within
right markets. My job is to know those
the industry, but is interested in articles giving
detailed description of operating methods, with
markets and to personally represent
illustrations. Writing must be authoritative to inyou. I am your salesman.
terest those in operating end of the industry, from
president down to foremen, or perhaps some of
BUT ... if you aren't producing salable
the rank and file. Length flexible to fit the submaterial it is my job to give you honest
ject, with continuation, if neccessary. With illuscompetent help. When a manuscript
trations, article may occupy several pages. Rates
comes across my desk and isn't salabout $10 a page including illustration. News acable as it stands, I am not filled with a
ceptable, but usually already available from other
sources. Address Foundry, Penton Building, Clevefiendish delight that I can find someland.
thing wrong with it! I am sorry it isn't
Enamelist, a monthly, considers articles on proready to take to an editor and IT IS
cessing of porcelain enameled ware, of about 1,500
MY JOB to give you concrete detailed
words, at 1% cents a word. It’s difficult for one
criticism. You and I want to make that
not in the industry, but code of ethics forbids
payment to those writing from within the indusgoal—SALES.
try. Occasionally a biographical article might
click. No fiction. Address R. A. Weaver, Editor,
So, whether you are writing short
Enamelist Publishing Company, 4150 East 56th
stories, novelettes or book lengths, ficSt., Cleveland.
tion or non-fiction—let’'s TEAM UP
Metal Progress has requirements so technical
FOR SALES!
that “once in a blue moon” a professional writer
FEES
may have the “authoritative ring.” Articles pur$1 to 1,000 words
$7 from 15,000 to 25,000 words
chased are mostly solicited from within the metal
$2 from 1,000 to 3,000 words $10 from 25,000 te 50,000 words
industry. Length limit about 2,500 words. Lots
$3
from
3,000
to
6,000
words
$15
from 50,000 to 85,000 words
of photos used, but files are full of industrial
$4 from 6,000 to 10,000 words $20 from 85,000 up
photographs submitted on consignment for pay if
$5 from 10,000 to 15,000 words
used. See publication before trying, is advice.
Fees based on individual mss., and must be
Address E. E. Thum, Editor, American Society
enclosed with submission, together with return
for Metals, 7301 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O.
postage and a self-addressed envelope. 10%
Industry and Welding pays on publication for
commission on sales.
illustrated articles in that technical field. Cent a
word and about $2 per photo. Ghosting is o.k.
I am always glad to stop and say
if the information comes from one who under“How-do-you-do" to any writer.
stands and is accurately interpreted. Economy of
words—less than 2,000—desired.
Address L. P.
Personal writing conferences by appointment
Aurbach, Editor, The Industrial Publishing Co.,
only — rates upon request.
812 Huron Road, Cleveland.
Occopational Hazards, dealing with industrial
GENE
BOLLES
health and safety through engineering, will ex535
Fifth
Avenue
New York, N. Y.
amine illustrated manuscripts on those topics, but
market is chiefly open to those who can give
Phone: MUrray Hill 2-6019
— 2-6036
scientific as well as interesting treatment. Articles
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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INVENTION
IN
WORD
FINDING
ADJECTIVE-FINDER—439 pages of the World’s choicest adjectives assembled — the N OU NS Whi _— they modify An
amazir igly Simpie met d
fh ng,
ur n
ie ame
superior
Postpaid. adjectives so “capably used by ‘fama us auth rs, $2.50
VERB-FINDER—A storehouse of over
,000 dynamic verbs
arranged under the NOUNS with which an have been used by
noted writers. Rex Beach says: “‘A valuable aid to any writer.”
512 Pages $2.50 Postpaid.
ADVERB-FINDER—Good adverbs are rarely used by the average writer. This book automatically suggests the appropriat
adverb to add sparkle to your verb—such as “avoid scru
lously,”” “‘lavish immoderately,”’ etc. 148 pages $1.50 Post paid.
All 3 Books (Cloth-Boxed) $5.90 Postpaid.
Money refunded within 5 days.
RODALE PRESS, Dept. W. D. 6, Emmaus, Pa.
WIN

$$ $ IN PRIZE CONTESTS
Special Pras Cotees
Offer
A booklet, ‘“‘How to W
first copy of Healy's Loe
December 31st postmark at
for single copy.
T. A. MULLEN, Editor
P. ©. Box 413
Okiahoma City, Okla.

To Be Set To Music
Send your poems of all types to a thoroughly trained and
well-known composer, More than 150 of my songs and
arrangements have been accepted for publication. Details
Collaboration and Agreement will be sent, should ye
material be adaptable to music.
J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. Master of Music
510-M So. Alexandria,
Los Angeles, Calif
SONGWRITERS
Words or melodies. Avail yourself of the opportunities
on radio. Write for my OUTSTANDING, AMAZING
OFFER now! One cent marvelously spent. My proposition speaks for itself and one you can TRULY APPRECIATE. — is believing . . . LET ME CONVINCE
YOU NOW
RAY HIBBELER
C-13, 2157 N. Avers Ave.
Chicago, Ill.
Send

Us Your...

SONG
POEMS
Don’t hide your talent under a barrel! You may have a
sensational hit and not know it. Send us your original
gem at once for our proposition and FREE Rhyming
ictionary.
RICHARD BROS., 25 Woods Blidg., Chicago,
Ill.
ameeeihinteesililieaesmmmataentaiesataame een
A

CUSTOMER

IN

THE

ARMY

WAR COLLEGE
writes to me: “I had a criticism from you some
time ago which pleased me greatly, and now I
have more work which I would like to have you
examine for sales possibilities.”’
And sales possibilities is my first consideration. I’ve sold
books, short shorts, short stories, articles, confessions,
ee
serial material. If think yours will sell, I
If I think it can be made salable, I advise how.
i «reading fee is only $1 for the first 1,000 words, 25c
each 1,000 additional. (2 shorts, $1, this month. )
JOHN
114 Chester Ave.,

KIERAN

Writer’s

Danville, Ill.

DIGEST
should not exceed 1,500 words, at a cent each
and $2 per photo. Address Jack Weiss, Editor,
Industrial Publishing Co., 812 Huron Road, Cleve.
land.
Paper Progress seldom buys unsolicited many.
scripts, but would do so if the right kind were
submitted, says W. S. Papworth, editor of the
third product of the Industrial Publishing Co,,
812 Huron Road, Cleveland. Its primary field js
USE of paper in printing and advertising. Articles
accepted may be about those in that field, written
with some conception of the different kinds of
papers and a good awareness of the graphic arts,
Style should not be ponderous and lead can be
light, but no word wasting. Photographic illustration desired. About a cent a word, not to exceed
1500 words.
Commercial Photographer, monthly, and Pro.
fessional Photographer, each |has limited space for
factual articles of from 1,000 to 1,500 words and
pay from % to % cent a word. Biographical
or experience stories in one or the other photographic field might click and should be as educational as possible. Query before writing is sug.
gested. Each edited by C. i. Abel,
Caxton
Building, Cleveland, O.
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen’s Magazine occasionally buys articles of interest to the brotherhood members and about their
line of work. Some short fiction is published—
2,000 to 3,000 words. Photos seldom bought.
Address Ray Scott, Editor, 2112 East 46th St,
Cleveland.
Radio jfobbers News, monthly, covers the field
of radio parts, sets and equipment distribution and
also is read by dealers and salesmen across the
continent. Articles should talk to them. Success
stories, modernizing of stores, sound equipment,
amateur and electronic equipment, etc., are examples of subject matter, which must have
authoritative touch. Maximum 1,000 words, unless extraordinary. And effort is made to end
an article on a page averaging about 920 words,
but use of photo might reduce this by some 225
words. Penny a word is paid, with extra allowancé for photo space or space occupied by subheads, etc. Address M. G. Bauer, Editor, 524
Superior Avenue, N. E., Cleveland.
Farming—Gardening
Ohio Farmer is edited by the busy Walter H.
Lloyd, who recently has found time to be a
Federal Reserve Bank director, but who won't
let that interfere with zeal to keep his paper
interesting. Says he may continue to write a poem
occasionally which his staff won’t let him print,
but on rare occasions they might take kindly to
some rustic verse from a contributor, for which
they would pay. Some seasonal fiction might be
smiled on by Mins Lucille Smith, but it must
be short and the rate would be moderate. Address
Walter H. Lloyd, Editor, Ohio Farmer, 1013
Rockwell Avenue, N.E.

Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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DECEMBER
Your Garden and Home and American Fruit
Grower are under the editorship of J. Dean Halliday. Each is a monthly. Ohio gardening and
home-making experience stories (local author or
subject preferred ) would bring a cent a word,
plus payment for illustrations, if accepted. Some
women’s topics covered in Your Garden and Home,
6523 Euclid Ave.
For American Fruit Grower, experiences of
growers in any state or any of the eight fruit
belts might be acceptable. Peaches, cherries preferred topics. Standard Bldg., Cleveland.
Religious
Church Management, monthly excepting August,
considers articles on the topic indicated by its
tile. Experience stories and definite programs
in church management should run about 1,500
words or less. Payment is ¥2 cent a word and
up. Address Dr. W. H. Leach, Editor, 1900
Euclid Avenue.
The Expositor carries sermons and articles relating to religion or church work. Most of its
matter is contributed, but manuscripts up to about
2500 words would be considered, for payment at
¥% cent a word. Methods in church administratio might be portrayed. Some contributed poetry
is printed. Articles should be addressed to Jos.
McCray Ramsey, Editor The Expositor, East
Aurora, N. Y., where the editorial office is located.
Juvenile
Children’s Play Mate Magazine, a monthly
with an appeal for those about 13 or 14, will
consider appropriate fiction, articles or poetry.
Address Miss Esther Cooper, Editor, 3025 East
75th St., Cleveland, for further information.
Music
The Guitarist, monthly, reports in general that
it isn’t buying, but that truth or fiction stories
centering about guitars—some for children—or
about students who have made good with guitars,
could be made acceptable. Or, poetry or humor
related to music, if it strikes the fancy of Mrs.
E. W. McAdam, editor, who has been disappointed
with offerings in the past. Half a cent a word
would be paid on acceptance. Address Mrs. McAdam at the Oahu Publishing Co., 2108 Payne
Avenue.
—R. B.
Now Seuk Peblidwr
We have just received word of the founding of a new book publishing company called
the Potomac Publishing House at 10 East
Lexington Street, Baltimore, Maryland. The
editor is Helen Goden. The firm is in the
market for mysteries and advises us: “We
have no intention of entering into cooperative contracts. If material is good and meets
with our requirements, we will publish it
at our expense.”
Writer’s
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WE CAN HELP YOU
WENTY YEARS’ EXPERIENCE in the judging of manuscripts as editors and author’s
agents; an intimate knowledge of present-day market conditions, gathered in the heart of publishing world; a personal acquaintance with practically
every editor of importance in the United States—
these should be of service to our clients, shouldn’t
they? We will give you intelligent, sympathetic
help and guidance, and you can count on us for
absolute straight-from-the-shoulder frankness. We
want clients who have the will to go forward—we
want to help them to go forward, Jane Hardy was
formerly on the editorial staff of Macmillan Company. She is highly recommended by Harold S.
Latham, Ida Tarbell, Henry Goddard Leach,
Hamlin Garland and others.
Send for circular and for letters of recommendation from H. L. Mencken, John Farrar, William C.
Lengel, H. E. Maule, William Allen White, Marie
M. Meloney, H. C. Paxton, Fulton Oursler, Thayer
Hobson, Marjory Stoneman Douglas and others.

THOMAS
HARDY, Inc.
Jane Hardy, President
55 W. 42nd Street
NEW YORK, N. Y.
ROBERT

PRESENT

YOUR MANUSCRIPT
AT ITS BEST
All work promptly and expertly done. Sesion,
punctuation, minor errors, corrected,
requested. All work mailed flat. 35 cents a. 1000
words. Liberal discount on long jobs.
WRITERS TYPING SERVICE
Drawer 711
Ashland, Virginia
Work

with

Actual

FICTION
WRITERS
We have a limited number of actual authors who are available to you for individual instruction, advice and collaboration.
Write for Free Descriptive Folder
THE WRITER'S GUILD
509 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.
SONG POEM WAITERS.
Write for free inspiring booklet outlining opportunities for
amateur songwriters. Remarkable changes in music industry give new writers more chance than ever before
ALLIED MUSIC, INC.
Dept. 14, 7608 Reading,
Cincinnati, Ohio

ge

— WANTED —
SONG-POEM S
TO SET TO MUSIC
Srecend 4 your best
song-poems
toda ay, for free examination
ador
write
IN andSONGWRITING” which willfor bebooklet
gladly ‘‘GETTING
mailed to AHEAD
you without
cost.
SONG SERVICE
43 Park Place,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dept. 407,
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By Hatitack

BACK

IF YOU CAN WRITE CORRECT
YOU CAN WRITE JUVENILES.

ENGLISH

—

In the past three years | have sold some 3000-3500
stories .
articles . . serials . . series. Now I'm
teaching it
AND SELL WITHIN THREE MONTHS.

Write for terms to:
WILL
HERMAN
766 HIPPODROME BLDG.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

STORY
WORKSHOP
now offers "personalized" courses in saleable fiction under the direction of
MARGARET
FROST
Literary Agent. No trite formulas, no routine assignments. Emphasis—
your writing problems. Honest, sympathetic attention to every phase
of your writing. Also, a sales division. For full information write directly
to Margaret Frost. Limited Enrollment.
STORY WORKSHOP
P. O. BOX 58
SAINT GEORGE
POETS
Send self-addressed stamped envelope for 1942 PRIZE PROGRAM; Quarterly prizes, $25; Poetry Book Contest, etc.
You will receive also description of HELP YOURSELF
a
($1 each) containing 999 PLACES TO SEND
PO
KALEIDOGRAPH, A National Magazine of Poetry
(Published monthly since 1929; 25c a copy; $2 a year)
624 N. Vernon Avenue
Dallas, Texas
MEET
NEW
FRIENDS
Through our PERSONAL SERVICE dedicated to the promotion of friendships. Discriminating clientele, without
regard to religious affiliation. Write or telephone, Grace
Bowes, Director.
AMERICAN ay
236-WD West 70th St.
EW YORK, N. Y
Telephone: Endicott 2- 1680
YOUR STORIES,
WE
SELL
NOVELS, BOOKS
$1,230.00 for a magazine story!
$750.00 Advance for a book idea!
$300.00 Advance for 60 pp. of book!
“Discovery” in ESQUIRE MAGAZINE!
A BEST SELLER BOOK!
Send your manuscripts, or write for FREE CIRCULAR.
The fee is very low. We know we can help you tool
PUBLISHERS’ AGENCY
Manuscript Placement for Authors
55 WEST 42nd STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Writer’s

THE ‘FURRINER’
Continued
McCorp

HEN christening Russian characters
in stories slanted for more discriminating markets, there are certain
rules the careful writer should keep in mind.
First, children typically bear the given name
of their father PLUS
the suffix ‘“‘ovich”
(sometimes “‘evich”) for their middle names,
Thus, Peter Korsakov, whose father’s first
name is Ivan, would be Peter Ivanovich
Korsakov. This business of the father’s first
name descending to his children’s applies in
cases of both male and female children, incidentally.
Some of the more common Russian nameendings are “off,” “in,” and “ski.” Examples
of the Russian rubber-stamp are:
MALE
FAMILY
FEMALE
Ivan
Bakunin
Maria
Peter
Cui
Natalia
xleb
Kurbski
Sofia
Grigori
Karamsin
Nadejda
Mikhail
Metchnikoff
Vera
Aleksyey
Potemkin
Melikov
Kuropatkin
GREEK NAMES: Family names here are
characterized by “des” or ‘ “os” endings. Not,
as some writers seem to think, by “ian” endings, as in the names “Sarkisian” or “Zambakian.” These latter are typically Armenian
—not Greek
Greek names are “tagged” by their length,
and by a prevalence of the letters “K,” “O,”
and “U.”
MALE
Leo (nidas)
Isaias
Spiros
Demetrius
Nolie
Dionysius

FAMILY
Kotsonaros
Tonides
Paschopoulo
Antonides
Papianos
Kontopulos

(“Nick” and “Chris”
are
favorite names
applied
to
male
Greeks by the writer
of fiction.)

FEMALE
Titsa
Zenobia
Urania
Euphrosyne
Helena

(‘Titsa” is the ideal
namname to give a
‘“Grecian-Greek” girl.
“Helena”
is much
better suited to an
Americanized one.)

Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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CHINESE GIRLS:
CHINESE Boys:
7
7
Wong, Sau-ying
Tom,
Chi-kung
—
‘
lah-le}
Lee, gricy
hton 7ah
en, iviel-lan
oo
ing-fan
Chen, ;
ay
=
Fong, Yang-lan
Yuan, Wei-wah
JAPANESE GIRLS:
JAPANESE Boys:
E
=
Imai, Hanako
Nakamura, Taro
Tanaka, > Jiro
IMatsui, » Tami
46
Takeda Umeko
Hada. Ichiro
wid
>
Tani Toyo
~Mitsui ? Tatsuo
‘
.
Both in Chinese and Japanese names, last
°
.
r
ay
name is given first, although at present it is
ibl
sverse
th
d
i}
ee
possi e to reverse the order when w riting to
:
.
Japanese. In per ped ge note the hyphen
,
. and middle
j
between
first
name,
and
that
the
:
4
%
middle name begins with a small letter and
not a hyphen.
The name before the hyphen
y the same
yp
usually
for all those of a certain
3
<
°
;
:
generation, and the name after the hyphen 1S
the distinguishing name.
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“ls § Practical
Practica

Experi
xperience
9
That Counts
Okay. Correct.
Now, let’s look at the
nasa
(1) I graduated from the original creative Workshop
Course in this country—studied and wrote beside Tom
Wolfe, the novelist, Phil Barry, the playwright and other
tes
cee ae
ting. Andn
ve earned
my living 4 forfor 20 years—writin
“ar ae
7 5 yoors, inthe on
'
) ‘ounded my own firm in
at’s
years o
intense,
practical
experience
in
Building
stories,
Counge . 38
‘5
(4) In 1
started teaching writing personally—
years of it in a College and School. Just learning how.
2 years, too, as Ass’t to the Director, Bread Loaf
Writers’ Conference. 4 years more at the University of
New Hampshire Conference.
(5) 1999. i steceed my own Workshop Groups. In 2
years
ave ha
two hour (minimum) sessions wit
an attendance (net paid) of 600.
“s
8
6)x 1941.
services are in such deman
wor
gigs yMyregularly
at my desk and in personal conference,
teach every
5 nights
a week. morning consulting
(7) I nowthen spend
Wednesday
with editors in New York. My writers have sold the
complete cross-section of writing, Syndicates to Slicks.
N ew Clients
You may include an extra story of equal length (must
ae a ie tal cor OE Gide, ae tees ee
Envelope). Or two short-shorts with the minimum
fee, $3.
You will find me Detailed, Thorough, Creative, and
generously interested in your individual problem.
Workshop Groups
You can join anytime, in Cambridge, Worcester, or
New York City. I shall be glad to confer with writers
in the New York metropolitan area by eppetntment any
Serene ee
Se ee
ee ee
REWRITE Magazine
The perfect Christmas gift. Regularly $1 per year (12
issues). Special offers: 3 copies, 25c; 7 issues, 50c;
14 issues, $1. One year old this month.
*
;
WILLIAM Ee HARRIS
6
Writers Counsel Service
44 Langdon St. (Tro. 4858) Cambridge, Mass.

LIKE TO WRITE? Earn plenty $3-$10 checks reat ‘7 holt, a0t0 ack Phcoo ——_ for
——
LONELY? Send 25c for Illustrated Matrimonial Magazine, with names, addresses and descriptions.
Peters, 305-WD Jackson, San Antonio, Texas.
DOMINO AND MASK on paper! Thrill of the masquerade! Join a congenial, mutually helpful and collaborative group of letter writers. Pen names only.
Addresses never disclosed. Witers, students, nurses,
school teachers, shut-ins invited. Exchange letters,
dramatize your personality; renew life interest; live
your dreams on paper! All decorous, delightful, refined correspodents. All ages. Don’t procrastinate.
Write now! Stamp. Margaret Emerson, Box 234,
G. P. O., New York.
BOOK BARGAINS. Catalogue Free. Renseb Press-WD,
30 Church, New York City.
a
IF YOU CAN copy or trace simple cartoons, you may
Write
earn up to $35.00 week, home or office, in new copyer
. r —Postcard
’ S. SEND
ipa and
“rue xev ORIGINAL
ro vour rurureSONG
wm soveuniriva.”
FO
_— duplicating. gervce
sania=foradverticer.
POEMS.
FREE
COLORED MAN, 29; College trained, recent Infantile
FREE CRITICISM—NO OBLIGATION.
paralysi
ictim, desi
ry
ondence with girls,
BOQK
age unimportant.
WARIETY SONG SERVICE
SS
faimportant. Box D-4.
parr gma
Box 1,
Salem, Indiana
NOTHING LIKE IT! NEW HANDBOOK of writing
formulas, Confessions, Westerns, Love, Articles,
Poetry, etc., also Short Cuts to Cash. 24 substan= yin wg
_ Gloria Press, 192614 Bonsallo,
MANUSCRIPTS ACCURATELY TYPED
s Angeles, Calif.
——
on good bond paper 40 cents per 1000 words. Free carWRITING PROBLEMS? Let us solve them for you.
bon copy and extra title page. Intelligent and conscienWrite us full particulars enclosing two dimes to
tious work.
Correction of spelling and grammar
cover handling. Exchange Syndicate, 1620-Upper
optional with author. Pica or Elite type. All work careParkway So., Wauwatosa, Milwaukee, Wis.
fully proof-read. Fine mimeographing.
—_——
NEW AUTHORS
— Want to see your first story in
FREDA PAULSON
print? Short stories of any type up to 3,000 words.
108 West Sixth St.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Send 10c and stamp for unusual proposition. Glen
Beavers, Coeburn, Virginia.
MELODIES
ON
APPROVAL
FAT FOLKS, QUICKLY , REDUCED—Full instructions;
five dollar bill. M. Wheeler, Herrman, Illinois.
to your song poems. Publication of complete piano parts.
as for free airmatins about oe,
_% —WANTED: Very short humorous stories. Write for
or new songs. so taliban now Seve
jer chance
samples and details. Esther Weis, 1111 Park, Racine,
foie ee Set 2 en =
ae
—
Wisconsin.
Successors to National Songland
WOODFORD’S ,‘PLOTTING”!—Just purchased! $1.50
GREAT Sastvean SONG BUREAU
Eeotecis in U. S. Jones, 34-22 8ist Street, Jackson
Dept. 41, WD-12
Thomaston, Maine
eights, New York.
advertisers.
writing
when
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction
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TO SLICK PAPER
SHORT STORY WRITERS
I analyse only slick short stories in whose possibilities I
believe. If your stuff falls under this classification, I’ll
tell you what a constructive analysis will cost you. Otherwise your script returned with a brief report—for which
there is no charge. Fair enough? . . . Then send me
your story. Please note that
don’t handle the sales
end but supply my clients with current market lists.

DIGEST
Deeember
Humor
Markets
By Don ULsH

JAIME PALMER
Short Story Specialist
Hollywood Hotel
Hollywood, California
MANUSCRIPT “TYPING SERVICE
Expert, accurate and speedy service on all manuscript work
Typing on best grade bond paper. Minor corrections (if re
quested), carbon copy and extra outer-page free
FEE: 40c a thousand words; Poetry 1%c a line. Rates on
20,000 words or more.
We pay postage back to you.
ROBERT E. COX
Newman Grove
Nebraska

Mr. Ely, the very nice editor of Judge, Ambler,
Penn., wants us to tell you all about Fudge s
here tis. . . Judge is published monthly 15c. There
is a market here for short humorous paragraphs,
Short humorous stories not over 1000 words and
BEGINNERS
preferably 500. Short humorous poems and one or
There is much you must learn about the tricks of the
two line cracks. Read a copy and you will get the
trade, taboos, and inside workings of this business of
Writing. My business is helping others to solve their
slant. The cartoon market is fairly big and differs
business problems. If you are sincere and willing to
from other magazines. Judge buys Roughs and
work, I can help you save time, money and discouragement. Will work with you for one month for $1 and
runs roughs. On occasion if your rough is too
postage—then tell you frankly if it is worth your conweak to reproduce well, Mr. Ely will return it to
tinuing with me. Send no MSS now. Write me sincerely
and fully about yourself, ambition, problems, etc.
you to strengthen the lines or make an original
drawing .
but the big percentage of gags you
HOWARD A. GREGG
see in Judge are just roughs. This is a policy that
——s
98,
Srl
pain nalOhio
many editors have threatened to put into effect but
only Mr. Ely has gone through with it. The argument is sound as most artists roughs have a dash
and a freedom to them that the finished drawings
Literary Thousands
Revision andare Typewriting
Department
en SERVICE
to all
writers.
familiar
with
this
HEL
PFUL
fail to capture. Judge pays $7.50 for gag roughs
since
19
Our competent
professional
staffto publication
will revise and
typewrite RATES
manuand payment is 30 days after publication.
scripts
ready forMSS,
submission
at SPECIAL
ae
WANTED
FOR
PUBLICATION.
INQUIRIES
InviPING . ONLY: Manuscripts accurately, neatly, and PROFESWe present this month Middlin’ Markets, a most
SIONALLY
carbon5000 copy
necessary field that the gag artist Must sell or else
words up to typewritten,
5000 words orincluding
less, Above
words40clowerthousand
rates.
(or else he will have to go to work). These are the
WRITER'S CIRCLE, WD, 30 Church St., New York Bese
middle priced mags that pay from ten to twenty
dollars per drawing.
PLOTS FROM
SEARS CATALOG!
Successful Farming, Des Moines, Iowa. Mr.
New revised and enlarged ‘‘Plotamat‘c’’ hot off the press!
With it YOU can write ANY CIN iD original Plot from
Robert Clark yeas or nays. This big farm monthly
Sears Roebuck or Montgomery Ward catalog. Billions of
is now going in for farm gags with farm animals
plots from this inexhaustable source! And this new edition
has a market section, Complete, $1. This is no hokun
featured. They run lots of cartoons thru the book
it actually works! Mailed postpaid
every month. Reports about three weeks. Payment
on acceptance.
P. O. Box 1272
Dept. W. D.
Columbus, Ga.
King Features, 235 East 45th, New York City.
Frank McLearn rushes your Ok’s if any in a
separate envelope, ahead of your rejects. Prompt
|
FREE
- Inside Information
reports. Prompt payment on acceptance.
Boys Life, 2 Park Avenue, New York City,
Tells you where to sell
Frank Rigney edits your roughs promptly and
fiction, radio scripts ~
efficiently. Adult stuff with a yen toward animals
what material trade paand Silly Situations. Magazine of the Boy Scouts
pers and syndicates want
of America. Fast reports. Fast payments on accept—how to win cash prize
ance.
contests. This nationally
recognized magazine has
Where to Sell
Farm Fournal, Washington Square, Philadelphia,
helped new and estabc atest News
Pa. A. H. Jenkins edits and is usually overstocked
lished writers for 20 years.
e e Siery
but diligent submissions here will bear fruit. If
For FREE Sample copy
ane
you happen in while the cartoon bin is low they
Address: Writers’ Markets
will buy in bunches. Payment is on acceptance.
and Methods Mag., Dept.
terviews W ith
Nations Business, Chamber of Commerce, Washea Authors
121-K, Hollywood, Calif.
ington, D. C.
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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American Druggist, 572 Madison, New York
City. Gags about Drug Stores, Druggists and Drugs.
Pay on acceptance.
Outdoor Life, 353 4th Ave. New York City. R
J. Brown edits, buys hunting and fishing gags.
Prompt reports and immediate payment.
Motor Age, 56th and Chestnut, Philadelphia,
Pa, A Chilton publication that will pay as high
as fifteen for a good belly laugh for a garage man.
Pays on publication. Reports are prompt.
Time Out, Pittsburgh Press. Dale McFeatters
buys sports roughs for this nationally syndicated
sports comic.
Peek, 122 East 42nd, New York City. Bill
Kofoed edits. Sophisticated sex mostly.
Motor, 572 Madison Ave., New York City.
Prompt reports and prompt payment.
Radio Guide, 731 Plymouth Court, Chicago,
Il. Gordon Swarthout. Radio gags fill the program: pages of this big weekly. Mr. Swarthout
says “I’ll go ten if its worth it.”
Ed Reed Des Moines Register, Des Moines,
Iowa. Slow reports but fast checks when a decision
is reached. Ideas for Off The Record comic.
Ziff-Davis wants cops and robbers for a new
detective book now being readied for publication.
Name will be kept secret until publication hits the
stands. Mr. Palmer will edit. Gags will bring five
dollars.
And a Merry Xmas to you too...
AN

IDEA
A
DAY
Monthly Chart for Article Writers
By FRANK A. DICKSON
oeGteuces
3/415 6
bo}8 }02) ’
202

FOR JANUARY
1. THE COLLECTING OF ALMANACS BY
A RESIDENT OF YOUR SECTION AS A
HOBBY. The age of his or her file; the number of companies represented in the collection.
Jokes appearing in an ancient almanac. Have
some recently appeared in newspapers or magazines? Jokes have a way of perpetuating themselves!) MARKET: Sectional newspapers.
2. DOGS THAT REGULARLY ATTEND
SCHOOL WITH THEIR BLIND MASTERS.
Slant: the faithful attendance and invaluable
service of the canines. How the dogs guide their
owners in your state to and from the classrooms.
Degrees awarded these animals by the schools.
Kinds of dogs used as guides; their training.
MARKET: State newspapers. Make a submission
of this to an animal or juvenile magazine.
Writer’s
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THE

>
STORY-MARKET~

ty

CLINIC
offers to writers what
has long been recognized as essential in
nearly every other field:
THE POOLING
OF SPECIALIZED
KNOWLEDGE.
We offer not only thorough and expert
criticism of your story’s structure and style,
but we also secure, when the story is close to
market requirements, a Secret Service report,
from an editor or editorial reader, on what
your story lacks and needs for that market.
There is no additional charge for this secret
market report.
Send for Clinic Circular
VIRGIL MARKHAM
LOUIS DEJEAN
ED BODIN, Consultant
THE STORY
- MARKET
CLINIC
155 West 20th St., Suite 613, New York City

ROYALTY
ROAD
Just off the press!
The answer to ten thousand prayers!
“The only text I have read in my twenty year editorial
career,” says a noted New York editor, “‘which made
me want to quit reading and start writing.’’
Shows how to use your subconscious to overcome lazy
habits and take care of the chores. Shows how to write
passionately, sensuously, and individually (style). Shows
how to build a salable short story, starting with not
even the germ of a plot. Chapters on the Narrative
Hook, Characterization, and Markets.
Written by LOUIS DEJEAN, Author, Teacher of Authorship, and Hollywood Story Agent. Has an Appendix
on PLOTTING, by ED BODIN, veteran New York
Author’s Agent and long recognized as a leading authority on PLOT BUILDING.
For Prompt delivery of this exciting, irreverent, laboratory-tested text, a beautiful cloth-bound volume which
you will have to keep under lock and key—send Two
Dollars ($2.00) cash, money order, or check, by the
next mail to
ORLIN TREMAINE COMPANY, Publishers
105 West 40th Street,
New York City
| MUST

HAVE STORIES FOR SUBMISSION TO
MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS
If you have sold a novel, not yet published, send
me a 1000 word synopsis. If you have recently
sold a story, with movie possibilities, to a national
magazine, send me a copy or a synopsis.
There is no reading fee for professionals, only
straight 10% commission. If you have a New
York agent, we gladly co-operate. If you have not
sold to a standard publication, we charge One
Dollar reading fee, regardless of length. Enclose
return postage. Studio submission not guaranteed
unless we consider suitable.
Restle Selene
TALIAFERRO FIELD AGENCY (Estab. 1937)
6406 Franklin Ave.,
Hollywood, California

Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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BENEFIT

BY

MY

EXPERIENCE

Send your stories to me. I
have a background of writing editorial and sales work.
EVE WOODBURN
Literary Agent and Critic.
Terms on Request.
333 East 43rd Street, New York City

TRY ME! Exceptional typing, 40c per 1000
words up to 5000; special rates thereafter. Carbon copy; two first and last sheets. Minor corrections at request.
ELSIE ANDERSON
Box 93,
Marengo, Wisconsin
“BE FUNNY
FOR MONEY”
A new booklet that shows you how to write and where to
sell. Here is vital instruction for all gag writers, beginners and professionals. A gold mine of information.
Complete 25 cents! Supply is limited. Send for it today
DON ULSH STUDIOS
518 WRIGHTWOOD,
DEPT. WD.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

For a client’s short short is what
WEEKLY just paid me, and I’m
sale. (Been handling *em 15 years,
I'll consider two of yours for $1.
fee will be $1 each.)
JOHN KIERAN, 114 Chester

TORON TO STAR
negotiating English
and a ng Dec.,
After January Ist
Ave., Danville, Ill

NON- PROFESSIONAL WRITERS
whose stories are not selling need expert revision of their
scripts iwenty years editorial ¢ xperie nce qualifies me to
render that assistance. Agents wel come stories ‘doctored
by me. Editors, agents and clients highly praise my work,
EXTREMELY MODERATE RATES Free office report on
one story if you mention Writer's Dige
MAITLAWD LEROY OSBORNE
LITERARY CONSULTANT
23 Green Street
Wollaston, Mass.

"CHOOSE
YOUR GAREER
Today,
getting
a job task.
or choosing
a can
orn - =
longer
a
hit-or-miss
Science
curately
determine
forprofess
you jon in or advance
efen- rrr
YOUA
pe
type
ofare work,
artistic
eavor
you
best
fitted
for.
FREE:
Send et your
Name
a penny
postcardway forto Free
NATURAL
Plainingon this
new proven
greaterbooki
success.exWRITER?
Vocational Guidance Associates, Dept. 1612
25 N. Mentor Ave.
Pasadena, California (—«—<
AUTHORS'
ADVISER
Constructive help designed to fit your individual needs on
book, short story or article manuscripts Friendly, accurate
criticism. Expert Marketing. ‘‘Plot-trouble’’ clarified. Details on request.
RALPH W. WHITE
21 Langdon Avenue,
Watertown, Mass.
Tel. WATertown 7620
Writer’s

DIGEST
3. PENNY AND NICKEL SAVERS.
How
local citizens have accumulated large sums of
money by this practice ; perhaps to purchase furnjture for their marriage, or to finance a Blessed
Event. Old coins in their savings that have been
found to have much value. MARKET: A local
newspaper.
4. A VETERAN
MINISTER
OF YOUR
SECTION WHO HAS SPENT HIS ENTIRE
SERVICE IN THE MINISTRY AT ONLY
ONE CHURCH. His accomplishments as a clergy.
man. Slant: the growth of the House of Worship,
physically and in the size of membership, during
his occupancy of the pulpit. MARKET:
Sec.
tional newspapers. This might go places with a
religious periodical.
5. AN INTERVIEW
WITH THE OPER.
ATOR OF A NEWSPAPER CLIPPING SERV.
ICE. How a clipping bureau in your state cuts
stories out of newspapers and sells them to the
subjects. The charge for the service. Famous
clients. Let your opening be comments by the
operator on the vanity of mankind. MARKET:
State newspapers.
6. LEADING BLOOD DONORS OF YOUR
CITY. Slant: these persons as benefactors of the
human race. The number of licensed blood donors
locally. How often do they supply blood for transfusions, and what is their remuneration? MARKET: A local newspaper.
@. THE
EXECUTION
OF WOMEN
IN
YOUR STATE.
The crimes of these feminine
criminals. Attempts to obtain pardons. Did the
women take a deep interest in their personal appearance until the very last; did they show concern in religion? Their husbands or lovers; their
attitude. MARKET: State newspapers. A crime
magazine might buy a story about one of the
“Petticoat Devils.”
8. BOYS AND GIRLS OF YOUR CITY
WHO
PRINT NEIGHBORHOOD
NEWSPAPERS.
The frequency of the issues. How the
newspapers are printed. The number of reporters;
“scoops” by the editorial staff. The circulation
managers and their efforts. The subscription rates.
MARKET: A local newspaper.
9. A ONE-TIME
COUNTY
OF YOUR
STATE THAT EXISTS NO LONGER. Slant:
the importance of the county in industrial, agricultural, and governmental affairs. When was the
now extinct county established, and what territory
did it embrace? The government seat of the old
old county; its size and leading businesses. The
principal officials and their most noteworthy activitie. MARKET:
State newspapers.
10. WELL-KNOWN MUSICIANS OF YOUR
SECTION WHO NEVER TOOK A MUSIC
LESSON.
How they taught themselves to play
many musical instruments.
Are their parents
musically inclined? Connections with orchestras
or church choirs. The subjects’ favorite tunes and
musicians. MARKET: Sectional newspapers.
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11. A LOCAL COUPLE WHO, CHILDLESS, HAVE ADOPTED MANY CHILDREN,
AS ORPHANS.
Slant: how the children are injecting unbounded happiness into the couple’s
lives. The advantages being given the boys and
girls by their foster parents. Are some of
children showing any extraordinary talent? MARKET: A local newspaper.
12. THE BUSINESS OF LITHOGRAPHING
IN YOUR STATE. The number of workers and
their annual wages. The value of the production.
The owners of the major lithographing firms;
veterans among them. How lithographing is done.
MARKET: State newspapers.
13. ERRORS THAT HAVE BEEN MADE
BY “BIG SHOTS” OF YOUR CITY. Their prize
boners, as they recall them. MARKET: A local
newspaper.
14. A LOCAL POSTMAN WHO HAS NOT
MISSED A DAY IN CARRYING MAIL ON
ACCOUNT OF SICKNESS OVER A LONG
PERIOD OF YEARS.
How he maintains one
hundred per cent health. The beginning of his
career; the length of his route today. His methods
of recreation and his hobbies) MARKET: A local
newspaper.
15. THE PRESS PHOTOGRAPHER ASSOCIATION OF YOUR STATE. Slant: how it has
promoted better camera work among newspaper
lensmen. The association’s growth in membership.
Are “Girls of the Lens” among the members? The
present president and other officials.
Photographic exhibitions by the association; the winners) MARKET: State newspapers.
16. YOUR
CITY’S
MOST
ARDENT
READER. See the local librarian about the local
champion. What types of books are preferred by
the subject; how many books are read by this
person in a year? For your opening, list the most
enjoyable volumes during the past year, in the
champion’s opinion. MARKET: A local newspaper.
17. THE HISTORY OF STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
AT A COLLEGE
IN YOUR
SECTION.
The earliest of them, and their editors and main contributors. Are some copies being preserved in the college library? Present-day
Magazines and the literary aspirations of the
editors. MARKET: Sectional newspapers.
18. A SUNDAY
SCHOOL
OF
YOUR
STATE THAT HAS BECOME NOTED FOR
ITS LARGE NUMBER OF TWINS.
The ages

1941
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Hollywood Writers and Studios Prefer
Our Manuscript Service
You, too, will find it superior!
Expert typing and editing based on 10 years of script production for STAGE, SCREEN and RADIO, as well as for
publishers. Accepted forms at our fingertips. Criticism, revision when desired. Write for rates or
For prompt service send script to
RUSTY'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE
6715 Hollywood Blvd.,
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Telephone—Granite 1157
“THE PSYCHOPATHIC WARD"
— where anything can happen —
For
rent, people
sale, orTHINK,
lease—a WONDER,
COLUMN; psychologicallySMILE,
designed
toperhaps
make
and
maybe
even ODD,
LAUGH!STRANGE, REMEMBER,
Containing
WEIRD,
INTERESTING,
HUMOROUS,
EDUCATIONAL.
BUOYANT,
SENTENTIOUS
facts
about
EARTH, PEOPLE,
BUGS,INDUSTRY,
ATOMS, INSECTS,
PLANTS,
CHEMISTRY,
etc., etc., BIRDS,
and etc. ANIMALS,
D. W. Bush, P. O. Box 381, Long Beach, Calif.
~ SPECIAL TRAINING FOR WRITERS |
Criticism, Ghosting, Revision, Sales Service. $1.00 per short
story under 6,000 words covers sales consideration. Brief
criticism if unacceptable or detailed treatment recommended
at a separate charge, or write your problems enclosing
stamp. No folder.
RICHARD
TOOKER
po
iis
Express parcels or telegrams 741 E. Culver St.
My own work has sold to nearly 100 publications from top slicks
through pulps. Clients have made the Post among many others.
SPEND
YOUR
TIME
WRITING
Are you one of the alleged writers who reads magazines
when he knows he should be writing? I will save you
that time, and bolster your conscience. Subscribe for my
service and keep informed on current market slants.
Accurate digests of magazine stories $3 a year for monthlies, $12 a year for weeklies. Send postcards for full information. Lizette Fehrlin, 317 East 18 St., New York, N. Y.
| AM

LOOKING

FOR

A

PLAY

| believe there is another “Lightnin”, another
"Abie's Irish Rose," or another "7th Heaven" and
| am looking for it. Can guarantee production if
your play has “what it takes." Will read, criticize,
and advise on what makes success in playwriting.
Fee $10.00.
P. E. McCOY
2510 Curtis Avenue
Redondo Beach, Calif.
New York and London Director of ‘‘Three Wise Fools”
‘Lightnin’ ’’ and “7th Heaven’, etc. 12 years General
Stage Director on Broadway. 2 years Dialogue Director for
the late Lowell Sherman, Ace Movie Director.
s

NEW

WRITERS
NEEDED
|
find
your
best
markets
and
write
Editors seek writers who can write THEIR kind of copy. FREE test show
your ability. It's fun! We will give you a FREE report on your writing talent
and full details of our outstanding plan. Learn which of the 2,500 markets
are best suited to you. We charge no advance fee for reading or marketing stories of writers we have trained.
Send for details AND the FREE Market Test. No obligation.
COMFORT
WRITER'S
SERVICE,
Dept.
769-Y,
Writer’s

for

pay!

SHORT-SHORT TRUE
SUCCESS STORY
*“My first check! Needless
to add, it positively floored
me. But this is only the
beginning of things!’?—
Mrs. C. M.
St.

Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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WRITER’sS
PERSON NALS

The circulation of WRITE R’S DIGEST is much greater
than that of any other writers magazine. Ea
is
read by beginning writers, profes sional
rs
lishers, publicity men, theatrical producers, a
ig
cies, and newspaper men throughout United
ates, Cz
and writers colonies in a score of foreign countries
ates for the Personal Column a1 even cents a word
Using a box number counts the same as five word
Adver
tisers report unusually fine res
No sstationer, literary critic, literary agent, typewriter,
correspondence school or typist copy accepted by the «
Payment in coin, stamps, or check. Send copy wi ca
to cover the January issue on or before December
We ask anyone who has a complaint on
ver I
our ‘‘personal’’ fs lroee t to get in touch, please, with
WRITER'S DIGEST promptly.
AIRLINES, PRIVATE PLANES, AIRPORTS: Authentic answers to your questions. Correct phraseology,
terms. Equipment, operation. Anything. 3 for 50c;
single 25c. Gerald O. Crowley, 536 Columbus St.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
PHOTO FINISHING for the writer who makes his
own photographic illustrations. Reasonable prices.
We have the equipment and personnel to do any
type of photographic processing. Write us your
needs. Bryans Photo Shop, Panama City, Fla.
21 MOST BEAUTIFUL XMAS GREETINGS you have
seen for $1. Money back unless you agree! Lee
Gooch, Hernando, Miss.
SOCIAL CORRESPONDENCE CLUB—Make new
friends through the world’s foremost select correspondence club. Confidential, painstaking service for
refined but lonely men and women.
Established
1922. Members everywhere. Sealed particulars free.
Evan Moore, Box 988, Jacksonville, Fla.
HOW TO PREPARE MANUSCRIPTS, 32 pages, 15c.
Bison, Buffalo-Al1, Minnesota.
“WRITING AND SELLING Juvenile Verse.” Practi
cal information. 35c. Vernon Howard, 4822 Bamford Place, Los Angeles.
LEARN TO ANALYZE HANDWRITING for pleasure
and profit. 3000-word illustrated lesson with examination free. American Foundation, 600 Main,
Noel, Mo.
GET THREE TO SIX or more shaves from double
edged blades. Details dime and 3c stamp. C. = =
Box 45, South Berkeley Station, Berkeley, Calif.
STUDY FOR DEGREE in Psychology, Metaphysics,
Theology, and for Spiritual Unfoldment.
Home
study. Chartered college. Free catalog. College of
Universal Truth, 20-M East Jackson, Chicago.
RADIO ANNOUNCERS!
WRITERS!
TIMESAVER
affords you instantaneous command over 200 vital
“said” verbs. 50c. Timesaver, 2102 Grove St.,
Roanoke, Va.
PLOTTO FOR SALE.
Complete, perfect condition,
$9.00. Irene Glenn, Pyne Estate, Greenvale Road,
Roslyn, N. Y.
PUT YOUR TYPEWRITER TO WORK. Folio of ~ 3iness building ideas for making extra money for
men and women typists. 50c coin. Richard Publishing Service, 4340 Maple, Dallas, Texas.
SELL YOUR “REJECTS” by slanted re-styling. Details free. Marksman, 10304 Fedora, Los Angeles,
California.
DRAMATIC SALABLE detailed short story plot, 50c;
3 for $1. Novel plot $1. Box H-4.
PROFESSIONAL Magician answers questions on Magic,
Spiritualism, Mind-reading. 50c each. Goldini, 436
Woodlawn, St. Paul, Minn.
HOW TO WIN PRIZE CONTESTS —32 pages, 10c.
Bison Research, Buffalo A-1, Minnesota.

DIGEST
BOOKS—10c Up—Free list. Haunted Bookshop, 760
Harrison Avenue, Harrison, N. J.
PUBLIC SPEAKING BUILDS PRESTIGE!
Review
books, earn extra money. Instructions, exercises,
one dollar. Wade, 1200 Scarritt Building, Kansas
City, Missouri.
TO ALL FRIENDSHIPPERS—all Cythereans—to each
friend, everywhere—a Merry Christmas! Charlotte
Kay, Box 670, Seattle, Washington.
ANYONE with little Back: Yard-Garden can earn up
to $500.00 in two month’s time. Interesting spare
time work.
Stamp brings particulars speedily,
Lightning Speed Mfg. Co., Streator, Ill.
2,500 NEW AND USED Correspondence Courses,
Books. Large 52-page bargain list, 10c. Wanted:
Books, courses. Thomas Reid, Plymouth, Pa,
CARTOONISTS!
GAGS FOR SALE! 15 for $1.00!
First-rate salable gags
Hundreds of my gags sold
to cartoonists have , ile in Sat. Eve. Post, Colliers, Esquire, etc. (Enclose postage.) R. Usher,
2716 Hampden, Chic ago.
WANTA BE ALONE?—Roomy, cozy, secluded barn
apartment, 33 miles Times Square, ideal for writer
or couple. Unfurnished; all improvements. Caretaking pays rent, garden, advantages. W. B. Talman, Spring Valley, N. Y.
BOOKLET —Highroad to Prosperity. Ten cents a
copy. H. Walters, Copples Lane, Media, Pa.
INCREASE YOUR INCOME—“Opportunity Flashes,”
a bulletin of promotional ideas, shows how! Reporting, writing, typing, clipping, selling names, mailing
circulars, folders, postals, etc. Dime brings quarter
copy, eeentene. Hinkle Press, DW-907 Murphy,
Joplin,
Mo.
SALABLE, SHORT STORY PLOTS, 25c each. Robert Woodward, Lovington, N. M.
GAGMEN—Addresses of thirty cartoonists using gag
eas, fifty cents. Wachlin, 87 Lakeland, Sayville,
New York.
RESEARCH: Congressional Library, Government Bureaus. Experienced, accurate, reasonable. Six languages, ghostwriting, all kinds. John Crehore, Box
2329, Washington, D. C.
LONELY? Highways to romance! Nationwide! Romantic, charming, captivating. Descriptions you'll
like. Reedy, 2149-D Jackson, Chicago, III.
BEGINNER’S FREE LANCE MARKETS, 25c. Briggs,
53 Belvidere, Boston, Mass.
GENTLEMEN, 35, tall, wishes correspondence with
cultured lady 23-32 years, any part of East. Also
enjoy meeting some one visiting New York. Write
Box 265, 207 E. 84 St., New York City.
GHOST-WRITING—lI write “complete short stories”
—you sign your name as “author’
Two stories,
$1.00. Gage, 21 Eldert St., Brooklyn, Mw: Fs
GO INTO BUSINESS—Start Correspondence Club with
$1.00. We furnish everything and teach you. Coma plans, 25c. Reedy-B, 2149 Jackon, Chicago,
illinois.
"1942 PRESS CARD—‘“TAGS’’—complete press supplies, exclusive market tips. Wire or write for
official press supplies catalogue. Press Supplies,
1934 Eleventh, Washington, D.
GET ACQUAINTED, Men and Women.
Friendly.
Romantic. Stamp appreciated. May Kennedy, Box
1443, Indianapolis, Ind
CASH PAID
volume of
Publishers,
ae
DIET

FOR STORIES like those in our first
$1 books, now ready. New Horizon,
Darlington, Wisc.
HAPPILY? “Here’s how,’ $1.00. Box

EMPLOYED WRITER. Social marker. Experienced
field. Juvenile delinquency. Seeks outlet human
interest stories. Box D-3.
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WANT MANUSCRIPTS for “Money Making” instruction manuals, course of lessons, brief self-help
books. Must be exceptional. Publisher, 111 West
Main, Madison, Wisc.
UNUSUAL BOOK FOR NEW WRITERS! Tells tru«
“inside’’ stories how famous authors learned to wri
and sell. Gives special advice from O. Henry, Kathleen Norris, Somerset Maugham and others. Helipful. Inspiring. Only 10c. Money-back guarantee.
Comfort Writer’s Service, Dept. B-207, St. Louis, Mo.
THE MIAMI REAL ESTATE BOOM: From the Standpoint of
orld cincoggaee and Prophecy. Wanted
publication to carry narrative.
. OCallaghan,
2118 N. W. 33rd St., Sion, Fla.
$5.00 TO $50.00 for true experiences. Beginner’s best
chance. $1.00 brings How to Write, and Where to
Sell. Beginner’s Helps, 409 Malaga, Wenatchee,
Wash.
“THE CARTOONING WORLD’’—Contents: Gag-writing, tips, gag-cartooning, markets. 25c copy. Bill
Porelli, 1335 South California Blvd., Chicago.
SINGLE MAN, 31, interested in writing, music, dramatics; wishes contact with attractive girl with like
interests, living in or near Chicago. Box D-1.
JRITERS, WRITE TO WRITERS! Exchange views,
ideas. Yearly subscription, $1. Novitiate Writer’s
Club, P. O. Box 3501, Highland Park, Mich.
GOD’S HEALING POWER brings health, everything.
We explain. Stamp. Truthseekers, Box 3638, St.
Petersburg, Fla.
“THE PAY SIDE OF POETRY WRITING,” tells Kind,
How and Where to sell poems. Examples and 205
revised markets, 50c. Gloria Press, 1926) D. Bonsallo, Los Angeles, Calif.
GAGTOON IDEAS WANTED. Hightower, 425 Teller
Grand Junction, Colo.
50 BEAUTIFUL, Colorful Double French Christmas
Folders, Envelopes $1.00. H. M. Drown, 884 2 74th
Place, Woodhaven, L. I., N. Y.
WRITER wishes en al lyrics set to music; also
Communicate
marketing
possibiliti
for ame
Jack Benveniste, 876 Brs yant Ave., New York, N. ¥.
THE MIAMI REAL ESTATE BOOM aarrives to us,
through 2000 years PROPHECY. A _photostatic
copy of the “Man and His Mystery Number 666,”
off the Miami Records, Per Apocalypse Chapter
13th (or Revelation) for $1.00 each. Wanted, publication to carry narrative. J. O’Callaghan, 2118
N.W. 33rd St., Miami, Florica.
LIBRARY DISPOSAL—Old books back to 1830's.
thers. Some vol. sets. Music instruction vols.
Back numbers Writer’s, Reader’s. Price list 5c. Detailed illustrated course (used) Hypnotism, Magnetic Healing. $12. Use Box D-8.
WRITERS—Need help? ae. Exchange housekeeping
and typing for home. Young woman writer (S.
California). Box D-5.
SEND FRIENDS a Florida post card this winter. Ten
cents coin. R. E., 620 Sth Ave. N., St. Petersburg,
Florida.
GO INTO BUSINESS —Start Correspondence Club
with $1.00. We furnish everything and teach vou.
Complete plans 25c. Reedy-B, 2149, Jackson, Chicago.
ASK FOR OUR LIST of Writers’ Books. No obligation. Our service provides the most economical and
convenient way of getting the information vou want.
Anderson Lending Library, Box 548, Muskogee,
Oklahoma.
CARTOON IDEAS WRITTEN — Frankel, 3623-W
Dickens, Chicago.
CONTINUITY FOR NEWSPAPER Comic Strips and
Comic Magazines—written to order by gag-man who
has had dozens of features published and strip
running regularly in national magazine! Reasonable
rates. (Enclose postage.) Write, giving full details.
R. Usher, 2716 Hampden, Chicago.
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$10 A WEEK writing poems. Full instructions and
O( best markets sent for 25c. Charles Olive, Willmar, Minn.
UNIQUE WRITER’S CALENDAR. Hang it in your
study. Information where es can reach it. SPECIAL 35c PRESS, 1926: Bonsallo, Los Angeles,
California.
PRINTING—Everything
for writers.
Reasonable.
Herald, Albany, Wisconsin.
LATEST STORY MARKETS:
190 Short-short markets; 70 love markets. Dime each, plus stamp.
FMR Service, 1457-B Broadway, N. Y ;
PLOTTO WITH KEY—A-1 condition; $7.00. K. Armstrong, 1205 N. 2nd St., Clinten, Iowa.
LITERARY, SOCIAL, CULTURAL MINDED ?—Join
contact group. Exchange mutual interests. Winters,
3FL, 104 West 14th, New York.
CARTOONS OR ILLUSTRATIONS from your ideas.
$1.00. Jenkins, 211 31st St., Newport News, Va.
WESTERN SHORT STORY WRITERS!—Need help?
Get my authentic eight thousand word copyrighted
booklet, RANCH, RANGE and ROUND-UP, prepared exclusively for you. One dollar, postpaid.
Joseph P. Williams, 202 Marie Street, Houston,
Texas.
HOW WE MAKE 100% PROFIT on investment money
in safe legitimate business. You can too. Particulars free. S. Mfg. Co., 1353 Cherokee, Denver,
Colorado,
I SHALL ANALYZE your personal, grammatical, and
mathematical problems for 50c. F. Gauthier, 32
Bouvier Avenue, Manville, R. I.
BACHELOR, 40, desires alliance with lady running
farm or business in which could help. Impractical
but honest, cultured, handsome. Weight 145, height
5’ 8
grey eyes, dark hair. Scholar. Brunette,
celia al background, medium weight, height, artistic
sensibilities, charm and distinction preferred. Please
send recent, clear, unflattering snapshot. Describe
self, background, circumstance, voice, family, pastimes in detail. Sorry, but must return vague, uncomprehensive letters unanswered. Box D-6.
PLOTTO AND KEY BOOK BY COOK—No time for
writing; my copy brand new. Sell for $8. Mae
Grabois, 1027 Walton Avenue, New York City. ,
Use my 101 Ideas for
MAKE MORE MONEY!
Juveni le Articles Dime and stamp. Make your
researching pay. "25c and stamp. K. Miller, 11284
So. New Hampshire, Los Angeles, Calif.
ASTROLOGICAL INTERPRETATION — Personal help
on “How To Read Your Horoscope.” State problem,
enclose birth date, $1.00. Wadsworth, 201 E. 46th
St., New York City.
U. S. MARINE CORPS—Ex-First Sergeant, honorably
discharged October 17, 1941, for physical disability, has 13 years actual, regular service on stations from Boston to China. Will answer 3 questions about Marine Corps for $1.00. My experienies
in Haitian revolt, 1929, and 3 years continuous
duty in Shanghai alone will fill a book. Interested?
Larry LaVoy, 1725 Church St.,
W., Washington, D. C.
MEET NEW FRIENDS through our Personal Service
dedicated to the promotion of friendships. Discriminating clientele, all faiths. Write or telephone Grace
Bowes, American Service, 236-WD West 70th St.,
New York City. Telephone ENdicott 2-4680.
CARTOONISTS! — NEW CAPTIONS
FOR OLD
ROUGHS! 5 for $1.00! Don’t discard old roughs;
professional gag man will write new salab
captions and give them selling punch. My gag ideas
have appeared in Collier’s, Liberty, SatEvePost,
Esquire, Etc. (Enclose postage.) R. Usher, 2716
Hampden, Chicago.
BEGINNERS and professionals, Albany, Capital Dist-—~Let’s form Writer’s Club. Thomas Reid, 89
pe a ster, Albany, N. Y.
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EXCELLENT BOARD-ROOM—$22 month, Landaker
Writers’, Artists’ rendezvous. Eureka Springs, Ark
oases
TRIAL AND ERROR, $1.50—Stamp brings bargain
list. Arthur Lifshin, 208 Washington Avenue, Chelsea, Mass.
LIST of 250 song publishers, 25c. Beuthene Kempton,
incre“
UNHAPPY? TRY a personal letter campaign for one
year.
No list Hon,
or magazine.
World’s Simplest
iia
baled studies.
WellesMethod.
Gace
now, Box 86, Shelbyville, Tenn.
FRIENDS WILL GET renee
your letters postmarked from
sophisticated Chicago, or from the home of famous
ee
Se
ie
Track—-$.10.
Gene, Box 118,
;
Pp ts,
Ss.
pie
AMATEUR SONGWRITERS! Join the Unknown Songwriters’ Association of America, Inc. Self-addressed
stamped envelope brings particulars. Write G.
Santimauro, 437 Ogden Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
EARN MONEY—Start Correspondence Club with small
capital. We furnish everything complete. Plans 25c.
Reedy-B,
2149 Jackson,
Chicago.
aia
raga SI
A SATISFYING LIFE can be yours, worries and perplexities dissolved, either business or personal, disappointment and frustration turned toward genuinely
gratifying
living.
End your
bewilderment
and confusion No
by religion
sound method
individual
need.
involved.applied
Provedto your
scientific
principle. For Bur.
free 2,information
send stampSt., toChicago,
R. A.
Richardson,
30 W. Washington
Illinois.
YOU’LL WRITE SALABLE HUMOR after reading
Frankel’s Joke Book. Exciting, stimulating. 13c.
Frankel, 3623-W Dickens, Chicago.
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a
of the children and their honors in _ religious
activities. Do the teachers know the twins apart?
MARKET: State new spapers.
19. A LOCAL CITIZEN WHO HAS MADE
SCRAPBOOKS SINCE CHILDHOOD. Slant:
2
a
ney
a nt P ind historical
. cae worth
.
the personal
enjoyme
of
the scrapbooks. The number of the collections; the
Idest. Sources
°°°S
Peon |of the. clippings;
Seen
2 the variety
ety of
subjects. Extensive clippings on famous persons;
also on =wars. MARKET:
A
local
newspaper.
rc
=
‘ 7 .
20. FAMOUS ART CRITICS OF YOUR
STATE.
An insight into their work. Have they
a
1 r
rake
:
ae
aie
yrought attention to some unknown artist who
Jater acquired world-wide distinction?
Their
opinions of noted artists of the A eager time. Are
they the authors of bookn dealing with art, and
:
=
a : State
are they
artists
themselves?
ge hes
newspapers.
‘
— —
> =r
a
e
‘
4 21. THE : SHOI LIE PING SI TUATION IN
YOUR
CITY.
Interview
the
local
chief
of
police
:
ind also store
managersrieabout methods ataken to
combat
this
menace.
clever
rt
‘ ‘ Shoplifters’
ett
be methods.a
The extent of kleptomania; experiences with
victims of that disease. MARKET: .A local news.
a
paper.
22, AGED RESIDENTS OF YOUR CITY,
PARTICULARLY
WHOSE
FAVORf
= ,
W I - e
c for
on
a
. WOMEN,
.
Tr
,
Seetails
ond crerkets. Writer’ Benice: Bex igee, ITE DIVERSION IS AIRPLANE RIDING. Why
Lubbock, Texas.
they prefer traveling to corner-sitting and think
no more oe of taking air tripsi over bacige
the continent
LONELY? HIGHWAYS TO ROMANCE—Nation-wide,
romantic, charming, captivating. Descriptions you il than driving a horse and buggy. Their longest
like. Reedy-D, 2149 Jackson, Chicago.
flights. Are their sons or daughters aviators?
SHORT SHORT PLOTS WITH TWISTS—From my
MARKET: A local newspaper.
Eetete files, > for $1.00. Ideal for syndicate writers.
23. THE TALLEST STANDPIPES IN YOUR
° Sia
twist tai
plots, $1.00
each.
ecify
t
gets
ie
pint ee ee ee.
STATE.
Theirma height
and the cost of : construcCARTOONS made from your gags, jokes, $1.00 each.
tion.
Are some made of unusual material?
Artist Cressman, Washington, New Jersey.
MARKET: State newspapers.
FORTY DOLLARS A MONTH writing Fillers, Facts,
24. THE WORKSHOPS OF PROMINENT
at, —— A gt
25c. Gloria Presss
MEN OF YOUR CITY.
Slant: the unusual
senda
siete ——— om
popularity of handiwork as a hobby. How many
25 BEAUTIFUL French Christmas folders, envelopes,
Citizens are amateur craftsmen and build all man50c. Name imprinted Free. Usable sample, 3c.
rs
‘nee
ean
ir spare time. T
-quIDCamas Press, 1226 47th, San Francisco.
ners of things during their spare time. The 7
ment. Did the subjects have workshops in their
AN EXCELLENT COURSE IN WRITING in ten years’
boyhood? MARKET: A local newspaper.
Writer’s Digests. Get the index. $1.00. Latolia
25. WOMEN
WRESTLERS
OF YOUR
L. Hillyer, 1207 N. Cheyenne, Tulsa, Okla.
ps hia
vvThe roughest—and } the most beautiful
.
STATE.
UNENCUMBERED MALE (40), personable, poised
of the feminine grapplers. How the wrestlers
come or a tant ae ee companion 28-33; New York
gained their enormous strength and learned this
ity,y vicinit y- Send n snapshot,
n
2¢sport.
°
tar
ae
°
—
please.
Serious
injuries
during
their° wrestling

MAKE YOUR MEDICAL STORIES authentic. Comeal montegag: groan = ge on medical and relent
procedures
et us help you give it sell.“doctor”
“Only $1.
“hospital” story the twist to make that
Box 47, Monroe, Wisconsin.

careers.
MARKET:=eState newspapers.
; 26.dé THE
.
LIFE STORY : OF THE
CLERK 4
His
‘4
ss THE COURT FOR YOUR COUNTY.
ength of service as clerk of the court ; an enumera-
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WANT
TO LEARN
FICTION
WRITING?
Nuts! I'm sick and tired of people who think there ji a royal road to riches and writing is it. And I’m just as tired of
think December
there’s a 31bargair1941)
nin my
learning
the cheapest way.
I'm mad, moulded
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Get It Right....
Oe
john B. Opdycke
Desk Standard Dictionary
Indexed
. 2.50
The Correct Word and How to
Use It
nipeiosers
1.50
Turck Baker
Roget's Thesaurus ............. 1.00
Peter Mark Roget
Webster’s Dictionary .......... 1.25
SS
f° Rea soo 1.00
dabste Bierce
Commonsense Grammar ....... 2.00
janet Rankin Aiken
English Grammar Simplified. ... 1.25
james C. Fernald
Writing Good English..
. 2.00
j. Berg Esenwein
Verb Finder
LEO.
Soule’s Synonyms .............. 3.90
Don’t Say It
ee
john B. Opdycke
PLAYWRITING
Write That Pla
ae
. 3.00
Kenneth T. Rowe
Theory and Technique of
Playwriting
:
. 2.75
john H. Lawson
So You’re Writing a Play..
Clayton Hamilton
Radio Dictionary
.............. .50
Leonard Lewis
Radio Writing
. 2.50
Peter Dixon
Gateway to Radio.............. 2.50
Firth and Erskine
Radio Sketches and How to
Write Them
...- 2,00
Peter Dixon
Do’s and Don’ts of Radio
wes ee
i
Ralph Rogers
New Technique of Screen
Writing
;
. 3.00
Lamar Lane
How to Write and Sell Film
Stories ;
‘
cine. aoe
Frances Marion
Hollywood’s Movie
mmandments
. 293
O. j. Martin
Radio Writing ................ 3.45
Max Wylie
POETRY OR VERSE
Poems Editors Buy............. 2.75
dith Cherrington
First Principles of Verse........ 2.00
Robert Hillyer
Rhymes and Meters............ «75
Horatio Winslow
Walker’s Rhyming Dictionary... 1.75
alker
How to Revise You Own Poems 1.25
Anne Hamilton
Points About Poetry............ .50
Donald G. French
Complete Rhyming Dictionary. . 2.00
Clement Wood
Verse ae Simplified........ 1.50
obert Kingery Buell
The Rhymer’s Lexicon.
. 2.75
Andrew Loring
The Seven Principles of Poetry. . 2.50
Anne Hamilton
Poet’s Handbook
. 4.50
Clement Wood
PLOT CONSTRUCTION
Analysis of the Short waned en 1.00
Plotto .
25.00
Wm. Wallace Cook
Plot of the Short Story........ 1.25
Henry Albert Phillips
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After a conscientious survey of over a score of publisher’s book
catalogues, WRITER’S DIGEST recommends the following books
to its readers. All books selected make interesting reading and
are authoritative. All are sold on a money-back guarantee.
Plots and Personalities... .
. 1.75 |Thirty-Six Dramatic Situations. . 2.00
j. E. Downey & E. H. Slosson
seorges Polti
MARKETING MANUSCRIPTS __| Writing
the Magazine Article... 2.00
The a
See Seer
Making Manuscripts Salable
2.00
.
er Des Marais
oe — Book and Market
35
Sestonins
af
Le
weil
Property
3.75
ee tee ae
ip Wittenberg
Photo-Market out veseeeeess 030] Modern , aa caverigation 3.00
arry Suderman
=
Almanac & Market
a. Article Writing. .
3.25
Where and How to Sell
Contest | gamed
1.00
Photographs
-90 | Writing Novels to Sell
2.50
SONG WRITING»
Laurence D’ Orsay
Facts About Popular Song
Murder Manual
_.
. 1,00
1.00
Underworld and Prison Slang
. Spaeth - se eeee. 1.50] Sea
Writing
Sigmund
and Navy Writer’s Guide
25
The Art
of
Song
Writing......
1.00}
Doctor,
Nurse
and
Hospital
Al Dubin
‘Vocabulary Writer’s Guide
.25
So You obert
Want Bruce
to Write a Song.. 1.00} Cowboy
Air Story Lingo
Writer’s Guide
+25
: 2.50
CAMERA PROFITS
This Remon F Weniog
1.75
Profitable Photography for
Edward Weeks
Trade Journals
wats
50 | The Profit in Writing
3.00
H. Rossiter Snyder
Laurence D’ Orsay
iy See a Week with Car
ne
©for the Writer
2.50
r
n
Paul G. Holt @ H.R: Sayder™ |The Writers Book
_ 2.50
SHORT STORY WRITING
James Knapp Reeve
<r
to Have a Brain
Chats Fo
Writing
2.75
3
,
jack Woodford
The ) Fnon
“cid”?
1.50
Short Story
Technigue......... 1.25 H Ce to P Beeste
onaineMss.
Dot ana
avs Raffeloc
35
Narrative Technique .......... 2.50] 7) nage
Builde ;
1.00
Thomas H. exell
” Dor ULh =
.
Trial& Error
étteh onion
L
ogy W
1.00
Jack W godford
— > ae oe d
:
Stories You CanS
..--- 3.00] phe A oe t whbar
1.00
Laurence D’ Orsay
” Ch ae dane
‘
Writing =
.. Saas
The e Serate
wort a
rabces cere
Wilhelm
. 1.00
.
ecb
uc
orndike
—eae Writing. . 1.75 a Your Humor Into Money 1.00
The
Fiction.. |
. 3.00 aS avioes Money
orgolis
ld Writing
rt ur S.ofHofman
By
undamentals of Fiction Writing 2.00
U
4
Arthurovr$. Writing..........
Hofman
| 2.00 Prize
Selling,
SihatTevcampbell
Seveaie
Contests—How
to Win
ots
My Juvenile Success Secrets.... 2.00
OH a.
af id
The Stovy’s the Thing
2.00 Suteae Paper Writing
9:
Agnes Parsons
Cases s
eee ae ge : acca
Wiig As a Career........... 2.0
sear ye ' “s— —
3.65
M agazine
* maresWriting Veet
~ Helen
vm ies Be
.
an asiting.. 3.23.25
.
Charnley & Converse .
The — ~ the gwd
1.00
Writing the Juvenile Story..... 2.00
— assy 7 Ascrsotamaaa
May Emery Hall
The Art of Useful Writing
2.00
Writing Magazine Fiction....... 2.50
Walter B. Pitkin
Walter S. Campbell
Writers—Here’s How! ......
1.00
How to se bet Own Stories 1.25
Mildred I. Reid
nne of Dram
amuton
.
Dynamics
na
3.00 Wie
Pg pl
1.00
onnge menae Shae
MISCELLANEOUS
Royalty Road
ouis DeJFean

Putting “It” in the Column. ... 3.00
en Ari
. 2.00 | Profitable Publicity.
oe
Henry F. Woods, Fr.

WRITER’S DIGEST, 22 E. 12th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Gentlemen: Please send me the following books prepaid:

For which I enclose $
Name
Address
City

ownD
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$30,000,000 SANTA CLAUS I
CONTEST WRITING is indeed a GENEROUS
SANTA CLAUS! Recent estimates place the total
prizes awarded annually at thirty million dollars.
How many of you writers are overlooking this rich,
ready source of boosting your income?
How did YOU fare during 1941 with this YearRound Kris Kringle, Contest Writing? Why not
decide NOW to make 1942 YOUR BANNER
YEAR for Contest Prizes? Many of our most successful students are writers who devote part of
their time to Contest Writing. YOU CAN DO IT,
TOO!
Give Yourself A Christmas Gift!
IT'S FREE!
The Latest Issue of "PRIZE IDEAS"
— America’s
Favorite Contest Bulletin—is YOURS FREE, and
with no obligation. Just put your name and address
on a penny postcard and mail to the address below.
"Prize Ideas" will bring you, by return mail, a
thrilling array of Winning Ideas
— Winning Tips—
Winning Entries. But don't delay! Christmas is the
time for GIVING —so GIVE the Contest Hobby a
real chance to play Santa Claus to you all during 1942!
Write Now — Right Now!
ALL-AMERICAN CONTESTAR SCHOOL
(The
only than
Schoo! 30 of All-American
Contest WritingContestars
Endorsed andand Two
Recommended
y more
National
Contest Judges.)
Dept. D-12
Willow Grove, Pa.

Read

MINICAM

For all Camera Users.
On sale at all newsstands
25c THE COPY

NOVEL

DIGEST
tion of his duties. Highlights of his career as
public official; other offices held by him. The
subject’s greatest ambition. MARKET: Sectional
newspapers.
27. JUI-JITSU EXPERTS OF YOUR CITY,
How policemen are masters of this Japanese art,
in order to subdue dangerous criminals. Cases
where such knowledge served officers well; a de.
scription of one would do as the article’s “lead.”
Local teachers of jui-jittue MARKET: A local
newspaper.
28. THE OLDEST MUSEUM IN YOUR
STATE.
Slant: the value of the museum as an
asset to the state. How the exhibits have been
gathered from the entire nation and numerous
parts of the globe. The rarest and most valuable
items; recent additions. The museum’s director
and hin experiences in that capacity. MARKET:
State newspapers.
29. MEMBERS OF THE LOCAL FIRE DE.
PARTMENT
WHO
HAVE
LOST
THEIR
LIVES IN THE DISCHARGE
OF THEIR
DUTY.
The conflagrations that claimed their
lives; recollections of the fires by survivors. Were
the victims heroes in earlier blazes? MARKET:
A local newspaper.
30. EXPEDITIONS OF A WELL-KNOWN
NATURALIST OF YOUR STATE. Were the
expeditions made into sparcely-populated mountains? The naturalist’s reports on the plants of
the section.
The discovery of unusual or odd
plants. Are they of any medicinal or industrial
value? MARKET: State newspapers.
31. THE AMUSEMENTS O FTHE FIRST
SETTLERS OF YOUR SECTION. Did they include running foot races, jumping, fiddling, dancing, shooting, swimming and diving? Acquire your
information from a historical society or a public
library. MARKET: Sectional newspapers.

CONTESTS

NOW

OPEN

CLOSING DATE
NAME OF PUBLISHER
PRIZE
May 1, 1942; fiction.
Atlantic Monthly Press.............. $10,000
8 Arlington St., Boston, Mass.
July 1, 1942; non-fiction.
Harper & Brothers. . ... 2. sc0dscccses 12,500
49 East 33rd St., New York
An annual fellowship for financing deserving
Houghton Mifflin Co............00005.
1,500
authors.
2 Park Ave., Boston, Mass.
Life-in-America Award for factual books of
Houghton Mifflin Co...... Me er oMGrare ant 2,500
the American scene.
2 Park Ave., Boston, Mass.
May 31, 1942. For juvenile books, fiction or
ye
eer erii
500
501 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.
250
non-fiction ages 8-15; and under 8.
Biodern Ade BOOKS...
ccc csccceeses
1,000
February 15, 1942. A first novel contest
432 4th Ave., N. Y. C.
plus 500
based on “Literary merit, sustained interadvance royalty
est, character portrayal.”
PIE Rn Eo
sivis cat eaese icssawes 2,500
June 30, 1942. Autobiographical book by an
American aviator.
501 Madison Ave., N.
Further details may be secured by writing the publishers direct. Full details of each contest
appeared in the Dicest, when originally announced
Writer’s
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for free lance writers.
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official editorial require-

.
Trade in Your
Old Edition

The
price ofof “"‘THE
the new,WRITER'S
revised
1941 retail
edition
MARKET" * is $3.00. If you own a
copy of the 1940 or 1939 edition,
send in the title page of that edition with your check for $2.00 and
receive a new, revised 1941 edition!

of 2,500

markets

HIS is the ninth editon of “The Writer's Market”
— bigger,
better, and more complete than ever before. There is no
more practical, valuable work to any working free lance writer
than an accurate list of his best customers! “The Writer's
Market” has been recommended and endorsed by literally
hundreds
of writers, ‘ editors, : and. publishers and
{avorably by
" reviewed
250 newspapers. Price $3.00 postpaid.
Ten day
money back agreement. Revised through September, 1941.
Published b
7
W R Ii E R . S D IG E _ T
22 EAST 12th STREET,
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Start
sone Small
— SYNDI
ATE
:
ali
Start with a localized column, expand. Work
with me—I syndicate, produce results. Reasonable. No reading fees. Send for details.
Don Summers rs©1641 Ohioj Ave.e = Youngstown,0.
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66 There’s M Money in
Gag-Cartoon Ideas!
gy Bangs peasy SB Ig Fm gag —
gy
write vand “where tosell" "gag-cartoon’ ideas by one who knows.
of Yaformation and tps. Complete with market lists, $1. Send
for your copy today! PLOTAMATIC
i
ee

PROMPT

TYPING SERVICE
Section on Gag Writing now Included with
rT
”
Elite or Pica Type
|
WRITING AND SELLING FILLERS
Neat, accurate and technically perfect. First copy on HamA complete one-lesson course in Folio form on Writing and
mermill, 20-pound bond; carbon free, Minor corrections in
Selling Short Material, covering the subject from paragraph
spelling, punctuation and grammar, if desired. Every page
to one thousand word articles. Includes Market List.
Se Sat eee eee
Sec cane LAD wets, SO SD: |||a, ete Pasteeel
Free Literature
RICHARD PUBLISHING SERVICE
FLORENCE CASPER
Hotel Pfister
Milwaukee, Wis. | | 4340 Maple Avenue, Dept. D
Dallas, Texas
Writer’s
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Markets

Movie

Magazine Markets

The Friend, The Otterbein Press, Dayton, Ohio.
Motion Picture, 1501 Broadway, New York City.
J. Gordon Howard, Editor. Issued weekly; 75c
Laurence Reid, Editor. Issued monthly; 10c a
a year. For boys and girls from 9 to 17 years.
copy; $1.00 a year. “We use interviews and
“We use action stories, sports, adventure, animal
articles of the Hollywood scene—personalities, protales; must be clean and wholesome. 1500 to
ductions, etc. Usually on assignment. We rarely
2500 words. We also use articles on travel, how
buy photographs and never poetry. Reports in
to make things, habits of animals and birds,
one week. Payment is 2¥%2-3c per word, on acbiographical sketches, interesting vocations. Receptance.”
ports in one month. Payment is $1.00 to $3.00
Movie Life, 122 E. 42nd Street, New York
on acceptance. We buy photographs, paying $1.00
City. Muriel Babcock, Executive Editor; Hally
to $3.00 per photo. We also use some poetry and
Pomeroy, Associate Editor. Issued monthly; 10c
pay 50c to $1.00 per poem.”
a copy; $1.00 a year. All-candid picture magazine. “We rarely buy photographs and do not buy
Our Little Folks, The Otterbein Press, Dayton,
poetry.”
Ohio. J. Gordon Howard, Editor. Issued weekly;
28c a year. Sunday school paper for primary
Movie Stars Parade, 122 E. 42nd Street, New
children. “We use fiction suited to children from
York City. Muriel Babcock, Executive Editor;
6 to 8 years of age, 500 to 1000 words in length.
Pat Murphy, Associate Editor. Issued monthly;
We also use short fillers of interest to children.
10c a copy; $1.00 a year. Young glamor fan
We do not want photographs or poetry. Reports
magazine. “Manuscripts are bought occasionally,
in one month. Payment is $1.00 to $3.00 on
but we never buy poetry and rarely buy photoacceptance.”
graphs. Reports in two weeks. Payment is made
on acceptance, a flat rate per story.”
Queens’ Gardens, 420 Witherspoon Building,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Park Hays Miller,
Movie Story Magazine, 1501 Broadway, New
Editor. Issued weekly; 75c a year. DenominaYork City. Dorothy Hosking, Editor. Issued
tional—girls 12 to 15. ‘“‘We use stories 2500 to
monthly; 10c a copy; $1.00 a year. “We use
3000 words and serials, 4—8 chapters 2500 to
fictionizations of current motion pictures done on
3000 words each; true-to-life situations, action,
assignment from editor. We do not buy photocharacter-building. We also use editorials—girl’s
graphs or poetry. Payment is made on acceptproblems, interesting, non-preachy style, 200 to
ance.”
500 words, and articles—700 to 1000 words, prefPhotoplay-Movie Mirror, 122 E. 42nd Street,
erably illustrated with drawings or photos; New ‘York City. Ernest V. Heyn, Executive Edibiography, history, travel, nature, handicraft,
tor; Helen Gilmore, Associate Editor. Issued
sports, science. We buy photographs and occasionmonthly; 10c a copy; $1.00 a year. “Only maally poetry. Reports within one month. Payterial with Hollywood background or locale conment is 2c per word.”
sidered. Length: About 18,000 or 20,000 words
(for serials). We use smash news stories about
Stories for Primary Children, 420 Witherspoon
the stars. Pieces with emotional and inspirational
Building, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Park Hays
appeal to women. We are not in the market for
Miller, Editor. Issued weekly; 50c a year. Denomi“behind-the-scenes” stories—that is, about directors
national—children 6 to 8. ‘“‘We use character
or the productions themselves. We buy photobuilding but not preachy stories, 400—800 words.
graphs, but very rarely use poetry. Reports in
Nature, seasonal, world friendship, Bible, and
two weeks. Payment is a flat rate on acceptance.”
general stories. No fairy lore or unnatural personification. We also use articles on activities,
games, things to make or do, 150 to 400 words.
We occasionally buy photographs. We use poetry
General Markets
on everyday activities of children, under 16 lines.
Arcadian Life Magazine, Caddo Gap, Arkansas.
Reports within a month. Payment is Yc per
word on acceptance.”
Otto Ernest Rayburn, Editor. Issued bi-monthly ;
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9c a copy; $1.00 a year. “We use short folklore
articles. We buy photographs. We use poetry,
but payment is in prizes only. Reports in three
weeks. Payment is Y2c a word for prose.”
The Pan American, 103 Park Avenue, New York
City. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year.
“We use stories on Pan-American topics, 1500
words. We also use articles on general topics:
anything from literature to science, current events,
etc. We buy photographs, but hardly ever buy
poetry. Reports in two weeks. Payment varies and
js made upon publication.”
Railroad Magazine, 280 Broadway, New York
City. Freeman H. Hubbard, Editor. Issued monthly; 15¢ a copy; $1.50 a year. “We need experienced authors who can write or rewrite railroad technical fact material in such a way that
the general public will find it accurate and entertaining. Note the emphasis on the word technical.
Writers meeting this requirement will be given
assignments at good rates. We also have a specialized need for professional writers who are personally familiar with model-railroading problems.”
Trade Journals
American Perfumer and Essential Oil Review,
9 East 38th Street, New York City. William
Lambert, Editor. Issued monthly; 30c a copy;
$3.00 a year. ‘‘We use technical articles on perfumes, cosmetics, soaps, etc.; articles on merchandising of these from manufacturer’s standpoint. News items on manufacturers. We occasionally buy photographs to illustrate articles. We
do not buy poetry. Reports in two weeks. Payment is indefinite, made on publication.”
The Film Daily, 1501 Broadway, New York
City. Chester B. Bahn, Editor. Issued daily, except
Saturdays, Sundays, legal holidays; 10c a copy;
$10.00 a year. “We use spot news affecting all
branches of the film industry. No fiction used.
We do not buy photographs or poetry. Payment
is 35c an inch, payable on 10th following publication.”
The Rudder, 9 Murray Street, New York City.
William F. Crosby, Editor. “We use practical
information of interest to yachtsmen—kinks,
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BOOK

AUTHORS

The work of my authors appears on the lists of such
houses as DUTTON, DODD-MEAD, APPLETON, DOUBLEDAY-DORAN, VANGUARD, FUNK & WAGNALLS, SIMON
& SCHUSTER, LONGMANS-GREEN, DAVID McKAY, MORROW, PHOENIX, ARCADIA, GREENBERG, and many others.
| am particularly interested in seeing book length manuscripts, either complete or incomplete, by writers who have
not yet had books published. The market for first books is
better now than at any time during the last few years.
| shall be glad to discuss your book possibilities at no
obligation to you.
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Christmas

All

Bear

That's

What

Give —

Round!
You

There must be—and there is—in your own
background, in your own experiences, plenty
of material for fiction—even though those
experiences may be so routine that you never
give them a second thought.
Many of my clients, now selling steadily in
the story and article fields, never realized they
could make money on the basis of their every
day affairs. But—THAT'S THE SECRET OF
CHRISTMAS EVERY DAY!
Warren Fabian, one of my promising new writers, used
to be a hit and miss writer. Understandably enough, he
was getting very discouraged. Then | got him to writing for markets | selected—writing stories he was
qualified to do. He has just received my latest airmailed check, for a sale to a market you haven't even
heard of. (The magazine is not yet out. The editor
telephoned me in a rush and took Fabian's story in 3
days, plus enough other material from my clients to
fill half the first issue).
"The $90 was $90,000!" writes Fabian, no longer
discouraged. "You do the nicest things at the critical
momentl"
For my selling writers, for whom | have found their true
markets, Christmas comes all year round. The pleasantest way
in the world for you to cash in through the year is to write
what you should be writing—AND WHEN YOU TELL ME
ABOUT YOURSELF, you may also find that Christmas can
come every week in the year. TELL ME ABOUT YOURSELF
when you send me your first manuscripts. The more you tell
me the better will | know what markets you are suited for
and how to help you reach them in the shortest possible time.
As we go to press—SEVEN FIRST SALES! Sales by my
clients (stories, articles and seria's) range from AMERICAN, LIBERTY, ESQUIRE, CORONET, THIS WEEK,
WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, GOOD HOUSEKEEPING,
and other slicks to top-notch action magazines like
ARGOSY, THRILLING ADVENTURE, BLACK MASK, etc.,
and into other fields represented by ALL STORY-LOVE
STORY, RANGELAND ROMANCES and the syndicates.
After | make a couple of sales for you, | drop all fees. My
sales commission is 10%. My rates for personal, detailed
analysis, suggested revision, and experienced marketing of
your manuscripts are: $1 for the first 4,000 words of each
manuscript; 50c per thousand words thereafter. All books
over 50,000 words, $24. Poems, 50c each. No other fees.
No “‘collaborations."" Resubmissions free . . . always. The
thorough help | give you in outlining and revising might be
called collaboration, but comes to you at my regular fees.
| report in two weeks. Remember that my work with
thousands of authors has made every one of your writing
difficulties familiar to me. Send me your best manuscripts
now and be sure to tell me about yourself.
A.

L.

FIERST
Agent

535 Fifth Avenue
Writer’s

Can

Yourself!
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WRITERS: HERE'S HOW!
2 cxmaptote —. ?
WRITERS: HELP YOURSELVES! =
$1.is
1F— desire kin
S Ghost
s Writing
1F—you
PLOTS, CRITICISM
necd TYPING and or
! “3 wish
a PERSONALIZED course in ANY TYPE OF WRIT1F—you'll
he chance, 'W
I'llSamay
helpA SO
you toc
; a Free resubmission.
writ
n icago: 111In Evanston:
W. Jackson Prin, ed.,8:3010:30AM,A MC50)
aiso 7:00 P.M
MILDRED IRENE REID
Author and Literary Technicist
2131% Ridge Blvd.
Evanston (Chicago), Ill

cruises, navigation, engines, sails, etc. No fiction,
We buy yachting and boat photographs at $3.00
2aC
try Reports
2epor
avs Pay..
each.
Noif poetry.
inin 22 or r 3§ days.
ment is 1c on publication. ’
.Sunday School Digest, 1031“a2 S. Pasadena Ave,
‘
.
Pasadena,. California (editorial
address), Station
E, Kansas City, Missouri (business address). Dr,
Basil Miller . & disor. Issued monthly ; l5c a Copy;
$1.50 a year, Digest of current Sunday schoo]
e gs
.
°
articles. ‘We use short up-to-the-minute articles
Modern
Criminal Investigation | on* unusual
sad Sunday
abieah. school
calkead successes,
comiie:
data
promctional
This 460 page cloth bound book published in 1934 is an
eee.
Fe
,
.
me
.
epoch making contribution to the art and science of police
plans, publicity, Sunday school leaders, specific
procedure.
ever before has such vital information for the
activitie
re
tting
2S
avs
.
detective writer been condensed in one volume. Money
sataevaCes that ar purine the Sunday school Across,
back guarantee. $3.00 postpaid.
etc. No fiction. We do not buy photographs or
THE WRITER'S DIGEST
poetry. Reports in two weeks. No payment. A
22 E. 12th St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
good publicity medium for writers anxious to get
into the Sunday school and religious field.”
=
a
ORIGINAL
THREE
ACT
PLAYS
ea
Sy! idicates

Will Be Read and Considered for
Production. $1.00 Reading Fee.

THE

PLAY BUREAU
PASADENA
PLAYHOUSE
Pasadena, Calif.

"We consider yours the best writing books
at any price.
—Los Angeles Book Store.”
HOW
TO WRITE
CONFESSIONAL
STORIES
HOW TO BECOME
A

PROFESSIONAL
WRITER
By
Esther L. Schwartz
.
Price $1 Each

Mrs. Esther L. Schwartz
457
West 57th Street,
New York City
N ew,
E Lasy
Way ay
Writes MRS. L. DEARING, Western
Springs, Ill.: ‘‘I won a ist Prize of $500.00
in the Palmolive contest! To say that my
family and I are happy would be putting
it mildly. This is the first prize I have
oe en ae a ae
P "would have been at a Se thank aa
SHELEN KING; CONTEST JUDGE of
many Literary Contests, writes: “I have
gone through your lessons quite thoroughly,
=
you na very compact,—
conscientious effort. .
=
ra
NATIONAL
Dept. D,
Writer’s

e

The George Matthew
Adams Service, 444
Madison Avenue, New York City. Jessie Adele
Sleight, etter. “We are not in the market at
the present time as we are in the position of being
‘overstocke d? We do not buy photographs or
poetry. Reports in two weeks. Various arrangements are made in regard to payment.”
Central Press’ Association, Cleveland, Ohio.
CCourtland C. Smith, Editor. ‘““‘We want full length
1ovels, submitted in form of synopsis and first six
chapters. We also use feature stories, 600 to 800
words. We buy photographs, but do not buy
poetry.”
Columbia News Service, 42 East 50th Street,
New
erin Parti
Yew York
York City
City. Kat
Katherine
Parrish, h, Editor.
Editor. “W‘We
want detective stories with pictures, the true kind.
Also true detective with sex angle, pictures necessary; about 5,000 <P 10,000 words. We want
newspaper features and are always in the market
for crack material for syndication. Don’t want
hack ideas, but new columns, cartoons, etc. We
:
e
Bathe) aa ‘These Days, by Rayhandle George
Sokolsky’s
mond Gram Swing, and ‘America Calling, by
gretaCooke. We‘aywant features
Eh
are are
tie nowhie
Alistair
that
“
.
appearing
in° a newspaper. Material
from staff
writers that is ripe for syndication.
We buy
photographs: news, semi-news, magazine feature
EBs de
oS eae go
BS evita:
SSeS

Prize
Tolo Winin
Prize
C Contests! !
EXPERT, PERSONAL CRITICISM OF YOUR CONTEST ENTRIES
BEFORE YOU SEND THEM TO THE CONTEST JUDGE IS THE
QUICKEST, EASIEST WAY FOR YOU TO WINI
:
My course is APPROVED by contest judges and ENDORSED by
International Contest Headquarters. $1,000 Checks, $100 Checks, Automobiles, Refrigerators, Watches, Radios—exciting, valuable prizes of
every description are being won by my students.
FREE!
Your name on a postal will bring you ABSOLUTELY
® FREE a special copy of CONTEST FLYER (only one of
the many features of my EXCLUSIVE, LOW-COST course) which will
show you HOW TO WIN in many current contests!!

SCHOOL of CONTEST
JOSEPH LAWRENCE, Director
4627 FERNHILL ROAD

Digest is your best introduction
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gries, college roto and legs shots and series, army,
navy and airforce pictures, human interest series,
etc. Will answer queries address to Columbia
Newsphotos. Reports in 5 to 15 days. Payment
js ¥ac a word and $3.00 per picture for detective
stories, and $2.00 to $10.00 per picture for news
shots and feature pictures.”
Crosby Newspaper Syndicate, Inc., Asheville,
North Carolina. Abe Crosby, Editor. “We use
short short stories, column length. No articles.
Would like to see proposed woman page feature
for weekly release. We do not buy photographs
or poetry. Reports in two weeks. Payment on
royalty basis.”
Film City Syndicate, 4218 Burns Avenue, Hollywood, California. William J. Burton, Editor. “We
want column material not over 300 words, to
run indefinitely. No humor. We are using a lot
of photographs and find them hard to get. Would
like to see sharp 8x10 glossy prints—semi-news,
prominent people, oddities, aviation, and risque
girl photos, good nudes. In series of from six to
ten. Will furnish press cards to writers or photographers who mean _ business.
Self-addressed,
stamped envelope, with two editorial references
to whom applicant has sold material, must accompany material sent to us. Amateurs who just want
a press card, save your time. We do not buy
poetry. Reports in two weeks. Payment is on 5050 basis first of month following publication.”
Ewing Galloway, 420 Lexington Avenue, New
York City. “We buy photographs of all types
of subjects except spot-news. Negatives, 344x414
and larger preferred.”
Globe Photos, Inc., 33 West 42nd Street, New
York City. Charles B. Bloch, Editor. “We are
interested in handling feature material—that is,
sets of photographs in continuity form that tell
astory. Sets should contain about 15 to 20 photographs, with a short article and adequate captions. Subjects should cover human _ interest,
action, oddity, religion, hobbies, scientific, sports,
etc. Also interested in single photographs for stock
purposes. Good photography is essential. We do
not sell articles. Articles are only written to help
sell the photographs. We do not buy poetry. Reports when sold. Payment is on 50-50 basis, 20th
of the month following sales.”
Hollywood Press Syndicate, 6605 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
Joseph B.
Polonsky, Editor. “We use feature articles of about
2500 words; the type that will bring about a
better understanding between our country and
those of the Western Hemisphere. No fiction. We
buy news and features photos of every type. Reports in 90 days. Payment on publication.”
Ledger Syndicate, Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. H. W. Miner, Editor. “We
want original novels, 36 chapters, 1800 words each,
written entirely with newspaper serialization format, climax and suspense at end of each chapter.
We do not buy photographs or poetry. Payment—
40% royalty of gross sales.”
Writer’s
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MANUSCRIPT
SALESMAN
y
In choosing the man to handle your
work, ask yourself:
“Do I need a critic or a salesman?”
My job is to sell the editors your
output—NOT to sell you courses, collaborations, revision.
Thus, when I read your script it is to
find: “To which editor can I sell this?”
ot to find fault so that I can convince
f vol ur need for a course in
yriting.
Anyone who reads can find fault with
work.
It takes a salesman to
sk for my Magazine Map which
vs my exact location in the midst
over four hundred editorial check
It also tells you how I handle
B,oS
oO
O ~_
on of getting you your share of
a) CNeCCKS.
ke
s@rst
+- om)
DANIEL
RYERSON
155 E. Thirty-Ninth St., New York City
In the HEART of the publishing district.
Specializing in personal submission to editors.

RADIO

WRITING

OU owe it to yourself as a writer, as well
as to the free lance fraternity, to protect
the good name of writers with radio continuity
editors by sending on only professional looking
scripts. There are over 700 radio stations
buying radio continuity from free lance writers
at good rates.
RADIO WRITING
by Peter Dixon
$2.50
GATEWAY TO RADIO
by Firth & Erskine
$2.50
RADIO WRITING
by Max Wylie
. $3.75
DO'S AND DON'TS OF RADIO WRITING
by Ralph Rogers
. $1.00
RADIO DICTIONARY
Leonard Lewis
Lee
Se eT ae
Order your copy today, and cash in on this
lively market
WRITER'S DIGEST - - = Cincinnati, Ohle

ROGET'S
THESAURUS
$1.00 Postpaid
The greatest textbook devised for building a writer’s style,
phrasing and vocabulary into professional smoothness.
WRITER'S DIGEST
22 East 12th Street,
Ciacinnati, Obio

Digest is your best introduction
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WILL

YOU
YOUR

SEND

US

LAST

REJECTED
MANUSCRIPT?
HE very next time you receive a rejected
manuscript send it to us. Find out why
your manuscript was rejected. Certainly
there was a reason. It wasn’t sent back for fun.
We will carefully read your manuscript and
tell you point blank why your script was returned, where its greatest fault lies, where it
must be changed, where it may be sold, and
how it can be bettered. You will find our
criticism constructive, friendly, honest, and
eminently satisfactory.
For over a decade the Criticism Department
of WRITER’S DIGEST has been our most important division.
It’s our business to help
writers sell. We know the current magazine
market trends and we know how to make you
understand where your faults are and how to
correct them.
If you have never before patronized the
Criticism Department of WRITER’S DIGEST,
do so this month. Send us your manuscript,
and, if you wish, the rejection slip of your last
magazine to which you sent it. Our fees are
most reasonable. We guarantee satisfaction.
Most of our criticism checks are made out for
less than ten dollars, a small sum to find out
information that may prove invaluable to you.
Possibly we can re-route your talents for
you, and direct your literary energies to a
different type of work. The commercial literary field is so broad that a talented failure at
articles may prove a famous success at novels
We are interested in your own individual problem. Let us help you to a firm literary success
Write TODAY.
FEES
These fees include complete constructive
criticism, revision suggestions and specific market information about your own individual
manuscripts.
Up to 1000 words........... Teer.
1000 to 2000 words........... eT a
2000 00 S000 Words...
2... cccscccccesrs BOO
3000 to 4000 words.............202. . 4.00
4000 to 5000 words.............. state,
after 5000 words, the fee is only 60c per
thousand words
Poetry, 4c the line.
Minimum fee, $1.00.
Criticism Department
WRITER'S
22 East 12th St.,

DIGEST
Cincinnati, Ohio

DIGEST
Schostal Press Agency, 545 Fifth Avenue, New
York City. Robert F. Schostal, Editor. “Oy,
Motto is: Every good photograph has its market,
and it is our experience of more than 15 years
which finds this market for you. We are mostly
interested in photoseries with articles (features
dealing with any subject of human interest but
not less in single pictures showing action and
telling a story which can be used for magazine
covers or publicity. Essential for good results:
Photos 8x10 glossies of high technical standard
and detailed captions or short articles going with
the pix. We work on the usual 50-50 basis with
itemized statements and checks payable on the
month following the sale.”
Author’s League of America
President’s Report
In his report as retiring president of the Authors’
League of America, made to the League’s annual
meeting at the Hotel Lincoln, New York City,
Wednesday, November 12th, Elmer Davis said in
part:
“Having got the League out of the red and into
the black, the present administration can gratefully
leave to its successors the realization of the more
noble and glorious purposes of our organization.
“For years past the League had been operating
at a deficit. The fiscal year of 1939-40 ended with
a deficit, for the year, of more than $10,000, and
an accumulated deficit on the books reported as
$54,258. It was obvious that the League would
soon be unable to go on at all, unless we could stop
that hemorrhage.
“Tt has now been stopped, thanks to a sustained
and collective effort. The successful solution was
the work of many people—officers, council members, committeemen, and members of the office staff.
“A campaign for new members was vigorously
pressed, and an endeavor was made to collect back
dues. The consequences show in the figures. In
the fiscal year ending October 1, 1940, the
League took in a little over $50,000, and spent
somewhat more than $60,000. In the year ending
October 1, 1941, we took in $68,793 and spent,
for the current year, $54,888. This in spite of the
fact that this year the Dramatists’ Guild negotiated
a new basic agreement—something that happens
only one year in five, and this time entailed direct
expenses of $3,800, plus another thousand necessary to defend a lawsuit which grew out of it.
“The membership of the League has increased in
the past two years until it now stands at just a
little less than 5,000, including 947 members of
the autonomous Screen Writers’ Guild. There has
been a net increase of somewhat more than 200 in
the active membership in the past two years—net,
in spite of a critical inspection of the membership
rolls which has resulted in the dropping of many
who are no longer active either in the practice of
their profession or in the payment of dues.
“Our most successful Guild, the Dramatists, has
negotiated a new and somewhat more favorable
agreement with the managers. The Screen Writers’
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Guild has finally succeeded in making a contract
with the motion picture producers and has attained
some improvement in working standards. The
Radio Writers’ Guild has signed contracts with
both Columbia Broadcasting System and the
National Broadcasting Company for dramatic and
continuity writers, and with Columbia Broadcasting
System for news writers, and has agred on a code
of fair practice for free- lance scripts with the
American Association of Advertising Agencies.
“We have managed to do one thing for book
writers. The copyright law formerly provided that
foreign books could be copyrighted here upon
deposit of copies within two weeks of original
publication at home, for nationals of countries
which accorded reciprocal privileges to American
writers. Such reciprocity was general, but the
happenings of the past two years have not only
reduced the foreign market, in effect, to Great
Britain and the British dominions, but have made
it extremely difficult to get a book across the
Atlantic within the prescribed two weeks.
“Accordingly, a bill was introduced in the House
of Representatives by Mr. Kramer of California,
which would permit the President of the United
States to extend this time limit by proclamation for
nationals of countries whose governments would
do the same. An officer of the League, happening
to be in England last May, received assurances
from the British Government (thanks largely to the
cooperation of the British Society of Authors) that
such action would be taken whenever Congress
passed the bill. It has now passed, so British
copyright can hereafter be obtained without
obstacles.
“With which observations I extend my commingled benediction and commiseration to my successor.
“ELMER Davis.”
The address of the Authors’ League of America
is 6 East 39th Street, New York City.
$2,500 Prize for Aviator’s Book Offered
by Alfred A. Knopf
Alfred A. Knopf has announced a prize of $2500
for an autobiographical book length manuscript by
an American aviator.
Any American citizen now employed as a flier
may compete. Contestants may be either commercial or military or naval aviators; but maintenance
men, executives, and so forth are not eligible. The
material must be autobiographical. It must be all
true, and so far as possible verifiable. But its exactform should be determined by the author. Competitors may avail themselves of whatever editorial
assistance they wish in putting the material into
final shape.
Curtis Brown, Ltd., literary agent of 347 Madison Avenue, New York City, will handle all manuscripts. All entries must be made on formal entry
blanks, which may be obtained on request from
either Curtis Brown or Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 501
Madison Avenue, New York. Closing date is June
30, 1942,
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Beginners
Only

MK
N the 15th of each month WRITER’S DIGEST enrolls a selected
group of students in its Beginner’s Individual Course in Short Story Writing.
Experienced students or writers with
a good record of MS. sales are not
eligible. A monthly group of sincere
students will be accepted and trained.
The purpose of this Beginner’s Course
in Writing ts to show plainly the elements in writing and painstakingly explain how to write short stories. The
course lasts four months.
RADUATES of the Beginner’s
Course in Writing will not suddenly become professional writers, nor
will they be able to do stories offhand
for the smoothpaper magazines. They
WILL,
however,
understand a few
secrets of professional writing, and be
able to compose good readable English
in the approved editorial form. Only
sincere students desired.
The price of this course is quite reasonable.*
You will have opportunity
to study under experienced, professional
editors who will take an individual interest in your progress.
Complete details and an outline of the Beginner’s
Course in Writing that will intrigue
and inspire you awatt sincere inquiries.
We urge you to reply at once.
WRITER’S DIGEST,
22 East 12th Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Kindly send details of the Beginner’s Course in Writing. This put me under no obligation.
Name
stop cegesesRndanadiauneny
Address .
Liv damdentacened
City.....
pa
ee
*We believe this to be the lowest priced short
story course sold by a reliable institution. Money
back agreement on ALL enrollments.

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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YOUR
POEMS
SHOULD
SELL
I have Just, secured for one Course pupila guarantee of
a mont or her output. re we th proud of this!
For 25 years, I have taught poets, versifiers, song-writers,
how to perfect their verses and get the fullest returns from
them, including my work as instructor in Versification at
ans 3 — pot oiegh Most of , ween, with private
pupils, who range from beginners to Pulitzer Prize winners,
=,com png
eet
Road, Complete
yming Dictionary an oets’ Han
are now standard
Why neglect longer the many profits from versification?
Write today; you are unfair to yourself to delay longer.
Send $1 for trial criticism of 1 poem
,
CLEMENT WOOD
ots Tae Hive... Commend, Ve.
Send $1 for trial criticism of 1 story —
any short short under 1,000 words
I will also take on a few additional prose writers. Rates
foe full criticiom, non-fiction as = as ae $1 per
words up to 5,000; 60c per 1,000 words thereafter
Novels and full books, from $25 upward. As you may know,
I have sold more of my prose, including 72 published books
and 80 published little books, as well as stories, articles,
etc., than any 3 other similar teachers combined. What
about my making yours salable? My More Power to Your
ords is the standard, for effective word-usage. Send
only work showing some promise. Write today.
YOUR
PROSE
SHOULD
SELL

DIGEST

O Osy
>
Of Life!
*
Have you unrealized hopes? Are the
better things of life always just beyond
your reach?
Times have changed—but have you?
Adopt
and
MASTERa new
YOUR psychology
PROBLEMS.of life
It takes

(Continued from page 26)
Wow Comics — Fawcett Publications, 150]
y
.
1°
Broadway, New Y ork City, 1500-1800
Age
=
words $15. Ouarterly.
B Il "i C _
S:
b
>
anal
> 96
7e
ullet
Man
omics
AME as above.
,
>
.
ics—S
>
<
re
Minute Man Comics
Same as above.
S py-Smasher Comics—Same as above
i
,
’
.
‘
:
Y
:
Man of
War Comics—Comic Corporation of
America, 215 Fourth Avenue, New York
City. 1500 words, $10. Bi-monthly.
Amazing Man Comics—Same as above.
Stars and Stripes Comics—Same as above.
z
.
f
~*
_
Famous Funnies
— 500 Fifth Avenue, New
,
~°
LOr
York City. 1500 words, $25. Monthly.
5
oh re
—
>
°
Calling All Girls —52 Vanderbilt Avenue,
rs 6 =
os
J
ms
.
New York City. 1500-2500 words 3c a
paid
¢
?
word. Bi-monthlvy.
Bill Barnes Comics, Doc Savage Comics,
Army and Navy Comics, The Shadow
Comics, Sport Comics, Super Magician
Comics—79 Seventh Avenue, New York
City. 1500-word shorts with payment on
arrangement.
S@S rarely, if ever, pay
under Ic a word. The phrase, “payment
by arrangement” might mean “under a
”
cent a word.”
More than likely, it means
lc a word to so-so stories, and a bonus for
first-rate stuff. Whatever the phrase means,
}@S are square.
=
ee
Sir:
We hope to publish first issue of Southern Scene
January 1 and can still use a few more smart
articles relating to the South. Satire in a light vein
is preferred. Moderate payment upon acceptance.
Photographs of merit also paid for upon acceptance.
We will appreciate your placing a note in your
WRITER’S MARKET section.
: vw H. McF
2
;
_,
Misiene Sieae eens
78 Marietta St., Atlanta, Georgia.
e@ The subtitle of this new publication is “A
4
:
Se This=
monthly
presentation
to southern society.”

no greater mental effort to achieve results when you know how.
Let the Rosicrucians show you how,
by the use of simple laws, you can apply the powers of your mind to bring
about startling changes in your life. If
you are sincere in your desire, write
for the free Sealed Book. It will point
out how you may obtain this most helpful information. Address: Scribe B.Q.T.
8
°
(,he Rosicrucians
AMORC
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, U.S. A.
.
[Perpetuating the Ancient Rosicrucian Secret Teachings }

publisher is unknown to us.—Ed.
a
ie
“a
Sir: ;
:
This past week Ski Magazine and Ski Illustrated
were combined, and the new editorial offices will
.
ei
=
=
.
be at Ski Illustrated, 110 E. Forty-second St., New
York City.
We would appreciate it if you would let your
readers know that any material they might have
sent to us has been turned over to Ski Illustrated,
and that they will hear directly from them in
regard to the articles and pictures.
Wituiam H. Lieserson, Managing Editor,
Ski Illustrated.

a

ee

THOUSANDS EVERYWHERE
ACCLAIM THIS
é WwW

SYC
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Sir:
I see that the firm, Fortuny, has been convicted
of defrauding authors. Did the Dicest publish
advertisements from Fortuny’s soliciting book
manuscripts from free-lance writers for publication ?
JosepH A. ScoseEL,
Ft. Worth, Texas.
© Fortuny’s submitted advertising to the Dicest
on three separate occasions, in which they “solicited
book manuscripts from free-lance writers.” In each
instance, WRITER’s DicestT rejected these advertisements.
We also rejected similar advertising copy, submitted within the past three years, of their subsidiaries, Revel Syndicate and Pegasus.
The reason we barred this particular type of
advertising of Fortuny and their two subsidiaries
in 1939-40-41 was because the Editors of the
Dicest felt that whereas some authors believed
their book was being “published,” it was more, to
our opinion, being “coerced.” —Ed.

for the best book manuscript
submitted by a writer born in the
South or now living in the South
Either fiction or non-fiction. No restrictions on setting or subject. ALL writers
eligible. For further details write Award
Editor, Dept.G,E.P. DUTTON & CO.,
300 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
The Thomas Jefferson
SOUTHERN
AWARD
1941 Winner: MR. GEORGE'S JOINT
by Elizabeth Lee Wheaton

TO

STORY

WRITERS:

Greeting!
The

Latch

Out

String

is Always

at 79 Seventh

‘STREET

&

Avenue

SMITH

PUBLICATIONS,

INC.

KEEP AT IT IN 1942, BROTHER,
WE'RE ROOTING FOR YOU!...
RED CIRCLE PUBLICATIONS
330 West 42nd St., New York City, N.Y.

for
Add Reprint Markets
Sir:
Triangle Books is a line made up primarily of
fiction reprints of former best-sellers. It is only

AUTHORS

$2,500.00

NNW
Adequate Paper For Normal Operation
Sir:
Until stringencies develop due to further
shortages of critical materials used in the manufacture of paper, in transportation or in labor
supply, it seems to us that there is adequate paper
for the normal operation of the printing and publishing industries.
We hope to institute such measures of efficiency
and conservation in the use of paper as to make
even more reams available to the printing and
publishing industries. This might mean such measures as cutting of margins, reduction of basic
weight, restriction on over-delivery of magazines,
etc. In the groundwood field there seems to be an
adequate supply even without these measures.
Therefore, we believe your subscribers are unnecessarily worried. They have doubtless heard
our request to industry generally to voluntarily
reduce the tonnage of the use of paper without
reducing the number of units.
OFFICE OF PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
WasHInoToN, D. C.
For further news, see “The Paper Situation,”
page 13.—Ed.

PRIZE

_wewowwwe*
D™PPP
DDD

Always a full nose bag
competent trade journalists
C. L. Onsgard, Editor
The

Feed

Bag

Phe Writer's Digest, 22 East 12th St., Cincinnati, Ohio. Published by the Automobile Digest Publishing Co. et
e year. Vol. 22, No. 2. Entered as second class matter, April 21, 1921, at the Post Office, Cin., O., U. S. A.
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To
Who

People

Want
but can’t

to

Write

get started

Do you have that constant ur ge to write but the
fear that a beginner hasn’t
a ¢ ~} lance me
I
Then listen to what the editor of Liberty, has to say
on the subject:
“There is more room for newcomers in the writing field
today—and especially in Liberty Magazine—than ever before.
Some of the greatest of writing men and women have passed
from the scene in recent years. Who will take their places?
Who will be the new Robert W. Chambers, Edgar Wallace,
Rudyard Kipling, and many others
whose work we have _ published? It is also true that more
people are trying to write than ever
before, but talent is still rare and
the writer still must learn his craft,
as few of the newcomers nowadays
seem willing to do, Fame, riches
and happiness of achievement await
the new men and women of power.”’

**About 4 months ago
came across the
Newspaper Institute
advertisement in a
magazine. I wrote for
and later passed their
Writing Aptitude Test.
Since 1 have been
studying the N. 1. A.
Course, I have added
$60 to my earnings.
It has been one of
the happiest experiences of my life.
Anyone actually i
terested in le
to write, will
N. 1. A. training a
thoroughly practical
way.”’ — ALEXANDER
Patue, Cleveland, O.

DIGEST
very rarely that we issue an original publication
and then it is by the way of a staple such as an
anthology, or because of some unusual circum.
stances, such as serial publication and a moving
Picture,e as in the case of “Reap the Wild Wind,”
by Thelma Strabel.
Distribution of Triangle Books is general throughout the country, though the line is designed and
edited primarily for the chain variety field. Dis.
tribution is not limited to the F. W. Woolworth
Company, but tl is is far and away the most important group of stores in this field.
FREEMAN LEwIs,
Division of Garden City Pub. Co., Inc.,
14 W. 49th St., New York, N. Y,
Stf-Market
Sir:
We are resuming publication of the magazine
Stirring Science Stories with the March 1942 issue
and will again be interested in seeing manuscripts.
The magazine will now be a monthly rather than
a bi-mon ly and will be large size, in accord with
the latest trends in the pulp field.
Our editorial demands will remain unchanged.
We still
use two novelettes an issue
— one
science-fiction and one weird fantasy. Lengths from
9,000 to 10,000. Short stories of all branches of
fantasy from 2,000 to 5,5(
We shall still feature
the “2 Magazines in 1” idea, using both straight
science-fiction and weird fiction as well as fantasy
types. Still interested in the off-trail notion and
the clever twist, still want mature writing and
avoidance of stale plots and hack themes.
Donatp A. WoLLHEIM,
Manhattan Fiction Publications,
366 Broadway, New York City.

Room, and Room for More
Do you think you could find room in the
WRiTeR’s DicestT to say something about the
NOTICE
Men of Draft Age
Brooklyn Writers’ Club, which had its inception
No need to hesitate
in your columns?
to test your writing
Most of the members are professional writers, but
ability,
though
vor
aro ofevensonar
we do not exclude beginners who look upon their
tion
age.
N.
I.
A.
But
the
first
step
is
to
agrees to refund In
FREE Writing Aptitude
work as something more than a hobby. Nor do we
full the tultion of eS oa
sp.few leminutes
t.
nf
limit the membership to any one type of writing.
anyone accepted as a p(s it amail
the
We have confession and juvenile writers, novelists,
student who is subX
the first move tow
sequently called for
Make enjoyable
most
practitioners in mystery, sports, radio, adventure,
military service.
.
‘ and for
. profita
i
pation
writing
publica
Special terms andPY
Wiucwie Seatitdte
ot ‘Ausmcicn:
and fantasy. We have playwrights and scenarists
1
gy An hg
One Park Ave., New York.
and ghost-writers.
From time to time we get editors, and other
Founded 1925)
experts in various fields, to come down to talk
to us. We discuss various technical problems. We
Newspaper Institute of America
read and criticize our stories. Then we re-write
One Park Avenue, New York
them and sell them.
Send me, without cost or obligation, your Wri
We welcome not only Brooklyn residents, but
Aptitude Test and further information about writing
profit, as promised in Writer’s Digest, January.
anyone who is willing to travel to Brooklyn for a
Miss
meeting. And our meetings are worth traveling to.
Mrs.
Mr.
PAULINE BLoom,
Address
767 Eastern Parkway,
(Correspondence confidential. No salesman will call on you.) 7A662
Copyright 1941 Newspaper Institute of America
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
tt o f
natter
un acquire the coveted
*‘nrofessional’’ touch
Then you’re ready for mar
with
greatly improved chances of making
sales.
T nom
| Mail© the > Coupon Now
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Sir:
Sor
comp
script
progr
radio
W
script
manu
man,
posta
So
write
scrip

January,

blication
1!
ch as an
circum.
nm A. L. Fierst, literary agent, 535 Fifth Ave.,
moving ff yew York, and Gene Bolles, manuscript salesman,
Wind,”
(ame address as Fierst), have ads in your
December issue.
through.
I would like to inquire if these two men work
ned and
together? Any information you can give will be
Id. Dis.
appreciated and regarded as strictly confidential.
20l worth
Evaton M. FiTcHETTE,
t impor.
Box 86, Landisville, Pa.,
(Lanc. County).
@ The building at 535 Fifth Avenue is some forty
ne.
or more stories high, and covers the territory of an
N.Y,
average city block, housing several hundred business firms. The two agents mentioned above have
for years leased offices on different floors and have
no connection. An inquiry made by the Dicest
:
ascertains that, curiously, they have never met.—Ed.
lagazine
i ee
42 issue
Radio Serials
uscripts,
~<a
rd with
Sound Control, transcription and production
company in Des Moines, Iowa, is in the market for
hanged,
scripts and show ideas for a proposed new serial
> — one
program which its salesman will offer to individual
hs from
radio stations this March.
ches of
Writers are asked to send sample eleven-minute
feature
scripts instead of simply ideas, and to protect their
straight
manuscripts before mailing. Address Edward Trufantasy
man, Production Manager. Only persons including
on and
postage will have their manuscripts returned.
1g and
Sound Control has no standard writers’ rates, so
writers are asked to specify their own rates per
;
script and per series of 150 scripts,
ons,
EDWARD TRUMAN,
:
sone Manager,
Cite.
Production
,
412 9th St., Des Moines, Iowa.

little Theater
in the
Sire
ut the § The Playwrights Little Theatre of Newark is
ception | seeking new and original plays by young, unknown
authors for immediate production. Write Gelband,
rs, but
443 Orange Street, Newark.
Pps
LITTLE THEATRE, "
5,
443 Orange Street, Newark, N. J.
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GREETINGS

New York City
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a

To the writers of America. Our latchstring is
always out. If you have a manuscript you consider
worthy by all means let us have it.
2
FULTON OURSLER
Liberty
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

—GREETINGS....
°
And Good Luck in 1942!
wens Semaas peomein "the nile ah.edineen ae:
lc and up per word, Photos—$1 and $2.
HARDWARE
RETAILER
333 No. Penn Street. Indianapolis

PROFESSIONAL

A NEWSPAPERMAN,

WRITER

EDITOR, MAGAZINE

WRITER

Author of short stories distinguished by recognition in several editions of the annual
“O. Henry Memorial Award Prize Stories” book.
WRITE ME A LETTER ABOUT YOUR WRITING HOPES AND PROBLEMS—ABOUT YOUR REASONS FOR
READING THIS AD. I'LL REPLY BY PERSONAL LETTER, AND | WILL ALSO MAIL TO YOU A
COMPLIMENTARY COPY OF MY COPYRIGHTED BOOKLET ON THE ANATOMY OF THE SHORT
STORY: “IT'S A FORMULA—PLUS A FLAIR.“" NO OBLIGATION WHATEVER!

ng to,
Pe

A

1942

P. O. BOX

396

SEABURN
BROWN
Writer Consultant to Writers
SAN FRANCISCO,

CALIFORNIA
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POPULAR

PUBLICATIONS

wishes its authors
A Useful,

Successful

Year!

In war — more even
than in peace — Americans need the release
of good escape reading. Let's dedicate ourselves, in 1942, to giving them the best!

POPULAR

PUBLICATIONS,

Inc.

New York City
|

ik
In this brand new year of 1942
four weeklies of the David C. Cook Publishing Company, Elgin, Illinois, will buy
more than one thousand manuscripts
The Boys’ World
The Girls’ Companion
Dew Drops
Young People's Weekly

Bappy

New

Vear

Here’s wishing you the best of everything
during 1942.
And pointing out that one way to make it
a@ more prosperous year is to send us the
kind of stories we are always eager to get
RANCH ROMANCES, published every two
weeks, is a magazine of romantic Western
stories. Its standards are high and its needs
definite but it offers you quick reading and
check on acceptance.
Ranch
Romances
515 Madison Avenue
Writer’s

New York, N. Y.
Digest is your best

DIGEST

Dream Shop
Sir:
a yt
Please include the name of The Dream Shop, wou.
1132 Franklin Ave., Columbus, Ohio (Faye Chi. two
cote Walker, editor) in any and all forthcomig.
lists of outstanding poetry journals.
:
The Dream Shop is sponsored by the Ver
Writers’ Guild of Ohio, of which I am yic.
president. It is issued quarterly; 25c a copy, $1.0)
a year. Contains news of interest to poets, r.
prints, and book reviews. Present editor prefer
brief rhymed poems of a high standard. Outeof.
state subscribers are welcome. Payment, at present
in prizes only.
Fave CHILCOTE WALKER,
Editor The Dream Shop,
1132 Franklin Ave., Columbus, Ohio,

70,000-Word Mysteries
Sir:
The Crime Club is always pleased to consider
new material, direct from the author, and ha
been fortunate enough over the last few years to
have developed many leading mystery story writers
whose first manuscripts came in _ unsolicited
through the mail.
Manuscripts should contain a minimum of
70,000 words and should be plausible, well written ]
and as well plotted as possible.
IsABELLE S. TAYLor,
The Crime Club, 14 W. 49th St.,
Rockefeller Center, New York, N. Y.

Sir:
Swank Magazine is a fast-paying, fast-reporting
market, and is a good bet for writers who show
promise.
Careful examination of the issues up to date
will show that these new and unknown author
have been given as good a chance in the pages
of Swank Magazine as the established writers.
However, this does not mean that we are a bad
market for established writers.
We are interested particularly in articles of a
controversial nature ; articles around which we can
open a publicity campaign — such as “Fatherhood
For Sale,’ by David Robinson George, which will
appear in our January issue, or “Kissing Must
Stop,” by Irving Wallace, which will appear in
our February issue, or “In Defense of the IIlegitimate,” by J. H. Pollack, which appeared in the
December issue.
We are also in the market for smart, sophisticated satire, or short stories of a definite literary
quality along the lines of “Brother Foe,” by Ira
Wolfert, which appeared in our October issue, of
“If This Be Glory,’ by Ashley Buck, which will
appear in our January issue.
introduction when writing advertisers.
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Ours is a good market. It is a healthy one and
a young one, and I think that writers generally
would be pretty smart if they studied an issue or
two and then started slanting things definitely.
ABNER J. SUNDELL, Editor,
247 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

One Act Non-Royalty Plays
Sir:
Greenberg: Publishers, are now planning the
fourth volume in their series of one-act, NONpovaLTY plays. The new volume, tentatively called
ladies Free, a collection of twenty-five plays for
all-women casts, is being prepared to fill a definite
need in the non-professional theatre.
While contemporary comedies and dramas are
especially desired, any type of all-girl play will
be carefully considered. Some suggested ideas are:
A play about some famous American woman, Lucy
Stone, Clara Barton, Ann Rutledge, Harriet Stowe,
Nancy Hanks, etc.; an historical play about a
brave woman pioneer or a courageous immigrant
who made a home for her family in the new
world; a play of women aviators, women in
government, world affairs, the office or schoolroom; romance and costume plays; a teen-age
play; a play of college or boarding school life; a
play for little girls; a Christmas or any holiday
play; a Biblical or religious play; etc., etc.
The book is being edited by Betty Smith, graduate of the Yale Drama School who has worked
with Professor Koch of the Carolina Playmakers.
Miss Smith, herself the author of fifty published
one-act plays, winner of many national play contests and several times represented in the annual
“Best One-Act Plays” series, assured all contributors of sympathetic treatment. Scripts should be submitted to Play Editor, Greenberg: Publisher, 67
W, 44th St., New York City, attention Miss Smith.
Payment for acceptable plays is by arrangement
with authors.
Betty SMITH.
Nurtures the Yen
Sir:
I notice I am being paged through the columns
of The Forum, but I have nothing very exciting
to report. Skippy sits at my feet and gazes disconsolately at the guernseys grazing contentedly
inside a barbed wire enclosure that radiates electricity from every barb. It is no longer necessary
for us to keep an eye on the herd, but we are
lonely. Death and sorrow has come to us, and I
have found there are times when one keeps on
living simply because there is no alternative. Still
the world moves on, and consistent reading of the
DicksT nurtures the yen to write. I keep on, even
though checks are few and far between.
After trying for years to make the women’s
magazines, with little success, I have recently sold
my first story, aimed at a men’s magazine, to the
American Legion Monthly. Perhaps that only
Proves that men are not as hard to please.
Writer’s

1942

Happy
From

New

Year

the Publishers

America's Greatest
Comics
Boating Handbook
Bulletman Comics
Captain Marvel
Adventures
Daring Detective
Dynamic Detective
Fiying Manual
40 Homes and Plans
For Building
Gene Autry Comics
Golden Arrow Comics
Good Photography
Handy Man's Home
Manual
Hollywood
How To Build It
How To Build 20
Boats
Lawn and Garden
Handbook
Master Comics
Life Story

of

Minute Man Comics
Mechanix Illustrated
Model Builders
Handbook
Motion Picture
Movie Album
Mevie Story
Movie Story Year
Book
1,000 Ideas for
Home Decoration
Photography
Handbook
Radio Handbook
Romantic Stery
Sportsman's Manual
Spot
Spy Smasher Comics
Startling Detective
Adventures
True
True Confessions
Whiz Comics
Wew Comics

FAWCETT PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
New York
Greenwich
Chicago
Los Angeles
° Hollywood
a "eee Francisco

SHORT

STORIES

Short shorts of 900 to 1000 words
with unusual twists and page stories
of 3500 words — with new plots
and smart dialogue—are always
welcome.
New writers are encouraged to submit manuscripts. Fiction is selected
for merit and freshness — not the
author's reputation.
Get your start as O’Henry did—by
writing for this Syndicate—founded
by S. S. McClure in 1882.
McCLURE
NEWSPAPER
75 West Street,

SYNDICATE
New York, N. Y.

Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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CONTESTS

PRIZE
NAME OF PUBLISHER
Atlantic Monthly Press........... ..« »$10,000
8 Arlington St., Boston, Mass
Pletcee @ Brotiers. <oocccseses +... 12,500
49 East 33rd St., New York
1,500
Houghton Mifflin Co.............
2 Park Ave., Boston, Mass.

NOW

OPEN

CLOSING
May 1, 1942; fiction.

DATE

July 1, 1942; non-fiction.

A semi-annual fellowship for financing deserving authors.
April and September
closing.
Life-in-America award for non-fiction books
2,500
Houghton Mifflin Co......
of the American scene. No closing date.
2 Park Ave., Boston, Mass.
May 31, 1942. For juvenile books, fiction or
500
pS a
ee eee
non-fiction ages 8-15; and under 8.
250
501 Madison Ave., N. Y. C
1,000
February 15, 1942.
A first novel contest
Modern Age Books..............
based on “Literary merit, sustained inter432 4th Ave., N. Y. C
est, character portrayal.” Modern Age.
advance royalty
June 30, 1942. Autobiographical book by an
2,500
Alfred A. Knopf.....
American
aviator. Alfred A. Knopf.
501 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.
January 31, 1942. 80,000 words minimum.
1,000
The Dial Press..
Best first novel by American under 35
432 Fourth Ave., N. Y. C.
years, of exceptional literary merit, dealing with problems of young people.
March
15, 1942. Second Thomas Jefter2,500
son Southern Award Contest. Open to
southern authors. E. P. Dutton.
Application for this annual Intercollegiate
1,200
Dodd, Mead
Fellowship must be in April 1, 1942. Designed to give undergraduates opportunity
of faculty advice while planning or writing a novel. Dodd Mead.
Further details may be secured by writing the aublishers direct. Full details of each contest
appeared in the Dicest, w 1en originally announced.
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Recently I have tried literary agents, and there
is a whole swarm of little “whys” buzzing around
in my brain. For instance: why can’t I write a
story about the Amish without casting aspersions
on religion, while “Straw in the Wind” won the
Hopwood prize for Ruth Dobson? Why must I
always give my hero a personal problem, and then
solve it, while Scattergood Banes goes merrily on
his way solving problems for others. In a confession story, why must I always make a sinner of
my heroine while many of the published stories are
about people who are merely victims of circumstances?
I suppose a writer doesn’t reason why.
Lora HEss,
R. R. No. 1, Goshen, Ind.
® Still on R.S.V.P. call are Arthur Burks, Clee
Woods, C. L. Greaves, whose fortunes, at one time
or another, were left dangling in the Forum pages
of W. D.—Ed.
"Faith. . .”
Sir:
I’m going into my eighth year as a WD subscriber and can’t do without it. As a result of
market tips several years ago, I sold my first short
story to Rural Progress. I’ve contributed to more
than 100 magazines and newspapers, from the
SatEvePost down. My first book, Creators of
Comic Strips, will be published November 5 by
Hale, Cushman & Flint, Inc.
Got the idea for the book when I was working
as Assistant to Russ Westover, who draws “Tillie
The Toiler” for King Features. I did a few
magazine articles, went ahead and wrote 75,000
words. Publisher after publisher turned it down
for various and sundry reasons, but I had faith in
my stuff, finally placed it through the help of my
agent, Mary R. Walsh. At 27 I feel pretty swell
after cracking the Saturday Evening Post with a
color photo of Cardinal O’Connell of Boston and
selling my first book.
Hale, Cushman @& Flint want me to write
another book, this one on Cuba.
MarTIN SHERIDAN,
1132 Commonwealth Ave.,
Boston, Mass.
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Now that people need escape reading desperately, those who create it are cashing in.
THIS IS YOUR BIG CHANCE TO
Enter...
Exit.

.

Beginner

. Selling

Writer

From beginner to selling writer has been
the success story of many of our students.
More aspiring writers than ever before are
becoming interested in our work right now.
They know this is the time to make a short
term investment for lifetime dividends. They
know that we have eliminated waste of time
and effort for our students . . . shortened
their road to success.
We think we can make you sell, too. We are not
interested in "literature"; our course is frankly commercial, and the writers we train aim at commercial,
well-paying markets.
.
This course is the creation of a man whose story
formulas and devices helped him sell 2,000 stories and
35 books—Jack Woodford, author of the famous TRIAL
AND ERROR, about which the editor of ESQUIRE
says: "Buy, Beg, Borrow or Steal a Copy of this Book”.
SUPERVISED means working on your story from the
plot germ, to the outline, to the rough draft, through
the finished copy
— knowing what you are doing in
every step.
In these dynamic times you cannot afford undirected
attempts; still less can you afford time and energy
wasted in experimenting. You want your road to success to be short. The shortcut will eliminate the aimless groping and the waste motions of most beginners;
the author of TRIAL AND ERROR and SSW has been
through every stage and presents WHAT HE FOUND
TO BE THE MOST DIRECT ROUTE TO SELLING HIS
2,000 STORIES AND 35 BOOKS.
PRACTICAL — INEXPENSIVE
Write for information about Supervised Story Writing—
TODAY. We would like to give you more information about
our students who have sold, and how this course is conducted.
We consider it simple and easy (you can complete it in only
3 months—but you may take longer if you must) and the
Supervised Story Writing Assignments carry a 30-Day Money
Back Agreement. We are willing to gamble a month of our
work on your satisfaction. Salable stories marketed (10%
commission).
Jack Woodford's great book TRIAL AND ERROR is included with the course; if you already have TRIAL AND
ERROR we make a special allowance.
If a shortcut to sales appeals te you In these tremendous times, send the coupon below—today.

Expose Detective
Sir:
Robert Solomon will substitute as editor for J.
SUPERVISED STORY WRITING SCHOOL
J
Alvin Kugelmass in running Expose Detective.
| East 44th Street
This magazine needs true detective cases and
New York, N. Y.
writers will find a ready market here.
Please send full information about SUPERVISED STORY
WRITING at no obligation to me. | have 1 do not have []
The word rate is good and depends on quality.
TRIAL
AND ERROR,
Stories, if possible, should be confined to 4,000
words.
I cannot emphasize too much the need for good
Manuscripts. Payment is prompt and on acceptance.
RosBertT Sotomon, Editor,
(Approved as a correspondence school under the laws of the
330 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
State of New York)
Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers.
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BOOKS

We are established General Book Publishers. We offer you friendly editors and
MS readers; able artists, punctual printers; agents for Great Britain and the
Continent ; distribution at home and abroad.

|

If you have a typewritten book MS on any subject—prose (30,000 words and up,
gq juveniles slightly shorter) or poetry (book-size collections for CONTEMPORARY
POETS OF DORRANCE)—you are cordially invited to submit it with the complete certainty on your part that it will be read without delay, and of course free.
gq On the Book Lists of DORRANCE & COMPANY have appeared, among others,
Colonel Philippe Bunau-Varilla, General Smedley D. Butler, Colonel Clarence D.
Chamberlin, Winston Churchill, Lord Dunsany, General John A. Lejeune, Dr.
Clarence Edward Macartney, Hon. Theodore Marburg, Dr. Simon N. Patten,
Judge Henry A. (“Plupy”) Shute, Lincoln Steffens, Mme. Tetrazzini, and
Thurston the Magician. New writers are particularly welcome. Write first if
you prefer about your work.
If unavailable, your MS will be returned promptly and carefully. If accepted,
your book will be published promptly and adequately. Just address MS to:
DORRANCE
&
COMPANY
(INCORPORATED 1920)
DEPT. WD, 364-376 DREXEL BUILDING
PHILADELPHIA

Writer’s
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January,

TWENTY-ONE
IN

WRITER’S

YEARS

AGO

DIGEST

Gertrude Atherton went to Hollywood to
help Sam Goldwyn, who with Rex Beach has
just organized the Eminent Author's Productions, to film her first story written directly
for the screen, Noblesse Oblige. Other members of the company were Rupert Hughes,
Gouveneur Morris, Mary Roberts Rinehart,
and Basil King. An interested spectator was
Somerset Maugham. The Dicest, speaking
of all this, added: “The movies are moving
ahead! Mr. Goldwyn’s new corporation is
the first great recognition of the principle
that authors should not merely provide good
stories, but participate in their production, so
that the spirit of their imagination is preserved.”
Metro Corporation, Inc. Studios, and Vitagraph had notices in the DicEsT requesting
movie stories for Tom Moore, Will Rogers,
Mabel Normand, and Corinne Griffith.
Anatole France, at the age of 77 announced
his engagement to Mile. Brindeaux.
Photoplay offered $5,000 for a short story
of 2,500 words.
Adventure offered one cent a word and “a
specially warm welcome for new writers who
show promise.” Adventure was published then
by Butterick, the ladies fashion stylists, and
of course, today is edited by Ken White of
PoPULAR PUBLICATIONS.
Little Story Magazine “recognizes only the
short-short story of 1,800 words or less” which
were published in a “pocket size monthly.”
The real nine day wonders of that January,
twenty-one years ago, was not Goldwyn nor
Mr. France, but three children, Phyllis Joyce
of New Rochelle, New York who, unable to
read or write was composing poems and dictating them to her family; Horace Atkisson,
aged eleven, who wrote a “30,000 word novel
in three weeks,” and Hilda Conkling, daughter of Dr. Conkling of Smith College, who
wrote “some very beautiful verse at the age
of nine.” Hilda, Phyllis, and Horace—r.s.v.p.
—where are you now?—Ed.
Writer’s Digest
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Greetings
from

(NBC Red Network)
to the many writers who have submitted scripts for our
program. Whether you have sold us or not: Thanks for
letting us read. If you haven’t yet rung the bell here,
remember that you are no more anxious to sell than we
are to buy.
_ Our requirements and a sample script page are sent
free on request.
Martin Horrell
Lambert &
9 Rockefeller Plaza,

Feasley, Inc.
New York, N. Y.

TRY ME! Exceptional typing, 40c per 1000
words up to 5000; special rates thereafter. Carbon copy; two first and last sheets. Minor corrections at request.
ELSIE ANDERSON
Box 93,
» Marengo, Wisconsin
TO SLICK PAPER
SHORT STORY WRITERS
I analyse only slick short stories in whose possibilities I
believe. If your stuff falls under this classification, I’ll
tell you what a constructive analysis will cost you. Otherwise your script returned with a brief report—for which
there is no charge. Fair enough? . . Then send me
your story. Please note that I don’t handle the sales
end but supply my clients with current market lists.
JAIME PALMER
Short Story Specialist
Hollywood Hotel
Hollywood, California
Courses
MAGAZINE

in
WRITING

Fiction — Non-Fiction
practical home study training for
those who must work in spare time
The Magazine Institute, a private school owned
and operated by successful writers and editors,
offers practical, up-to-date training in story and
article writing. You work in your own home.
Every assignment you send in is returned with
detailed criticism.
EXPERT INSTRUCTION
An experienced writer or editor takes you in hand, answering all your questions, helping you find the type of
work for which you are naturally suited. Before long
you are writing in your own home fiction stories, essays,
short sketches, whatever you are best fitted to do.
SEND THE COUPON TODAY for the free booklet
which tells about opportunities in magazine writing.
THE MAGAZINE INSTITUTE .. .. Dept. ED-l,
50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.
Please send your booklet, kB obligation, to:
eae
See eT em ea eee
ADRESS
(Inquiries ‘confidential. No salesman will call).
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A few 1941 appearances
of writers I pushed into
important markets. ...

Now, more than ever, America needs to be amused—entertained—inspired.
Magazines and book publishers are carrying on and are searching for good literary material. It’s your
job, and mine, to supply this without lost motion.
.
For nineteen years I have specialized in selling
To New Writers:
stories. And by regularly placing my clients’ work
I will honestly appraise your work and recommend
with magazines from Saturday Evening Post and
salable scripts to actively buying editors. If astory Cosmopolitan down through the confession, true
con
& soetis,
how your
snd ability
te which
specificmememarkets
to re I sxpiin
I analyze
and detective, and every type of pulp magasine, l
suggest markets for which you should work, Until
know what the editors want to buy today. That
Ii
$1,000
w
o
r
t
h
o
f
y
o
u
r
copy,
the
above
profession:
.
a
100 costsworth$1 ofper your
the aboveon manuscripts
professional. yerjence can help you increase
your sales, open
guidance
th yusatcopy;1d words
to $5,000: on.scripts 5,000 to 11,000, my fee is $5
new and better markets bridge the gap between
for the first 5,000 words, 75c for each addition
’
c
6
thousand. Special rates on novelets and novels.
’ pulp and slick or, if you area beginner, assist you
to achieve your first sale.
To Selling Writers:
If you want an ag ent who will keep you working
full capacity and who really pushes your manuscripts
—talk it over with me. If you’ ve sold $1,000 wort!
&
of magazine
i or articles during 1941, I will
handle your account at my regular commission of
10% on American, 15% on Canadian, 20% on foreign
sales. If you have sold $500 worth in the past year, I
will handle your work at one-half reading fee.
.
Literary Agent
My booklet, PRACTICAL LITERARY HELP,
d
nm
56 WEST 45th STREET,
NEW YORK, N.Y.
latest market news letter, on request. "“

